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Result In Doubtful States May Sol be Known fop a
The Dorchester, Mass., Beacon has the
Seaside Grange has dances regularly every
Last week was a quiet one in the Supreme
Day op two Owing to Australian Ballot Law and
following in relation to the death of WinWednesday evening.
the Length of the Tickets.
Court, but one ease being tried by jury. The
field H. Taber, who was found dead in his
The Presidential election November 3d
traverse jurors were excused Thursday afHarvest Moon Grange, Thorndike, will
will be held under conditions which have
office in Boston recently:
ternoon to Monday morning; Friday forehold its next meeting Saturday afternoon,
never before prevailed, which will render
The report was started that he had comnoon was devoted to hearing divorce
Oct.
3ist.
cases, the official count a matter of difficulty and
mitted suicide, but this his friends deny,
unusual delay. Since the last Presidential
etc., and the Court suspended at noon until
Pride
The sociable of Farmers’
Grange of with every proof on their side. The wound
contest almost every State which had not
was accidental.
Mr. Taber had nothing for
Monday. The case tried was
was very sucthen adopted the Australian ballot system Lincolnville Monday evening
which he could wish to die and
Jeremiah C. Thompson vs. Isaac Hills, an
has, by State enactment, prescribed some cessful. An ample supper was served, fol- for which to live—ample means, aeverything
beautiful
action on account for a bedstead, etc., bought form of secret blanket ballot, either based lowed by a dance in which over 50 couples home
(one of the finest in Dorchester), a
on the Australian plan or
wife and daughter he worshipped and who
closely resembling participated.
by defendant’s wife and delivered at his it.
The only exceptions are Georgia, Louisworshipped him, a prosperous business anil
house.
The defendant claimed that the
iana, North Carolina, and South Carolina.
perfect health.
Seaside Grange will have a harvest feast
In the first three States named the old
goods were bought without his knowledge
The facts are these: Mr. Taber had told
aud will discuss the
or consent and that he had
system prevails and the election next Saturday evening,
his wife on the night
to his death
publicly forbid- open ballot is
in the hands of the State auThat it would be for that he should be atprevious
“Resolved,
machinery
question,
the factory early, to
den all persons from trusting anybody on
thorities. In South Carolina there is what the interests of the debtor class to
make some repairs on the shafting before
exempt
his account.
Verdict for plaintiff for $26.72. is called a “reform ballot,” the avowed
the machinery started, and would get his
purfrom taxation.” The tables will
Dunton for plaintiff. Brown for defendant. pose of which is to restrict the votes of illit- mortgages
breakfast in town.
He had gone to the
erate negroes.
In nearly all other States a
be spread at 7.30 o’clock.
factory and laid his overcoat and morning
The following attorneys were in attendblanket ballot will be cast, and in many of
Granite Grange, North Searsport, has paper on a high desk in the shipping room,
ance the past week from other counties:
O. them the count will be complicated by the :
and the revolver he carried in his hip pocket
fact that the State, legislative, and county
R. Fellows, Bucksport; L. M. Staples, Washadopted the following resolutions:
annoying him in climbing to the shafting,
nominations are printed on the ballot with
in
link
the
Another
fraternal
had doubtless laid that also on the desk.
Whereas,
ing; Ii. R. Ulmer, Rockland; J. W. Mansou,
the names of Presidential electors.
chain has been severed, and the angel of It slipped to the door, and the fatal shot
Pittsfield; Jos. Williamson, Jr., Augusta.
Connecticut lias an envelope system, and death has taken from our midst a worthy was accidentally fired. Mr. Taber had not
Court opened Monday with the case of R. New Jersey prints each party ticket upon a
and esteemed brother, therefore,
removed his hat and the bullet had passed
ballot.
Resolved, That in the death of brother through it. The revolver was not near to
A. Gurney vs. James W. Burgess.
It was separate
Should the election be in any way close it
Green, Granite Grange has lost a good mem- the hand of the dead man, and there can
tried before a drawn jury, who viewed the
may be 24 hours or even 48 hours after tlie i ber and we a true friend and brother.
be no doubt that these are the facts of the
place in question in the forenoon. The ac- polls close before the result is known with
Resolved, That the heartfelt sympathy of case.
absolute
In
States
like
to
the sorrowing
certainty.
Mr. Taber was born In Maine, 48 years
Nebraska, our Grange be extended
tion was brought to recover for damages to
for instance, where according to conserva- family of our departed brother, and that we
ago, and came to Boston when a boy of 17.
plaintiff’s mill near the Head of the Tide, tive opinion there may not be a margin of ever
hold his widow aud fatherless children Nearly all of his life since then has been
Belfast, in the freshet of March 1st, it is al- | 5,000 votes either way, it will be impossible in tender remembrance.
spent here, and he is not known to have an
to arrive at a correct judgment until all
Resolved, That this testimonial of our sin- enemy in the world. He was a whole-soulleged by reason of the cutting of ice by the back
counties are heard from. The polls in
cere sympathy be sent to the bereaved famed, genial man, and but a few minutes bedefendant above the plaintiff’s premises.
the cities close at 4 p. in. and in the country
ily, a copy be inscribed upon our records, fore his death was joking and laughing with
The plaintiff claims that by reason of the
districts keep open until 0 p. in., and with a and a copy sent to each of the Belfast papers the clerk in a cigar store where he was maklegislature and county officers to for publication.
ing a purchase. Mr. McGiuness of Hancutting the ice above the mill caused the governor,
elect, all on one ballot, it will take at least
Ida R. Nickerson,
over street and Mr. Otis S. Neal, both of
great mass of ice in the river to come down six hours to complete the count.
Alfred Stinson,
whom have seen Mr. Taber daily, scout the
Some idea of the general trend of the vote
F. L. Trundy.
upon the mill and wreck it. The defendant
idea of suicide. His books were in perfect
in
Ohio
can be obtained from the result of
and his business in a most flourishing
claims that the cutting did not contribute to
By invitation about fifty members from order,
the counties in which Cincinnati and Clevecondition. But a day before his death he
the accident, but that the ice came from
land are respectively situated, ami these re- Granite Grange met with Northern Light had been talking with Mr. McGinnis of
plans
farther up the river; also that the mill stood sults will probably be knowu comparatively
Grange, Winterport, Oct. 22nd. The weather for the near future in which both were inearly. The rest of the State, it is anticipat- was
and
he
had
been
out into the stream to a distance that was
terested,
making preparafair, the moon at its full and the travel- tions for
ed, will go pretty much as it has done in prequite an extensive trip the coming
unsafe when ice was running in the river.
vious Presidential years.
The doubtful ing fairly good, which helped to make a winter.
And he was not the makeup of
Judge Foster charged the jury that if they points are Hamilton and Cuyahoga counties. pleasant visit. We left home about live a suicide.
Chicago will control Illinois. There will
Mr. Taber leaves a widow and daughter,
found the cutting of the ice to be the princibe no doubt of the outcome when the vote o'clock, going by way of and over the Black a mother, four brothers and three
sisters,
pal cause of the damage to the mill, then of Cook county is recorded.
Hill, so-called, by the thrifty farms of Bros. who deeply mourn in their loss. There was
the defendant is liable and damages should
In other close States, like Indiana, MichiMoore and Thayer; over the Locke bridge, a large attendance at the funeral which was
be assessed accordingly. If, however, they gan and Kansas, where State and legislative
held on Sunday afternoon. The Rev. E. S.
tickets also complicate the ballots, there taking the back road leading to Frankfort, Wheeler, pastor of the Blaney Memorial
found that the cutting was not the principal
until we reached the fine farm buildings of
will probably be no keynote from which the
Baptist church, officiated, and music was
cause, even though it might have contributresult can be definitely determined Tuesday
Bro. Geo. H. Fisher, when we strike off into furnished by a quartet. The floral tributes
ed to the result, then the defendant is not night unless the election should prove a West
included
a large standing wreath and cycle
Winterport by the fine set of buildings of
In that case midnight may give
roses, pinks and ferns, from the employes
liable. The jury went out about 4 o’clock landslide.
of Geo. W. Ritchie. Bro. Ritchie has one of of the
a clear idea of the victors, otherwise there
Merrimac Mattress company, and a
Tuesday afternoon and returned in about an may be many hours of anxious suspense.
the best farms in Winterport and believes in shield of violets, pinks and asters, from the
The last two Presidential elections have
hour with a verdict for the defendant. Dunfarming. His latcbstring always hangs out Knights of Pythias.
been
free
from
singularly
uncertainty.
ton for plaintiff.
McLellau for defendant.
It was known by 10 p. m. of election day for a Patron, as we can testify, for we have
In the death of their lovely young daughFred Rackliff vs. John R. Hurd. Action
in 1888 that Mr. Harrison had defeated Mr.
been there and found everything in apple
ter, Enna, Mr. and Mra, Joseph Tyler have
to recover $1,000 for personal injuries from
Cleveland and it was knowu with equal
pie order inside as weli as out. Sister Ritchie the
sympathy of the entire community. A
certainty at 11 p. in. of election day in 1802 knows how to entertain
an assault alleged to have been made by
company. From
that Mr. Cleveland had defeated Mr. Harrivery promising child, generous, frank, affecthe defendant upon the plaintiff. The parthere we went over the hill by the beautiful
sou.
in tne election or levy* wneu .nr. Clevetionate, she had endeared herself to a large
ties were members of Farmers’ Pride Grange
land defeated Mr. Blaine, the official result farm buildings of Wing
Lowe, by the Blais- circle of friends in
>i Liincoinvme, aim airer the
school, church and neighmeeting Feb. hung in doubt over the vote of New York dell farm and
thence
to
the
factory,
Grange borhood, and it will be long ere her bright,
for days.
15, 189(5, as plaintiff claims, two other
elewill
add
a
further
where
we
found
The fusion tickets
hall,
good Patrons ready to smiling face will cease to live in our memmembers were engaged in a conversation
ment of difficulty in the Presidential count
care for our horses as well as ourselves.
ories. The funeral took place at two p. m.
about some matters pending in the grange. this year. Fusion has been arranged beSome two hundred Patrons soon arrived,
tween the Populists and Democrats on the
on Friday last, Rev. J. M. Leighton
offiMr. Hurd stepped up to them and threatened
electoral ticket in every Democratic State when Worthy Master Thompson called the
to strike one, when Mr. Rackliff interfered
ciating, and tlie large number present, combut Tennessee, Mississippi, Georgia, AlaGrange to order in the fourth degree and inHurd stopped and struck Rackliff,
and
pletely filling the house, testified to the tenbama, Florida and Texas. In several south- structed four candidates in the
same.
Durder sorrow that prevailed in the hearts of
knocked him over a settee, after which he ern States while there has been no formal
fusion between the Republicans and Popuing our twenty years service in the order we friends and
choked him. The defendant claims that the
companions. Her class at school
lists on legislatures and congressmen, local never saw the work better done. Northern
was present in a body, occupying the little
plaintiff struck the first blow, and that arrangements made that amount to fusion
should feel proud of their
Grange
Light
whatever he did was in self defense. Ver- will have more or less to do with the result.
white room made sacred by her use and
After the
The following States will elect governors master and his subordinates.
dict for defendant. Thompson & Ward well
memory. Covered with exquisite roses the
November 3rd :
work Worthy Master Thompson declared a
for plaintiff.
Duntou for defendant.
sweet child lay as if asleep. “The white hands
Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Idaho, recess for a harvest feast. The
folding doors were crossed on the
The following divorces have been decreed : Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Massachusetts,
quiet breast, soft eyes
Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, of their dining hall were thrown open reveal- sealed with an angel kiss, the smile of HeaMabel E. Thomas, Freedom, from Charles
New
York,
Nebraska, New Hampshire,
ing the well tilled tables covered with viands ven on
W. Thomas, Belfast.
lip and brow.” The floral tributes
North Carolina, North Dakota, South Dawhich the good sisters of Northern Light
Mattie A. Ladd, Stockton Springs, from
were very beautiful, including the harp from
kota, Tennessee, Texas, Washington, West
know
so
well
how
to
After
all
had
Wisconsin
and
Carolina.
prepare.
South
Yirgiuia,
Hiram A. Ladd, Stockton Springs.
her schoolmates of last year, a large bouquet
The following States will elect legislabeen satisfied, Bro. Thompson again called
Mary L. Burgess, Belfast, from John N. tures
of roses from her class, a crescent from the
:
of
unknown.
the
to
order.
Remarks
Burgess,
were then in
parts
Grange
Unitarian Sunday school, a star from her
California, Colorado, Connecticut, DelaMabel E. Bornemau, Searsmont, from Will
order. Bro. Boyd, Worthy Master of Granware, Idaho, Illinois. Indiana, Iowa, Kansas,
A. Bornemau, of parts unknown.
Sunday school teacher, four beautiful
(seven vacancies) Michigan, ite, spoke words of cheer, as did Bros. Stin- baskets, and bouquets and boxes of flowers
Ida M. Cole, Winterport, from Barney A. Kentucky,
Cole, Winterport, custody of minor children Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, son, Thayer, Mathews and Black. In fact, from many others. As a part of the
New
service,
Nevada,
Hampshire, New Jersey,
to mother.
New York, (part), North Carolina, North most of Granite Grange had a word to say. a trio of voices rendered the following apA Knox county habeus corpus ease, was
South
Then
came
the
Northern
Carolina,
Dakota, Pennsylvania,
program by
Light, propriate lines from Whittier.
heard Thursday. Joseph Durant, a sailor,
South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, which was rendered in a
of Boston, was tried before atrial justice in
very pleasing man- 1
“Our young and gentle friend, whose smile
Virginia, Washington, West Virgina, Wis- ner. Bro. Geo. Ritchie
Vinalhaven for assault, and was committed
Made brighter summer hours,
made some interestconsin, Wyoming.
Amid the frosts of autumn time
to the jail in Rockland under the name of
Has left us wi h the flowers.
ing remarks, referring to the time when a
Joe-.
The prisoner claimed that he was
Fold her, () Father! in thine arms,
certain
called
on
him
as
a
illegally imprisoned inasmuch as the mittiGranger
Three Runaways in One Day.
Deputy
let her henceforth be
And
mus on which he was committed did not
to resurrect old Granite Grange.
At a late
\ messenger of 1 we between
state any time of imprisonment, or order
One oi them Serious and Narrowly Escaped Behuman
Our
hearts and thee.”
hour Bro. Thompson declared the labors of
him to be held for a higher court.
He aping Fatal.
the day ended and closed the Grange. We
plied to Judge Foster for a writ of habeus
Valentine
II.
Pattershall died at liis home
Robie F. Alexander of Belmont had a narcorpus and after a hearing was discharged
reached our homes in due time well satisfied in East Belfast last
Thursday after a long
from arrest, rimer of Rockland for petition- row escape from death in this city Monday
with our visit to Northern Light Grange.
illness. He was horn in this city in 1851, and
er.
evening. He hoards a pair of horses for J.
CRIMINAL DOCKET.
One of them.
was a sou of the late Doane and Lavinia PatG. Berryman of Boston, and received word
The criminal docket contained l.‘>4 old
tershall. He married Grace, daughter of the
Monday to meet Mr. B. at the train that
cases, several of which have been received
Commissioners’
Convention.
County
late Capt. James W. White.
For seventeen
back from the Law Court and are ready for evening. In coming into the city with the
sentence. There are 17 new cases appealed
team the horses acted badly and finally ran
County Commissioners Payson and Stiles years prior to a year ago, lie was in the emfrom lower courts. The Grand Jury reporton the Wilson Hill, and in spite of all
attended the meetings of the County Com- ploy of Critcliett, Sibley & Co. as a laster,
ed Thursday afternoon, after a session of away
ami was considered an extra workman, hut
three days. They found 20 indictments as Mr. Alexander’s efforts they continued on missioners of Maine in Aroostook county
follows:
and crashed into the front window of Alexlast week. There were 28 commissioners for the past year he had not been able to do
Justin Burdin, assault; trank A. Choate,
work. His wife and one son, Ross H., 1)
ander &: Burgess market. Mr. Alexander
present. Mr. Ambrose of Aroostook presid- any
breaking and entering; Fred Davis, larceny;
him. He also leaves three
Fred Davis and Llewellyn Moore, larceny; was thrown forcibly to the granite pavement ed and Mr. Clark of Somerset was clerk. years old, survive
Chas. P. Brown, single sale; F. C. Atwood,
and was not only hurt by the fall but by- Sessions were held in Houlton and Caribou. sisters and two brothers, Mrs. Mary Curtis,
Frank T. Pease, H. A. Bolan, John Drew,
standers think he was kicked by the strug- These meetings are improving the finances Mrs. Helen Osborn, Mrs. Martha Darby,
Frank Park, Sherman W. Freeman, Joseph
gling horses. He was taken into the City of the various counties, by bringing about a Capt. George W. Pattershall and Capt. Fred
A. Gilmore, L, L. Gentner, VV. E. Grinnell.
Asa A. Howes, Edward A. Jones, M. R.
Drug Store, where his wounds were dressed uniformity in fees where the statutes are in- D. Pattershall. He was a member of Waldo
Knowlton, Gustavus C. Kilgore, R. H. by Mr. E. A. Wilson, one of the proprietors. definite. In many cases the law provides Lodge of Odd Fellows and Penobscot EuMoody, C. O. Poor, common sellers.
His injuries consisted of the loss of 7 teeth,
for “a reasonable compensation,” and in campment. As a citizen and a neighbor he
[The liquor indictments against the local
a scalp wound 4 inches long on the forehead,
such cases the commissioners have fixed was held in high esteem, being a man of updruggists are said to be based upon their several lesser cuts on the
face, and a loug maximum fees. For conveyance of a pris- right and straight-forward dealing in all the
holding a United States liceuse, which is cut on one
leg. He was taken home that oner the travel formerly allowed varied in relations of life. The funeral was held Satfor
the
necessary
legitimate conduct of their
night, and Tuesday morning was unable to the different counties from 5 to 20 cents per urday afternoon at 2 o’clock, Rev. J. M.
business.]
move upon his bed.
Yesterday he was re- mile, and the commissioners have now fixed Leighton officiating. The floral pieces from
the lodges and his numerous friends were
as improving. The horses wrere badly
upon a uniform fee of 5 cents.
ported
Wedding Bells.
The question of “tramps” was discussed
very beautiful. The interment was made in
cut and bruised. One had both knees inat some length, and a committee, consisting Grove cemetery.
Bradley-VVaterhouse.
An extremely jured and a bad wound over the near stifle
of
W.
B.
of
S.
S.
Andrews
Beals
of
York,
pretty wedding occurred at the residence of
joint and several cuts from broken glass on Androscoggin, and It. C. Burgess of Kennethe bride’s mother, Mrs. J. VV. Waterhouse,
A telegram was received last Thursday I
his face; the other had his face cut and a sebec, was appointed to recommend to the announcing the accidental death at
on Park street, Portland, Oct 22nd at 4.30
Big Timin
suitable
the
changes
tramp
vere wound in his breast.
The window wras ! Legislature
p. m., when Mr. William Mason Bradley
trial justices jurisdiction to sen- ber, Montana, of Webster Marshall, formerly
law,
giving
and Miss Annie Patience Waterhouse were a
complete wreck, and all the produce there tence tramps to 00 days’ imprisonment. of Troy. The telegram states that he was
married by Rev. Dean Sills of St Luke’s
wras spoiled.
Many of the commissioners were of the run over by a heavy team, but the particuCathedral.
Mr. Bradley is a United States
There were tw'o similar, but less serious, opinion that the law should be amended, so lars have not
Commissioner, one of Portland’s most
yet been received here. He
enterprising attorneys, and has long been ac indents Monday morning. W. F. Patter- that tramps might be indicted and sentenced
to State prison.
leaves a wife and one child in Big Timber.
identified with the business interests of the
A question which aroused considerable He was about 80
city. The guests were confined to the two son wras driving Wm. M. Welch’s horse on
years of age.
families, and a few of the intimate friends High street when the bit broke and the discussion was, “Shall we favor the appointof
ment
a
State
road
commissioner?”
Re<»f the bride and groom. The house was
Chandler Eastman, senior partner in the
horse ran away. He turned from Northport marks were made
by many in favor of bettastefully decorated with potted palms ami avenue down Condon
street, but threw' Mr. ter roads, but there was a strong opposition carriage manufacturing firm of Chandler
crysanthemums by the young lady friends
of the bride.
Pending Eastman & Sons of Concord, N. H., died at
Throughout the afternoon, Patterson out near the corner of Union to the proposed road commission.
the decision of the question an adjournment his home in West Concord Oct.
and during the ceremony, Gilbert’s orches- street. He then
27th, aged
on through a field ami
kept
was
to
house
taken
the
court
at
tra played delightfully, and at the close of
Caribou,
was stopped by J. C. Durham.
Mr. Patterwhere an interesting evening session was 71) years. He was a native of Belfast, Maine,
the ceremony rendered the Mendelsohn
but had resided in Concord since a boy.
Wedding March. The bride was charming son was slightly bruised, the carriage was held. of This evening session proved productive
interesting discussion. The followin a rich white moire antique trimmed with
and
a
of
lot
damaged
somewhat,
eggs, proSewell Simpson, a well known resident of
“That the sening resolution was adopted:
old point lace, and carried a bouquet of
visions, etc., in the carriage wTere badly mix- timent of said convention is opposed to a the Small's mill district, Bucksport, died
lilies of the valley. Her veil was fastened
after a long illness. He was nearly
road
State
commission.”
Friday
with a cluster ol the same fiowers. The
ed up.
Dr. F. E. Freeman's horse also ran
A committee was appointed to recommend 72 years of age and leaves a wife and two
After away about the same time, from the bit
groom was in morning costume.
sous.
Mr.
to
the
in
the law, so j
Simpson was for many years
legislature a change
the ceremqjiy a delicious breakfast was servbreaking in his mouth, leaving him without that trial justices receiving fine and costs master builder at Treat’s Winterport shiped by Mr. J. J. Pooler of The Sherwood.
There has not been a wedding in Portland control. The doctor jumped out and w'as should be compelled to pay the whole yard.
amount into the county treasury and prefor years where the table was so artistic in
not hurt, but the carriage was badly brokeu.
Transfers in Real Estate.
sent their own bills to the county commisits furnishings, or tin: service so perfect.
sioners to be audited.
The exquisite taste displayed in these matThe Vitascofk. One of the most won
lu
the
as
to
the
The
follov, ing transfers in real estate were
question
discussing
perters was only equalled by the breakfast itderful inventions of this century is on excentage of arrests for intoxication and cost recorded in Waldo County Registry of
self, which was said by those present to
of
arrest and commitment, it was developed
have been fully worthy of the best caterers
hibition at Belfast Opera House, the Vitathat in some couuties 80 per cent, of all ar- Deeds for the week ending Oct. 28, 18tK>:
of New York and Boston. There was a
scope invented by Thomas A. Edison. The
rests were for drunkenness and the costs of Joshua Nickerson, Swanville, to Albert S.
of
most
and
beautiful
wedprofusion
costly
exhibitions opened Tuesday evening, to conand commitment per person was from
Nickerson, do.; land in Swanville. Madell
ding remembrances, showing the popularity tinue Wednesday and Thursday evenings. arrest
SO to $8.
in which Mr. and Mrs. Bradley are held.
The pictures are thrown on a screen on the
Leonard, MontvilJe, to Geo. S. Lowell, do.;
At a few moments before six o’clock the
stage in a similar manner to the stereoptiin Montville. Elzada R.
Dr. Herbert C. Penney of Amherst and land and buildings
bride and groom left for the train which con, but show everything in motion as in real
bore them westward, followed by the usual
life. The views are made by very rapid photoother places is again in Lewiston with his Sargent estate, Monroe, to Geo. A. Sargent,
shower of rice ami old shoes. They will
graphy, the exposures being made at the aged wife. He is now a dermatologist, and do.; land and buildings in Monroe. Robie
be absent about three weeks.
Upon their rate of 50 per second. The films, which
to Carroll Turner, do.;
is engaged in the marvelous industry of J. Turner, Palermo,
return to Portland they will reside at 98
correspond to the negatives in photography,
land in Liberty. Fred Houston, Burnham,
Park street, where they will be at home to when passed through the vitascope give the
growing hair upon bald heads and transtheir friends Wednesdays, December 2d and
to Anna A. Childs, Waterville; land and
views with all the motions. Two New York
planting eyebrows in sections from those
9th. A number of the guests present were street scenes were shown in moving
panobuildings in Burnham. Luella M. Pendleto spare to those who
who
have
from Boston and New York. The wedding
eyebrows
rama,with pedestrians, carriages,trolley and
and bride’s cakes were triumphs of the cable cars, the elevated railroad, etc. Other haven’t any at all. Mrs. Penney, who was ton, Islesboro, to Herbert E. Ryder, do.;
confectioner’s art at The Sherwood. Miss scenes were a bucking broncho, a pony race
laud and buildings in Islesboro. Alonzo A.
the Widow French of Belfast, told a reMellie Knight of State street was so fortuat Cony Island, the breaking surf at Dover,
Brown, Liberty, to Chas. A. Norton, do.;
she
the
that
and
other
her
husnate as to receive the slice containing the
day
England, an acrobat, several dancing girls, porter
in Liberty. Curtis E. Mitchell, Unity,
ring, fPortland Press.
and a few amusing situations from comic
band had been lied about by the news- land
to F. R. Parkhurst, Montana; iand aud
Mr. Bradley is a native of Bucksport and opera, etc. It seemed as though the spectapapers. She said that she was perfectly
has many friends and relatives in this sec- tors were looking upon real life, and when satisfied with her husband, that he had al- buildings in Unity. State of Maine Lime
the big sea broke on the Dover breakw-ater
ways treated her well, and that it was none Co., Islesboro, to Mortimer T. Cowperthtion, who extend congratulations and best some persons in the front seats dodged the* of
the public’s business, anyway. [Bangor waite, New York City; lime quarry in Isles
wishes.
spray,
boro.
Daily News.
JUDGE FOSTER
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PRESIDING.

NUMBER 44.
The Petit ilanan Bubble Bursts.
A

PERSONAL.

Receiver Asked for. Liabilities Said to exceed
$100,000.

Mrs. Horace W. Pitcher visited friends in

Troy last

The application for a receiver for the Petit
Manan Land and Industrial Company, exclusively announced in The Journal of last
week, was hardly a surprise, unless possibly to the few who may still have had
faith in its promoters. The pity of it is
that such schemes always draw in a class
of people who can ill afford to lose even
the
modest sums they are induced to
place at the mercy of speculators. Rumor had
been busy with the affairs of
this company for many months. Contractors had resorted to the courts to recover
amounts due them, while their laborers were
left unpaid; attachments were placed on the
property at Petit Manan, and finally it was
said that the September interest on the
bonds was defaulted. How this interest has
been paid is a matter of some speculation.
The following despatch to Tuesday’s daily
papers gives

some

week.

Miss Isa Walton went to Rockland Monday for a visit.
C. J. Lougee arrived in Belfast last week
from Tilton, N. H.
U. A. Hoyt went to Mercer Tuesday for
visit of two wreeks.

a

Miss Annie V. Field went to Bostou Mona short visit.

day for

Geo. T. Read went to Gloucester, Mass.,
on business.

Monday

Charles Brown of West Richfield, Ohio, is
in Belfast.

visiting friends

Mrs. Isa Driukwater is spending the week
with friends in Lincolnvilie.
An increase of pension has been
granted
Arthur McGlanthv, Bucksport.

Miss Augusta Wells returned
from a visit in Lawrence, Mass.

interesting details:

Monday

Mr. and Mrs. Fred S. Hutchins left Thursfor a ten days’ visit in Boston.

Augusta, Oct. 26. The action in equity
brought by the Petit Manan Land Company
against the Petit Manan Land & Industrial
Company, involving the appointment of a
receiver for the latter, was heard by Judge
W. P. Whitehouse to-day. The Petit Manan
Land Co. was first organized and sold out
its property and rights to the other company, taking in return $400,000 worth of its
stock and a $100,000 note. Isaac C. Atkinson of Portland has managed the new company during the past year, having sold $7,000 or $8,000 worth of land and $18,000 of
stock. The question of who shall be receiv-

day

Charles P. Hazeltine, Esq., went to Stacyville last Thursday for a hunting trip.
C. B. Hazeltine, Esq., arrived home yesterday morning from his western trip.
Joseph L. Witherly arrived home last Friday from a six weeks’ visit in Bostou.
Mrs. Rebecca Higgins of Thorndike is
visiting her sister, Mrs. Wales L. Miller.

er is the one contended.
Hon. Orville D.
Mrs. Charles Herrick aud daughter of East
Baker, appearing for Mr. Atkinson, asked
that he be appointed, claiming that his Corinth are guests of Mrs. C. P. Carter.
John F. Lawry of North Vassalboro is
knowledge and experience in the affairs of
the new concern would enable him to more
his sister, Mrs. E. R.
Thompson.
easily clear off the debts of the company, visiting
other than the note.
Mrs. A. G. Morey arrived home last ThursMayor Hanson and
Dr. G. C. Kilgore of Belfast, who are interday from a visit to friends in Massachusetts.
ested in both companies, with tlieir attorCharles Norton and wife of Liberty left
ney, W. F. P. Fogg, asked that R. W. Dunn
of Watervilie be appointed.
1
yesterday morning for a visit in Howard,
The visible property consists of what is adR. I.
mitted to have been “a sheep pasture” a few j
Wm. McTaggart, who was injured on the
months ago—ami which will no doubt revert
freight train Oct. 7th, returned to duty last
to its original use—a storehouse, a wharf and
| Monday.
storehouse, and a cheaply constructed club
Ernest L. Gray and wife of Castine left
house. These, with the construction of several miles of road, probably represent an Thursday for a week’s visit in Boston and
outlay of $20,000. The advertising was vicinity.

j

largely contracted for on terms that called
for no cash outlay—the papers agreeing to
take a slice of “sheep pasture” in full payment.
The Journal was offered a lot at
Petit Manan, on these terms, by the former
managers of the company, but the proposition was promptly declined.
A pamphlet issued by the company gives
a list of stockholders, with the statement
that “among the following will he found
some of the most conservative investors in
the country.” Following are the Belfast
stockholders: G. C. Kilgore, Henry L. Kilgore, E. F. Hanson, Frank I. Wilson, Howard Murphy, Percy B. Redman, Viola R.
Mayo, Tola A. Thomas, Frank H. Mayo, K.
F. Dunton, and in the county, Augusta T.

Capi. R. F. Patterson of Lynn, Mass., arrived in Belfast
yesterday morning for a
short visit.
Mrs. Francis Whitmore arrived home
last
a visit to friends in
Massachusetts.

Saturday from

illiam Pillsbury of Boston arrived Monon a visit to his
mother, who is quite ill
Belmont.

W

day
in

Rev. G. G.

Friday from

a

Winslow arrived home last
friends in Boston are!

visit to

Providence.
Hiram P. Farrow of Belim-nt
week, the first time sine*
cent accident.
Mrs.

was

in

town last

Mrs. 1-, E.

Cottrell and

K

S"?i

(

r.

Spaulding, Frankfort, Priscilla A. Matthews, last Friday from a vis t to La\. ff
Northport, Rose A. Ciiley, Brooks, Lizzie and Waltham, Mass.
Jackson, East Belmont, Ellery Bowden, !
Lev. J. I1. Tilton attended the merting >f
Winterport. The list of lot owners includes the Central
Maine Theological Cmv’i.* at
the names of G. C. Kilgore and E. F. Han- W
aterville Tuesday.
son of Belfast, and a number of Maine newsMrs. Nancy Jane Heagan and Mrs. Anna
papers, or newspaper proprietors, who were
Harriman of Prospe. t visaed friends in Belto pay for their lets in advertising. The ofof the company were as follows: F..
F. Hauson, president and general manager:
G. C. Kilgore, treasurer and clerk ; W. F. 1*.
Fogg, general solicitor; R. F. Dunton, auditor; directors, Edgar F. Hanson, Gustavus
C. Kilgore, Henry L. Kilgore, Frank I. Wilson, Belfast; Charles Woouman, Bangor:
Charles W. Waldron, Vassulboro; 1«. Wesficers

ley Dunn, Waterville.
In the pamphlets issued by this eompany,
and in the newspaper advertising, the Dana.
Sarsaparilla company is made conspicuous,
and it is told that before Mr. Hanson became the general manager of that company
in 1891 the stock was worth less than 25
cents on the dollar ; that soon after stockholders received a dividend of £20 a share, a
year later a 100 per cent, dividend, and that
in 1892 the stock was sold at £1,200 per
share. But we have at hand a report of a
case in the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts which shows that considerable of
this stock

It
was sold at £1,400 per share.
surprising that this should have been
overlooked by the parupnleter ot the retit
Ma nan Land and Industrial Company, as it
would have made more alluring the bait
held out to prospective investors. There is
much more that might he said ou this point,
but it properly belongs to a history of the
Dana company, which may be written
later.

is

fast and Camden last week.
C. B.

Hali

and

wife went to Was'.A

Monday to attend the funera!
brother-in-law, Geo)g.- Kuhn.
Sarah E. Gates

Mrs.
turned

home

friends in

to

Mrs.

last

f

Ware, Mo--.,

f

Thursday

iron

last,

m

Wahl

Belfast and \\ aid".

Saturday

from

a

visit

and friends in

to

1.

Belfast

Schools.

The Belfast teachers are holding regular
meetings for study in relation to their work.
The teachers of the city schools meet the
Friday afternoon before the regular meeting of the School Committee Monday evening ami the teachers of the suburban schools
the Friday afternoon following. They discuss management, discipline, methods of intruction, etc. Special meetings of both classare also held from time to time to study
special work. A meeting was held Monday
es

consider vertical penmanship.
teachers’ institute will be held in this
The
city Friday, Nov. loth, at 10 a. m.
speakers will include some of the best educators in the State, among them Miss Mary
Snow of Bangor, whose subject will be Languages; Prof. Marsh of Bucksport Seminary
on Home-made Apparatus; State Superinafternoon to
A

tendent Stetson on History : Superintendent
Irving of Rockland on Reading; Prof. Lane
of Castine, on Mathematics; and Miss Etlie
Huffman Rogers of Boston on Drawing.
The regular monthly meeting of theS. huol

Committee was held Monday evening. New
stormy weather signals were adopted, as
follows: The steam whistle at Mathews
Bros’, mill will be used instead of a bell as
formerly. Three long blasts and repeat at
7.45 a. m. gives notice that the schools in the
four lower grades, primary and intermediate,
Two
will be suspended for the forenoon.
blasts at 8 a. in. suspends the other schools.
The same signals at 12 m. and 12.15 p. m.
It was
suspend the afternoon sessions.
voted to raise the price of tuition in the
High school, for pupils from other towns, to
50 cents per week, after the present term.
The matter of a special school was left with

the Superintendent, who will make
vass to raise the necessary funds.

a

can-

d.

:

i

lb-;fast

Capt. M. Yea/.ie of lsl.-sl.oro
day’s boat for New York to take
-J his vessel, seh. Mary A. Ha
Rev. Geo. E. Tufts left Tuesday
brother, J. F. Tufts, Professor
Acadia College, Wolfville, N. S.

la

\\

mound

v-

H

s

-t

,,

Charles Bailey and daughter, Mrs. S. T.
Fifield, of Old Town are visiting Mr. B. s
daughter, Mrs. F, E. Freeman of this c.ty.
Mrs. George F. Ryan and daughter Liny
to Boston last Thursday
night by

went

City

steamer

of

Bangor,

for

a

short visit.

Leslie Bicknell arrived in Belfast .Saturday from a visit in Dockland, and made
short visit ti* his aunt, Mrs A. A. Ki ight
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Murph\
attended the meeting of Ki

Grange

111011a

at West

1

..<

!

fast
1-,

Uo.-rr

t.-! s

ir-

day.
A. Clark «»f Billings. Mi-ht..
Tuesday, and stopped at tin
House. He will spend the winter .v
W.

town

The

re-

1

John Wilson return- I to H--w

1

10

Mr. HAs

was

in

Deve,*Wald

county.
Dev. Geo. S. Mills and Mr. W. D IL>vi.trd
drove to Frankfort Tuesday to attend the
Waldo county eonferenee of Congregati.uial
churches.

Emery O. Pendleton went to St n yvillc,
Monday, where he was joined hy an oUl
comrade-in-arms for a trip t.
Northern
Aroostook.
Daniel McMahan arrived 1
last
Laconia. N. H., where -die had
been living with her daughter, Mrs. !. M.
Cottrell, a few months.
Mrs.

week from

Mr. and Mrs. John H
Quimby left for
Boston Monday morning to attend the w adding of Miss Minnie Hodgdon <<i I'• 1.>n and
Mr. Seth Nichols of New York.

News has been

received

h

c

-i

Ralph Hersev, son of .Jiidg- Ph
of Santa Clara, California, is t,,
Nov. 4th to
young lady of that

io H-

Mr.
rs-v

uiarn-

d

State.

Calvin S. Klwell left Thu-^la -orevessel, tiic big steel
Dnugo,
wlneh is now loading at New Y..rk tor San
Francisco. He is tirst otiiee; .f the ves.»o|.
Mr.

join

his

L. L. I* ling of Old T< wn is
serving is
American Express messenger on the
height
and B. P. Sawyer on the
passenger trains

during

the

illness of ( apt. E. E. Pendleton.

Hon. and Mrs. F. S. Walls of Ymalhaveii
have been spending the week at Belfast with
Mr. \\ all s daughter, rM rs. Frank
Jones, on
a special visit to the first and
only grandson,
Frederick Walls Jones. [Dockland Star.
MiHH Winnifred li. Simmons read a
paper
at the Epworth
League Convention

Wednesday

Secret

Societies.

Capt. Gardner of King Division, U. R., K.
of P., of Augusta, was in Belfast last Thursday and told Capt. Welch of Belfast Division that the drilling of the Belfast Knights
at the recent field day exhibition in Augusta was the drawing card of the occasion.
It
infused new life and energy into other divisions and a growth in membership and
more interest in the work followed.

m

Leaguer
Herald.

Koekport,

as a

upon “Tile

Christian Citizen."

Epworth
[Camden

Capt. Oscar W. Liinehurner arrived home
Saturday from Bangor, where the schooner
W. Wallace
Ward, of which he is tirst oiiicer,

is

tiie

run

discharging

coal. The vessel made
from Bangor to Norfolk,
light, loaded 2,000 tuns of coal and returned to
Bangor
in li days.
The coal was taken in in i>
hours.

v

OF

NEWS

WEEK.

THE

At Lewiston Oct.
Maim: Mattkks.
15th the coroner's jury in the case of
a
verdict that
returned
Mabel Howard
Miss Howard came to her death in Lewiston. t>»-t. 13, by blood poisoning, induced
by a mi initial operation performed by one
l)i. t>. L. Crockett. A warrant for Crockett's attest has been issued. Hr. C rockett,
who had been out of imvn ;eu days, is a
graduate of Boston University, and came
to la wistoti about ft ur years ago. lie has
been pioiniueut in foot ball and out-door
sports: also in local sparring matches.
Lai 1 > in the present political campaign lie
stumptd the .State for Bryan. He has
been in iocai politics to some extent and
has served ns a common councilman.
( 'apt. Abram Osgood of South Portland,
who sailed the yacht Dorothy Q. the
past summer, dropped dead at the wheel
at a little before 3 o'clock Friday afternoon.
Tlio tug Ben IIur was towing the Dorothy
0 to w do er quarters and just as the end
of Holyoke wharf was reached Capt.
Osgood, who was at the wheel, fell to the
deck and when help reached him he was
found to be dead. Heart disease was
probably the cause....Elmer E. Wilson of
Portland, died at the hospital in
Bangui Thursday, October 15th the result
of gnu shot wounds.
He was brought to
Bangor on the noon train from Bancroft,
lie had been hunting and his gun was
accidentally discharged while taking it
Ilis arm was blown to
out of the wagon.
piece.". He was engaged in the grocery
business m Portland, and leaves a wife
and one child.Some of the very good
<‘\
the town of Winthrop want the
pern
sale t the .Muiday newspaper suppressed.
They have been talking it over at a public
meeting. and have readied the conclusion
tli-t they al. would be better off without
the >uiulay paper.Judan I). Teague,
mod 75 -.cars, Representative-elect from
< aribm:.
died Thursday, Oct. 15th, of
l.eai: disease.
He was a man generally
veil and. respected and his death causes
»ny to mom n.Hr. J. W. Tibbetts of
>'otso!i has been arrested for leaving a
i do
daughter of Miss Carrie Ellis, ou
:i <■
m-top of John W. Leathers in
id a:■
."sipel inieudent ."'tinhorn of
Maine Insane Hospital denies the
i at muiderer Hurd of Biddeford
h.'.' hem- removed from Thomastou to
A i.
—W- ik at the “Pines,'’ Seuat*
im
new
house iu Ellsworth, is
i
:
nshed along and the house will be
: oeeupam y in March or April_
io.;d
nil-' petition ot Calais parties ask1

in

uM:

hi

11:

c

1

i!i

< >

resi lain

iinmmsiuners ami ; rcasurer
i''
pm mg an\ part <>t the v.ibsidy voted
■v •;
umy u» the railroad the judge at
IM'111*: ii imported the
a so to
an. :>king for a derision at the
i.
e
e.i
e>t
.i t
p< ‘Ssihle.\ Bang", *ja rial
-vJoin Wni!e oi Levant, the
v
1
pu..-g .tad lienel Smith, the
piiste< 1 a bet »f *1,000.
s : i;a:
AW.
whoever is dec led Presitie,
coinage poliev will be
i ?i_ the coming ad minist raid
..•
!■.' :,t v has been
deposited in
i
'iiK, v. in ir it may remain four years,
Ashiami Headlight estimates that
; ooo. mil feet of lumber will be cut on
Ar"<-si""k waters this season, requiring
th«- iiilmr of 1,g0(i men.Oct. fftli two
yi mg men in the employ of O. h*. Watei
S"U
Presque Isle, dug 1:_'S bids, of
j <>tat"«-s in 10 hours from one measured
a-re ei
The ground was very
ground
heavy owing to recent rains and the rows
wa re not cultivated.The Oxford Countv
Temperance Association organized
Oct. 1 111 with Judge F. W.
AVoodbury
of Bethel president. Judge C F. Whitman of
Norway, first vice president, J.
\. Lamb ol South Paris, second, J. F.
Fuller of Oxford, third, Arthur F. Forbes
of Paiis, secretary and
treasurer, Dr.
Isa... Bounds of South Paris, and Kev. 15.
s
Pide-mr of Norway, executive eoni!,'c.
1: will hold big rallies in the
lie

■

.•

1

tin-

.j

'villages, beginning

a.

at

Norway.

in ciedit*n> of the Keith Shoe Com< 'i'itown.
Me., met in Boston Oct.
IP1 he
managers of the company
tcii
as at date of
i<‘p-a
assignment Septemi>. total assets siM, Stiff; total liabilitics
lid.
it was stated that an offer
f"i the entire estate netting the enditors
-l11 :,, r cent, was assured
up uroper manam mem.
A committee was appointed to
exainiuo the stock.The latest development mowing out of the
post mortem in
(• linedi■ a; with the affairs of the Maine
ane N. B. Insurance
Co., is tie* notice of
at: adjustment of tl e suit
brought by the
L- 'id
the Commercial Alliance Co.
t
•‘‘ "'ft
s:.-,(Kjn alleged to have been
i
\
paid -\ that Comp my to the
ffn
"t the Maine and New Brunswick.
B\ the t.i ms f the settleme nt the Iff
■’i
<d
the (ommeieial Alliance reikhi ci the amount
(•oveis
paid.\t
ei :
■>
t'
t the .Maine Woman’s Sufhitinn ii poi iland <><• r. ;«h
1
v\ ere
elected: President,
1
•>
1 ‘1!‘o': J.
Bailey. Winthiop; I'lirS'
le-.ar.v. Mrs. IF C. Beedy,
!
'•*'
seeietiijy, A!is. M. F. Doii1
kind: treasurer. Mrs. L. II.
d
rthtiid: vice president, Airs.
1 m K.
*sgood, Portland.Mrs. Flor{
( :
P-'i'tei oi Caribou,
superintend''
?l
hoois, told her hearers at the
vt.uiian s Suffrage Association in
r-.mmd last week what she
thought
add'
diffrage. She drove ten miles to
""mini speaker who ever
» anuinto Aroostook
county, and sat on
the trout seat and applauded all that was
sa*‘h
Ik'r heart j aid homage to Susan
li. Anthony.
This was her iirst visit to a
Mittiage meeting, hut she felt that they
"'
1 ^ 111.The annual
meeting of the
stockholders of the Maine Central railroad
"iisheld in Portland Oct. 21st and the
old board of officers re-elected. J. II.
Manley. Augusta, is the only new director
He takes the place of F. W. Hill of
hxeto:. declined.An absolute divorce
V.a> granted
Oct. 20th to Mrs. Harriet
Blaine Beale from Truxton Beale of Wash(
I).
ington,
by Judge Whitehouse in
tl.e Ml) nine Judicial court in
Augusta
a
libel
filed
tip*'ii
l»y her counsel, Leslie
< oniish of that
<
the
city, upon
ground
oi non support.
The custody of the child
was granted to tlie mother, hut all claim
1.. alimony was waived by her.
Mr. BeginalJ Fcndall of AVashingtou was counsel
11 »r M;. Beah-, hut the divoice was not
ennti >ud.Bingen,
the great tliree>car-.Jr. which was sold by Mr. F. If.
Cieeh y to J. Malcom Fodbi s of Boston
las’ >»ar. won the Kentucky stake of $2,
G O at Lexington in 2.1:;'
1-1, 2.1:; 1 2,
2. L", 1-2 and 2. la.
1
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The little

despatch

Bancroft, of the United States navy,
bt

boat
has

ordeicd to force a passage
through the Dardanelles with or without
foreign aid. This can he stated on the direct authority of the President of the
United States. There is no doubt the
Bancroft is going straight to Constantinople. as soon as Minister Terrell makes the
request upon Admiral Selfridge for her
services as a
guard boat. He is bound to
have some answer from Turkey in
regard
to the destruction of American missions
in Harpoot and Marash before the next
Presidential message goes to
Congress.
There is abundant information to the
effect that this government intends to collect the Harpoot, Marash and other indemnities before Congress meets, the
( oi into incident between Great Britain
and Nicaragua being adopted as a precedent. Admiral Selfridge might seize the
customs of
Smyrna until the proper
amount is collected, and, in the
opinion
of some prominent naval officers, the Admiral will employ his fleet for that
purpose, unless apologies and indemnity are
soon
forthcoming.United States Minister Terrell has lodged with the Turkish
government a claim for $40,000 indemnity
on behalf of Mrs.
Lenz, mother of Frank
not

en

I

|

If will
y.ir thickens ,-tronpr and healthy. It
Worth its weight
will make yoimV i.uiivts Uy vans
in void !'•>]• noultiiiji' h-ms. ami prevents all diseases. It
is absolutely
Highly eonvciitratetl. In quantity
nth of a ovut a day
No othvHiiiw like it.
Costs oniy a

Therefore, no mnOnr vhnt kind of food you use, mix
with it daily Sheridan's Powder. Otherwise, your profit
this fall and winter will be 1o*.t when the price for
Is very inch. It assures porfeet assimilation of the food
elements needed to produce hea’tli and formepRS. It is
sold bv druetrists, eroeera. fw<i dealers or by mail.
Sinple pack. 25 ets. Five SI. I.anre two-lb can 81.20. Six
cans. .«5 Fvn. yiaid. Sample
Rest Pot t.try Paper” free
I. S. JOHXSOS <5: CO.. 22 Custom House St.. Boston. Mass.

Lenz, the Pittsburg bicyclist, murdered

the Kurds while travelling through
Asiatic Turkey in 1895.The annual
meeting of the Boston & Maine road occurred at Lawrence, Mass., Oct. 14tli.
The old board of directors were re-elected.Westford, Mass., farmers have been
shipping large quantities of apples to England.
Reports of these shipments are not
as
encouraging as was expected. One
farmer, who sent 000 barrels, after all
commissions were taken received one cent
a barrel for his fruit, packing and carting.
Another farmer had to pay out a few cents
i per barrel for the privilege of shipping—
The world’s team record for trotters or
I
pacers, was broken at Lexington, Kv.,
Thursday by Miss Rita and Josie B.,
Or:in Ilickok driving.
They went to the
I
| quarter in 32 1-2; half in 1-04. three-quarters in 1.37, mile in 2.091-4.The De\ partment <»f Agriculture reports the aver| age condition of apples remained practiThe
i tally stationary during .September.
| crop is reported as being heavy and of
line
In
the
northern
tier
of
States
!
quality.
I prices are extremely low. This is the
case in Michigan where the markets are
glutted. The line packed fruit is selling
in that State as low as 35 cents a barrel
and evaporation stock at 10 cents a hun! died pounds_The lirst half of October
1
shows a delieit in government revenues of
s7,799.n79. The deficit tor the fiscal year
i<•
date is >:‘.0,494,000.
The total receipts
;
for the fiscal year to date, >91.777,070: expenditures. >3 Jig70'.t, 07:'. Keeeipts fur Oc170. J-j(); expenditures.
; tuber to date, >1
>is. 140,000.The gold output of Nova
Scotia last year amounted to nearly half a
million dollars, a large proportion of
which was mined within twenty miles of
the city oi Halifax.Lady llenry Somerset and Mrs. Ormiston Chant are preparing a new institution forKngland, a school
for the instruction of women in public
speaking.A henry wet snow fell in
Chicago for about two hours Oct. 17th.
This breaks all records so far as an early
snow storm is concerned, the nearest to it
being the storm of Oct. tiOof last year.
Leslie's Weekly prints a story to the effect
that William Jennings Bryan, Popocratic
candidate for President, applied by letter
on January last to W. J. Block of Herald
Square theatre for the 'place of press
agent.\ Washington special says that
it Spain does not close the war in Cuba
within less than three months, the United
States will take such steps as will amount
to a virtual
recognition of Cuban independence.The viceroy of India has
cabled that owing to the lack of rain the
; crops in northwestern India, in several
I districts of central India and in upper
| Burmali, have been seriously damaged,
j and that unless rain falls shortly a famine
i " ill be inevitable.A Washington special
| to the New York Herald says that the
! Venezuelan dispute has been settled, an
agreement on all the essential points having been reached between the United
•States and Great Britain.
The despatch
says that arbitration is assured and that
I diplomatic relations hetweeu England and
; Veuzuela will be resumed.The Ship
| Owners’ Association at San Francisco has
reduced wages for seamen ->7 per month
for lumber vessels and S--70 per month
for colliers.
This rate only applies to
| Pacific coast ships, the owners alleging
A strike is considered
I pool business.
probable.The will of the late Prof.
Harold Whiting of Cambridge, Mass.,
; was tiled in tin* piobatc court Oct. 10th.
It beqima’l s sgn.onn r<> Harva-d fur ilie
William Whiting Fellowship in Physics,
| and >g0.<i(K) to the University of California ful
the
physical department.
; Pro].
Whiting and wife were lost at sea
olf the coast of California last year.
11 eniy 1.. Aida-v. the well known theatrical
died
manager,
suddenly October
17th at his residence in New York City.
.t hief Justice William A. Bieliardsou
of the United Court of Claims. Washing!
D. ( ., died October 19th.
ton.
He
i was formerly secretary of the treasury.
lie married MissMarston of Macliiasport,
i Me., who died some years ago.
One
an only
child, Mrs. Dr. Ma! daughter,
gruder, survives him.

by

j

j

farmers in the hay producing States asking their views on the political situation.
The replies so far as received show 85 per I
cent, of the farmers to be in favor of the
election of McKinley.West Virginia
sent a delegation of TOO voters to Canton
Oct. 10th. They came from the oil producing town of Sisterville and the counties of
Wetzel and Tyler.The Democratic
State committeemen of Raleigh, X. C.,
announce that no further propositions for
fusion will be made to the Populists and
everything will stand as it is. The Populist State committeemen predict that the
Republicans will elect Russell governor by
45,000 majority.Candidate Bryan made
various speeches in Michigan Oct. 10th.
At Albion the candidate was in the midst
of a speech when the stand collapsed, carrying with it Mr. Bryan and two score
others.
Nobody was hurt. The nominee
picked himself up, jumped on a truck and
Mrs. Bryan was
continued his remarks.
noton the platform.A rousing reception was tendered the party of Union generals on their arrival at Louisville, Ivy.,
Thursday, Oct. 15th. That night they
were given a reception at Music Hall,
where they spoke to an audience of several thousand people.The New York
Court of Appeals lias affirmed the decision that the gold Democrats can be represented on the ticket under the title of
Democratic
“National
party.”.
Thomas E. Watson has forwarded papers to Kansas, notifying the secretary
of State to take his name as nominee for
Vice-President from the head of the Populist ticket.
The withdrawal of Mr.
Watson’s name will leave the fusionists
in a dilemma.
They will either have to
insert the name of Sewall, the Democratic
nominee, or leave the vice-president’s
office blank on the Populist ticket.
This
will cause much embarrassment.
Mr.
Watson’s name will appear only once on
the official ballot in Kansas, and that will
be at the head of the middle-of-the-road
Populist ticket.In his speech before
the Norfolk Club, Boston, Saturday, Oct.
17th. Senator Hoar made a sensation by
denouncing ex Secretary Fairchild, who
spoke the night before at the Reform Club
and said that his (Fairchild*s) revival of
old charge that President Giant packed
the Supreme Court of the United States
in older to get a reversal of the legal tender decision of 187-1, was as vile a falsehood as ever came up from the campaign
stump, and that he considers it an attack
upon the honoi of his brother, Judge E.
Kockwood Hoar.
Fisii and Gamk.
Port

Clyde

deep

sea

industry

Mrs. May Johnson.

Ayer’s Pills
I would like to add my testimony to
that of others who have used Ayer's
Pills, and to say that I have taken them
for many years, and always derived the
best results from their use.

For Stomach
and liver troubles, and for the cure of
headache caused by these derangements,
Ayer’s Pills cannot be equaled. When
my friends ask me what is the best
remedy for disorders of the stomach.

Liver,

are

engaged

in

Now there is but one,
Andrew Marshall. The lobis providing the necessaries

employed

and the

daily

estimated at 4.000 lobsters.
sale price is S cents each.
shell lisli
land.

are

shipped

to

There

Bowels,

The old

the blood.

Boston and Port-

fisherman, and he probably
represented the sentiments of the others!
also,says that the persons who keep pounds
keep down the price of the fish. Lobsters

and the daring fishermen have
work hard for wliat they get.The
engineer of the Connecticut Shellfish
Commission is quoted as saying that
the recent
big storm damaged the
natural oyster beds in the sound in
the vicinity of the Ilousatonic liver
to
the extent of $50,000.
The
engineer says that the beds have been
covered with sand,and “sets” are entirely j
destroyed.The clam canning factory at
Port Clyde has been moved to Friendship
and the Rockland Courier-Gazette says
that “Port Clyde is elammering for some
other industry to take the place of the
|
one lost.”.Game Warden Neal, who is
j
stationed at the Maine Central Station, |
Bangor, says that a large amount of game
is being shipped through that city daily.
A new feature of game inspection is being used this year. An accurate account
is kept of each animal that passes
through
that city, by whom and where killed, and
the list published every day.
By this
plan the hunters are liable to get into
trouble if they make a trip into the Maine
forest at the early part of the season and
get their full quota of game and return
again in a few weeks and get another lot,
more
than the law allows one person to
have.Enormous car lies of mackerel
were
made off Block Island Oct. 14tii.
Four vessels carried into New Loudon
about 75.000 fish, which were shipped to
New \ «>rk and Boston.Matinieus gunthe families of that place supj iH*rs keep
j plied with sea fowl when the weather is
! iavorable. The cooks take as much pains
in preparing them for the table as they do
a Thanksgiving
turkey and a great many
think they are just as good eating.The
new
State
large
hatchery at Monmouth
is completed and in operation.
Many big
trout and salmon, weighing from four to
seven pounds each, have been
placed in
“the weirs” in the stream near South
Monmouth, caught as they come up from
Lake Cobbossee.
A skilled hand is stationed at “the weirs,” who strips the fish
Politic al Points.
The Colorado Su- of their
spawn and carries it all to the
j preme Court decided Oct. 14th that the hatchery pens. All the young lisli are to
McKinley electors w ere entitled to the Re- ue puu mm liik aionmoiun pounas, ana
publican emblem on the State ticket, thus from now on the future of trout and sali overruling the decision of Secretary of mon
iishing there is assured.ArrangeState McGuify.
The court decided that ments are
being made to strip a large
the Bailey ticket was entitled to the Popquantity of spawn from the trout in the
ulist cottage home emblem and ex-Gov.
upper lake at Wintluop this month. The
Waite and his party must apply for a po- water is so
high that the trout can go far
! sition by petition.S. P. Van Patten,
up tile brooks, sc that conditions for proI delegate to tlie Populist St. Louis convencuring spawn will be unusually favorable.
tiod, has written a letter to Tom Watson .The lobstermen in Marblehead are
I asking him to withdraw and saying that it heavy
losers on recount of the recent
was understood that the one
showing the storm. It is estimated that no less than
j least
of
the
two
]
strength
vice-presidential 500 pots have been lost, which practicalcandidates should get out.It has been
ly puts an end to the lobster business
stated without contradiction that Candi- there for the
winter.
With the destrucdate Bryan levies a contribution on every tion of fisli nets the
actual loss to the fishtown where lie speaks.
In Indiana, for ermen is no less than
$2,000, which will
j instance, the charge was $10 a minute for be a great hardship.(bet. 17th sell.
a speech from t lie car
platform, or $100 Maggie and May, Capt. Alex McEacheru,
an hour where the candidate left the car.
completed the discharge at Gloucester
Some of the towns rebelled against this oi her third
trip of hank cod, weighing
tax and were deprived of the great
privi- oil' 250,000 pounds, making her catch for
I lege of hearing a speech from the
Boy the season 750,000 pounds, which is far
Orator.Treasurer Merrill of the Silver [ ahead of all
previous records. Her stock
1 league, who allowed
his plea for a half is
something like $15,000 and makes her
a million contribution from the Utah silhigh line of the Bank fleet.
ver mine ‘'plutocrats” to be made
public,is
t called "Bryan's Burehard.” It's not much
News Which Is (food News,
distinction to Buichardize Bryan.
Indiana towns assessed $10 a minIt pays everyone to follow the thousands
j Those
ute to hear Bryan want 53-cent dollars in
who are accepting that remarkable free offer
which to pay the assessment.
Doubtless of Dr. Greene, of 31 Temple Place, Boston,
|
53 cents on a dollar is more than it was Mass., the most successful specialist in curworth..Secretary Herbert announces ing nervous and chronic diseases. He has
that he will make three speeches in Ala- established a system of free letter consultation to tell the sick and suffering
everybama during the week before election in
where just what their trouble is and how to
the interest of the Palmer and Buckner
get well. All you need todo is to write him
movement.Secretary Carlisle has tele- a letter, telling him yoursymptoms and how
graphed Horn George M. Davis of Louis- you feel. He will answer it, explaining
ville, Ky., that he is prepared to deliver your case minutely, and giving all possible
live speeches in Kentucky in favor of Pal- information. And for all this lie charges
nothing. It is the best opportunity you ever
mer and Buckner.“The National Dembad to consult the highest authority, withocratic Party” will be the way in which out
leaving your home, and without paving
the gold Democrats of Minnesota will have
any fee.
their ticket on the official ballot. The
He gives such careful attention to every
matter was quietly iixed up at Madison.
letter, that you understand instantly just
Secretary of the State Cassa has certilied what ails you. He makes a specialty of
correthe ticket to county clerks all over the treating patients through letter
State.In response to the protest and spondence, and is having most wonderful
success by this method.
It was the same
appeals of ministers ami citizens irrespec- successful physician who discovered that retive of party, the proposed Chicago de- markable
medicine, Dr. Greene’s Nervura
monstration of the silver forces, planned blood and nerve remedy. The Doctor’s
long
by the Democratic county committee, has experience and enormous practice, enables
been changed from Sunday before elec- him to thoroughly understand your comtion to Saturday, Oct. 31st.Chairman plaint by writing him your symptoms. It is
Hanna says he is greatly pleased at the easy enough to try it, and it won’t cost you
Write him to-day and it will cerincreased registration in Chicago and anything.
tainly be the means of your getting strong
takes it to indicate a big Republican ma- and well.
jority in Cook county. Committeeman
CA8TOIIIA.
Payne said it meant over 300,000 votes
Tie faewould be east in the county, of which
___
200,000 will be for McKinley.The Hay
Trade Journal recently sent enquiries to

U
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EMULSION

Druggists 50c. and SI.00. Pamphlet mailed
free. ANGIER CHEMICAL CO., BOSTON.

FALL

[

|

A.

resideut

Reverie.

man

age.

near

four

score

years and ten.

started with a host—a crowd ;
I have lost them one by one, and now
|
l look in vain—I'm left alone—
Those hosts are gone, 1 know not how,
My morn was dreams, my noon was bright,
My glass is run, why need I care'.'
Clouds gather round, and now *tis night,
Who guides me here, will lead me there.
“Tin* time draws near when I can rest,
Life's journey o’er, my aching head
[ Lie pillowed on the Savior's breast
I'll join that host when 1 am dead,
Life's stormy doom, well sown with years,
I have outlived all my fr.ends,
My hopes, my joys, likewise my tears,
All garnered in. my reverie ends."

IV
Possesses three great powers :
It destroys all poisons and germs of
It cleans out the waste matter and

the blood.
It overcomes all forms of

|

The

\Vinterport

Public

Library.

The report of the Librarian of Wiuterport
shows that there are now 1,100
books in the library, and that hooks have
been loaned during the past year as follows :

^

General works.
Yoliuinsof magazines.

415

Philosophy.
Religion.
Sociology....

p
54
11
71
5
174
14p
155
pin

Science.
Useful arts.
Literature.
Travel.

Aii Object of Miiraiioi!

602

THE YPSILANTI SPECIFIC CO.. BOSTON

NOW IS YOUR TIE

Total.7,515
on

the Cuckolds.

last week has been very
severe.
The breakers never seemed to be so
high before on the Cuckolds. They could he
plainly seen from t he steamboat wharf,
which is nearly live miles away.
They
seemed to dash right o er the fug signal
station outlie island.
Pierce
must
Keeper
have had a lonely time, hut with his young
The storm for the

.BOSTON

/lAKhRS

wife and
always
ister.

/

■

Biography.
History.
Fiction.5,752

The Breakers

pain.

"1 his is certainly the most wonderful wan
since the world was young.
It should be e
for the sake of health and economv.
Our //"'
Hook tells all about it; io cents in stamps t- ;

Library

^STYLES

j

|

a

Four paths his vision gazed upon,
One circling to the north did run,
One to the south and one to the east,
The other, towards the setting sun.
“And either route leads sure To death,"
Said he, “and L am near the end,
Many milestones have I passed,

My

feeds the starved tissm r< stores
plump and vigorous bodily c <nditions and helps the stomach and
bowels to digest other food. Unlike Cod-Liver < >il it is perfectly
agreeable to take. Invaluable in
cases of scrofula,wasting diseases
and impoverished blood.

are scarse

Beedy is not
Farmington.

“1

ETROIEUM

..

but of

green,
Near by the famous country store.
All viewed in the pictured scene.
On crutch and staff the veteran leaned,
His years four score and seven :
He looked upon the broad expanse,
And said, “My journey nears to heaven."

CHILDREN

AftfGIER’S

Baker Dunn of

(His soliloquy at *7 )
stood by his cottage door,
Across from the church and the village

World’s Fair.

*•

hard

One

Bangor,

An Old Man’s

catch is

The

notable omissions in the

Mrs. Mattie

and Helen Coffin
of

Half the children die before the
age of five years; the re-ult in
many cases of being left to outgrow'’ a puny, emaciated, bloodless condition.

The whole-

AN ELEGANT BUTTON TRET
with each package of

a

AYER’S PILLS

pUNY

BUTTOMS <!

a charming prose writer as well
song writer and composer of music,
should be credited to Kennebec county:

as

—

Ayev’s Sarsaparilla for

frU

Gardiner,

all-round family medicine I have ever
known." M s. M ay .T< >hns<3»>" Rider
Aw*., New York Citv.

at

ilaine.

Waterville, whose verse is second to none
published in Maine; Miss Kate Yanuali of

Are the best

Highest Awards

are some

above list.

my invariable answer is. Ayer's Pills.
Taken in season they will break up a
cold, prevent la grippe, check fever, ami
regulate the digestive organs. They are
easy to take, and

of life for quite a number of families,
about 45 men being engaged. More than 40
boats

or

of

Apropos of the Federation or Woman’s
si libs which met here last week, it is
observed, singularly enough, that most
af the women writers of Maine who have
won distinction with the pen are nestled
in the region of the Kennebec. There is
Mrs. Emma Huntington Nason of Augusta. perhaps the leading poetess of Maine,
author of “The Tower” and “White
Sails;' Mrs. Laura E. Richards of Gardiner,
author of many entertaining books; Mrs.
Anna Sargent Hunt of Augusta, editor of
the Boston Mission Echo; Miss Olive E.
Dana of Augusta, author of “Under Friendly Eaves;" Miss Carrie Swan of Gardiner
and several other able contributors to
The atmosphere
papers and magazines.
of the Kennebec is doubtless conducive to
literature. Still Bangor does not take much
She who is regarded by
of a back seat.
many as the best prose writer in the State
resides there, Helen Coffin Beedy, whose
comparatively recent volume on “Mothers
of Maine” awakened considerable enthuMrs. Frances
siasm among the literati.
L. Mace,now in Los Gatos, Cal., and Miss
niece
of Hannibal
Ellen Hampden Butler,
Hamlin, both wield facile pens in their repective fields, and both received their inspiration on Bangor soil.
Among the
Portland names familiar to readers are
Ella Matthews Bangs, Mrs. Etta H: Osgood, Clara Marcelle Green and Caroline
Dana Howe, the last named being perhaps
one of the most
prolific writers in the
State, although she allows but a small porPorttion of her work to go into print.
land has few writers compared to its population, but the Forest City, like all other
! sections of the State, makes up in charming
speakers what it lacks in writers. [Portland Evening Express.

few years ago

fishing.

captained by
ster

Only a

liad 40 schooners

Writers
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Winter Cloth

pleasant assistant mid family he
to enjoy life.
Boothha.v Reg-

seems

Collector's Notice of Sale.
Unpaid luxes

THE

BOSTON

DERBY.

AN UP-TO-DATE HAT
FOR

Fhll

St-—
--WINTER
Any

man

who

COX HATS

wears one

immediately

of

our new

becomes

style WIL-

an

object

of

admiration—not of himself alone—but
of everybody who sees him. Come in
and let

us

help you

to

j

on lands of non-resldem owners sli
ualed In the town of Islesboro, fount} of
\\aldo, for tin* year 1M)5.
The following li>t of taxes on real estate >>i nonresident owners in the town of Islesboro lor the
year 1895, committed tome lor collection for said
town on the first day ot July. 1895, remains unpaid, and notice is hereby given that if said taxes.
interest and charges are not previously paid., so
much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to !
pay the amount due therefor, including interest ^
and charges, w ill be sold at public auction at the
town hall, in said town, on the 1st Monday in
December, 1890, at 9 o'clock a. m.
Cookson, Walter 8. Lot of land and bouse there
<>n, containing thirty-one acres; bounded northerly by land of Clias. C. Pendleton ; easterly, bv kind
of Edgar C. Knoyvles; southerly, by land's of Jeremiah Warren and heirs ol Lydia‘j. Philbrooke
westerly, by west Penobscot* bav; value, §3«to
tax, §4.80.
Coombs, heirs of Statia.
A lot of land and
buildings thereon, containing forty acres; bounded northerly, by lai d of W. H. Freeman easterly,
by land of W. H. Freeman and east Penobscot bay ;
southerly, by land of Islesboro Land and Improvement Co. and Blulf road and land of Lydia J.
Decker; westerly, by land of I. M. Burgess*; value.
§500; tax. §8.00; deficient highway tax. >1 29-

be handsome.

Dwight P. Palmer,
31ASON 1C TK31PLK.

OF THE LATEST STYLES.

Collector's Notice and Sale.

<<*\

>1 AC KIM I'O

ULSTERS,
KEEFEKS,

..

iiixl..
|{|

DUCK COATS,

HBK1-

We Sell these Goods at the
at the'

^"Lowest Possible Figures

While Store, Main S

CHARLES O’CONNELL, Prop

total, §9.29.

Drinkyvater, yvidoyv ami heir of James.
A lot
laud and buildings thereon, containing Ion
acres; bounded northerly by lands of heirs of
Martin V. Warren and L.’dia J. Philbrooke; eastUnpaid taxes on lands of non-resident owners, erly. by Gil key's Harbor; ><»utlierly, bv land of
George Mussel: westerly. !>> land' of 'Kuhamia
situated in tlie town of Prospect, In the CounPerry; value, §800; tax. §9 00.
ty of Waldo, for the year 1S95.
A lot id land and a building thereon,
containing
acres; bounded northerly, by land ol F. K. .MarThe following list of taxes on real estate ot nonshall: easterly by land of hi irs of James Driukin h*- n wnof Pror-peet
resident owners, situ a i«
aforesaid, for the year is; 15. colum ned to me for watei westerly and southerly, by yvest Peitob>cot
eolleetion for .-aid'town on the
dayoj .July. 18*.».'», bay. This lot is known ami been taxed to F. E.
remain unpaid; and notice is hereby given 1 hat if Hunt ; value, §5o; tax.SOc.: total. § 1 • ).4t *.
said taxes with interest and charges are not preDodge, Betsey A. A lot of land and house thereviously paid, so much of the tvai estate taxed as on ; bounded mm bel ly, easterly and southerly by
is sufficient and necessary to pay tin- amount due land of Koxanna Parker- westerly, by
town
road: value. 81"": tax, §1.00; deiieient highway
therefor, including interest and charges, will he
sold without lunher notice, at public auction at tax. 20c. total, si .SB.
Haskell, George B. A lot of laud ami cotiagc:
the Selectmen’s office, in said town, on the first
bounded northerly. 1*3 land of heirs of F. 11. TibMonday of December, lsi't.. a', nine o'clock a m.
Lewis Brown.
One house, 14 acres of land; betts
easterly, by private roan; southerly, by
land of Win. /.. Clayton ; westerly, by land of W.
amount of tax due. $5 69.
Charles O. Hatch. 12 1 acres of land ; balance I 8. Pendleton; value. §1 5«>; tax. §2.40.
Four lots ot land. No. 20, 27. 28 and 29, for
due, $1.47.
Charles E. Johnson. One house; amount ot tax reference see Baldwin's plan of Hughes' point;
value,
§5)0; deficient highway tax, 51c.; tax,
due, $2.72.
Trueworthy P. Perkins. Forty acres of land; §1.44; total tax. §4.85.
Kimball, George H. A lot of laud containing
amount of tax due, $3.12.
George E. Johnson. Eight acres of land; amount 1-4 acres and cottage; bounded northerly, smitlB
of tax due, 87 cents,
erly and westerly, by land of A. S. Davis'; easterLORIXG T. ('CM MINGS,
ly,by east Penobscot bay ; value, §450; tax, §7.2":
Collector of taxes of the town of Prosjiect. deficient highway, §1.10 ; total, §8.30.
Sprague, Win. 1\ A lot of land and store thereProspect. Oct. 13.1890.—3w42
on ; bounded northerly, by land of E. G. Coombs;
easterly, by land of E. N. Bunker; southerly, by
land of Louisa Coombs; westerly, by toyvn load
of Foreclosure.
value, §150, tax, §2.40; deficient highway, 35c.;
total, §2.75.
ISAAC GEORGE of Searsport, on Feb. 15, 1S08
Sydney, Mrs. A lot of land and store at Hughes’
by his mortgage deed of that date, conveyed to Point, formerly owned by S. B. Fletcher; value,
Putnam Simonton of Searsport a parcel of land in
§50;
tax, 80c.; deficient highway, 13c.; total,
Searsport, and recorded in the Waldo Registry of 93c.
Deeds, Book 139, Page 365, and the said Emily J,
Swett, E.C. A lot of land and cottage at Hughes’
said
on
Simonton,
May 26,1871, assigned
mortgage Point; value, §200; tax, §3.30; deficient highdeed to Pliineas G. Warren, and registered in Vol.
way, 52c.; total, §3.72.
246, Page 179, ami the condition of said mortgage
Tebetts, Win. O. A lot of land and cottage theredeed having been broken, I claim a foreclosure of
on, it being lot No. 31 ; bounded northerly, by lot
the same and give this notice according to the No.
33; easterly, by Beech street; southerly, bv
statute in such case made and provided.
lot No. 29; westerly, by land of heirs of E. H.
PHINEAS G. WARREN.
3w43*
Tebetts; value, §125; tax, §2.00; deficient highDated at Searsport, this 17th day of Oct., A.D. 1896 way, 20c.;
total, §2.20.
A lot of land, No. 33, according to Baldwin’s
TAUGHT TO DO BY DOING
plan of Hughes’ Point; value, §25; tax, 40c.; deficient highway, Oe.; total, 40c.
Warren, Geo. M. Fifty acres of land and buildings thereon; bounded northerly by land of J. L.
S. Coombs, Catherine M. Coombs and cast town
road; easterly, by east town road and J. L. S.
&
Coombs; southerly, by land of Houston A Otis;
westerly, by land of J. L. S. Coombs and E. S.
OFFICE PRACTICE FROM THE START.
J’reble; value, §000; tax, §9.00; deficient highDiscarded. Send for Free
way, §1.55; total, §11.15.
J. P. BRAGG,
L. A. GRAY & SON. Portland. Me.
Collector of Taxes for Town of Islesboro.
October 19,1890.—3w43
3lll36
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Notice

BAY’S S COLLEG
SHORTHAND

Dry Theory

Prints at
Wharf.

Chestnut Coal,
Stove

“

Egg

“

Furnace

“

....

iMmp

$5.35

$5-50

5.35

5 50
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iion, built in England and carrying four
Krupp guns of small calibre. It is named
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enough
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cough

to cure vour
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the

Honduras.
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In

Central

a

as

if

they

were

during an engagement he sent six of
lads, one after the other, with dispatches across an open plain that was being raked by the rebels’ rifles; and as each
boy was killed in crawling through the
sage brush, the others begged the General
to let him take his place and have a
try at
running the gauntlet—jumping up and
these

the boxes of

au

down around him in their
eagerness and
snapping their fingers to attract his atten-

tion, like school-boys asking

to

I I(‘\1MKA>,

\\

]

Sept. otll.

precarious hold for

a

period by administering
rponents.
•he

“outs" who hacked

he same direction
their

are

graves and
end of them, with
own

opera.

“pass the

nerve

a

And he gave a smile of encouragement to
his fellow prisoners.
Meanwhile the soldiers were loading their rifles and the

sunlight glistened
Delgado called in
in

charge

of

the polished barrels.
low voice to the officer

on

a

the

and asked if

men

he

would permit the firing squad to advance
one
five paces nearer. This would bring them
the church, facing the
to within a few feet and there would be
v take a last look at the
lie asked also not to be
the blue no missing.

waving palms,

aud to have the privilege of
M-avanger-buzzards al- blindfolded,
the word. The officer acceded and
in expectation of a giving
the men came slowly forward.
The con\eii murmur a prayer or!
demned were then asked if they had anyi" of smoke, a rattle of!
to say.
Gen, Delgado, with wonich topples over into the thing
ar

\\

ith half

dozen bul-

a

ad stomach.
:

One

active

has a gruesome
ays before him in the
d ie the church which

gal pa

f

during

the revolution

He,

with two cora-

captured by

w as

the opout next

marched

,arise to meet the usual
•iher men, with tlie ter•;i them,
thought it of
what sort of graves
iliey must die iu the

>•

merely
which they

and

health,
holes, in

w

(•right,

shot

by

j derful

coolness and his own inimitable

dignity

grace made a brief speech to
the few spectators; and then addressing
the firing squad, said: ‘I will ask you,
and

gentlemen, not to hit me in the face,
there—pointing with a quick gesture
spot above the heart.
tone

he

spoke

the

Then in

word,

but
to

a

a

clear

‘Are

you

ready?’

The air was filled with the perfume of flowers just opened by the morning sun. The whistle of a paroquet aud
the “caw” of some brilliant
birds

were

directly

plumage
pointed

heard. The rifles were

the four men.
Much could
look into the muzzle of the instruments
at

of death.

No eyes were bandaged, no
Over each barrel the black

tied.

arms

later be not

only
exile,if not out

the country in
via the bullet.

1892.
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of the world

Brewer

small

Republic which half of the people
of the country do not hear of until after it
lias been put down—or maybe has succeeded; as in Brazil, when poor Horn
by a clique of army ofCapitai, tile northern provinces knew nothing whatever about it
until after the monarchy was dead and

ficers at the

the Republic born.
Again the Honduran
revolution may spread to every
boundary
and all the men employed on the

high

m

tue

mines

or

on

tne

plantations, must stop work and turn to soldier-

president

one

wen,

that none escape more or less suil'ering.
A revolution is sure to accompany
every
change of executive. Xo doubt Bonilla,
the present Dictator, was at one time
of

Gold

oi

tnese

crazes

Honduras;

but, he did
not gain the coveted chair until after he
had invaded the country at Hie head of

troops from the rival Republic of .Nicar-

oi

a

u

niKiunau soldier

agua.

••

"

martial condemned him to
mran, who was then I’resiave him.
He asked Delgatake up

again,

arms

at

administra-

(Bograu’s)
flatly refused
iisc*.

As

iiin to

to

destroy

resort

the 1,000

which he had stored in
Honduras.

m

This also

and when his wife went
mms

and

begged

him to

ac-

only

re-

dent’s terms, his

acquirements,

the

ouly

son

of

wealthy
degrees

parents, who had just taken two
from Columbia College, was killed with a
ride in his hands the third day after his

from the United States. In speaking of this ease, ilr. Richard Harding
Davis says: ”He would probably have
return

last

a

make

in the last revolution.
A
young native of great promise and many

submitted

cheerfully to
York,

tlie law in New
taken it quite as

any imposition of
and would have

a matter of course had
he beeu arrested and a tine been imposed
for playing golf on Sunday, or for

of manner, educated in France and inherited a vast fortune from his parents—

pleadings

was

a

char-

consumption

Presidents and three serious
revolutions. The three parties in this
miscalled Republic are the Liberals, the
the

Progressives,

or

Moderates.

The latter and newer party
is composed of the more
intelligent men
of the Liberal and Conservative parties.
The Radical Conservatives want the

the hillside—until a chance shot ended him and his brilliant career forever.
The pity of it is that so much good ener-

on

istering expeditions. Again
as

they

imps, had

were

about to

Delgado

and his

rumpus, on one pretext
-•dust the administration;
d have to call tiic people
defend the gov"ps would spoil while the
quelled, and the people
iarms to

aided tliat

the instigator
and got rid of. (ien. Deldeeu a brave man, though

An American gentleucssed tliis execution dem

1

msc words:
“Early in the
die mists were lifting from

fation which surrounds Tend the sun
just appearing

tops,

•“

mi

small

a

body

of sol-

through

•dig of
at

a

a

the wet grass to
drum.
A few peo-

respectful

distance,

in the direction of the
Hi Carided
(Charity), whose
mit

'•unding
1

an
•n

the

Augelus.

-the victims of this beautiFour black

coffins

should he wasted in

poor results; for
to follow these

ouly

a

new

obtaining

such

nothing

better ever seems
revolutions.
There is

form of

dictatorship,

which

varies only in the extent of its
revenge
and in the punishments it metes out to
its late opponents; but which must
be, if
it remains in power, a
dictatorship and
an

autocracy.”

The

standing

army of Honduras is ;j,000
men but
every man between the ages of Its
and
is a soldier and compelled to drill in
his native village every Sunday

morning.

This brings the troops available up to
4:},-

coun-

Easy

to Take

asy to

Operate

Are features peculiar to Hood’s Pills. Small in
size, tasteless, efficient, thorough. As one man

were

church wall and the fou

Hood’s

said:

*•

You

know you
have taken a pill till it is all
over.” 25c. C. I. Hood & Co.,
never

Proprietors. Lowell,
The only pills to take

Mass.
with Hood’s

The

1 am the sea.
I hold the land
As one holds an apple iu his hand.
Hold it fast with sleepless eyes,

Watching the continents

sink and rise.
mountains grow,

Out of my bosom the
Back to my depths they crumble
slow;
The earth is a helpless child to me—
I am the sea.

fore I had taken verj many doses there was a
great change, and when the second bottle was
empty, I was thankful to say I had no cough and
was a great deal stronger.
Many thanks for the
‘Discoverer’ of such a medicine.”
A

and permanent

for constipation is Dr. Pierce’s Pellets. One ‘‘Pellet’*
is a gentle laxative, two a mi id cathartic.
sure

cure

CATARRH

am

man

to me?

It rises in turrets and sinks in caves;
The iron cliffs that edge the land
I grind to pebbles and swift to sand,
And beach grass blowetli and children
In what were the rocks of yesterday ;
It is but a moment of sport to me—I am the sea.

I am the sea.
In my bosom deep
Wealth and wonder and beauty
sleep;
Wealth and wonder and beauty rise
In changing splendor of sunset
skies,
And comfort the earth with rains and snows
.'ill waves the harvest and
laughs the rose
Flower and forest and child of breath

I

am

the

sea.

[Charlotte Perkins Stetson.
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Fitting Glasses, and Diseases of
the Eye and Ear.
Office

in

Belfast

Fall Lines.

our

National

Bank

Building.

rairs
Elixir.
Best for Children

*
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Made in .New York

City.
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WE MAKE A-r—

X

We

£

dear readers to call and

X

look at

♦

personally

invite

our

Fall lines of

our

^SPECIALTY^
Of Extra Sizes in all lines
of Goods.

TROUSERS.

STAPLES & COTTRELL,

SJSigjBSs;’ *
Boston 2 Bangor 1S. Co.

*

FALL ARRANGEMENT.

Tobacco}

Steamers

City of Bangor and Penobscot in Commission.

FOUR

PU

I

BT-C.—

T^/tnf"fe*riagc~ir*:s'g^3

tn*iiinin#kM!I«

n

Rgp

TRIPS

WKKK.

A

!

D I

A.

I

The

Commencing Monday. 5ept.

28. 1896, steam
leave Belfast:
F««r Boston, via Camden and Rockland. .Mon-

ers

days, Wednesdays, Thursdays

ah'

lit

2 30

i'. M.,

or

Saturdays

and

upon arrival of

at

from

steamm

Bangor.
For Searsport. Bm-k-p. rt. Winterport. Hnmp*den and Bangor. Tuesdays. WVonesdavs. In ivs
and Saturdays at about’s.oo a. m..
upon .Ar-

only safe, Bure and
reliable Female PILL

rival of steamer from Boston.

PENNYROYHI P1 LIS. St/SSHSej

RE rURXINB

:

From Boston. Monday-. Tuesdav*.
and Fridays at fi.ih > e. m.
From Rockland ia Camden. Tuesdav
days, Friday-and Satordav-a? lorn

Ask for BB. MOTT’S PEJSTlTyaOYLL PILLS and take no other
Price $1.00 per box. 6 boxes lor $5.00.
Send for circular.

'S3^~

lilt. MOTT’S CHEMICAL CO.,
Cleveland, Ohio
KOI! SALK BY B. II. MOODY, BKLKAST, M AIM!.

!'■

W.<>

a. u.

From Bangor, touching at way-lam u
dav .-. W'-due-iki v-. 'I Imr-d ■%
am
>.,i
1 1.0<> A. M.

Collector's Notice.

M

C. F. B BIN'S* >N, Agent, Bellas!.
CALVIN A I’S TIN, < ten 1 Sr. pr. B
\N l L LI A M 11. HILL, (len'l Manager.

"OB*r*!‘Mo"'
of Searsmont In the County
of »aM» foMh
T’"' followli.it list
on the real estate of non-resident owners in
the town of Searsmont for
the year 1.Silo eoimmtted to me tor collection for or.1 town on the ninth
dav of linsr remains ...
I.ai.l and notice is hereby mve.i that 11 said taxes interest and chars.-aid
nmeh of the real estate taxe.l as .s smhrnn,.
the ai.i.inm due therefor incl,
i,„;.r
chaises w.ll he sold at ,mhl,e amatol, at Iiiriso Hall
said .own on the ilrst Monday of Horn,
u" lu
1 Six., at nine o clock a. m.

f"riiuS»S.r
taxis

Id

toil.

Off

".

an..fevi-iislv

Maine Central R, R.

.“„

.Vo.
^
^a' "'
r,lxAllen. Ira 1*. Hounded N., by Montville line; E.. bv I. a. Hall; S r;bv Over
\V., by R. K. Howes..
^
S
Cram, Ali'cl l, estate Honiuied X., Iiy Dead lUvcr;
alio o
by icorge Gove.*'.'
)
M)
Stevens. George. Bounded N. and E. by Wallac, :«,t: s.. bv II. N.
\\
by Cram lot.... .._!....
E
]
Elmes..l.
Lot
bounded X. W.. bv E B. Mores’: X E b\ Belmont diu"S. E..by M. B. Hunt ; S. W., by G.
Donnell.„
I-'-tBounded X. W., by A. 1* Heal; N. E., bv W. S Hunt' S E 'l.Y
Lincolnville line; S. W., by L S. Marriner.
o.S
French, Alonzo, or unknown. ‘Bounded X. YY.,by <Thompson's lot: E.. by E.
Thompson est.; S, by H. X. Brown; YY\, bv meadow brook.
;*i
17
Fuller, Edwin (j. Bounded N YY., by Smith’s'.YIills load ; X. E., by J. P. Wellman ; S. F., by E. I-. Gallop ; S. YV
by Sion Luce et als.: house and barn.. 11 ><
on
7. h m in
1
Gilmore, \\ lllard. Bounded N. \\\, bv B. C. Paul; X. E. amt S E bv d Fuller; 8. W., by C. Hook et als.‘..
m
Inn on
+
Greer, Herman. Bounded N., by X. Searsmont stage road; E., bv W. Didway; S., by river; Y\
by J. Shibles'
.'.
35
1 ",n no
Hunt. M. B. Bounded X. YV.. by J. E. Eltnes; X. E.. b\ Belmont line
f”
I'.v Lincolnville line and W. S. Hunt; S. \\\, by W. s'. Hunt et als.’ do
r»on no
* "o
Howes. Hervey. Bounded by Ouantabacook pond and land of Alanson Greer1
Cottage.
2(hm)o
4 »'S
A.
C.
X.
\N
Bounded
Morse,
by Hiram Thomas; X. E., bv .M. Pease S I-'
by A. T. Marriner; S. YV., by E. Pease et al ...'.
Y 44;
dnoon
.31,,
Nickerson, T. W. Bounded N\, by Montville line: X. E., by Mon ill line S F
by W. Cooper et als.; S. YV., by 1. A. Hall; barn .....“. 129
:,oo 00
s W
30
Nickerson, Sears. Bounded N. YY’.. by Fowles road et als.; X. E., bv W s
YYrarren et als.; S. E., by Win. Wood et als.; S. YV., bv B. Brown
,,
33
7
Ordway, Win. R. Bounded X. YY., by A. F. Lawny; X. E.,‘by Muzzv ridge road ;
S. E., by Union Common road; S. YY'., by T. F. Knight....
mi
37
n.»
Plummer. A. M., estate. Bounded X'., by Montville line; E.. by A. K. Boynton et als.; S., by S. Erskine lot: W.,
by A. Morse.
*... 33
4,|()()()
Pendleton, Margaret, Mrs. Bounded X. YY'., bv river; N. E., by YY YY Bryant
etals.; S E., by T. F. Knight et als.; S. YY'., bv H. Bobbin's et al.; house
and barn.
1
c.3,1 no
120
-1
Piper estate Bounded N\, by I). B. Young; E., bv S. Joslvn estate; S..by
Eincolnville line; YY'., by G. YV. Heal... ..'..".20
2-ioo
4”
Robinson, J. C. & G. YYr. One-half of Bennett mill and privilege, owned with
Wm. Rennett.
230,10
4
Thomas, Eugene. Bounded YY'., by Marriner road ; X. E. A S., bv A. T.
2
117
Woods, Anna, estate. Bounded N. YV., by L. Lassell; N. E., by I>. B. Cobb s’
old
K., by
road; S. W., by Eben Cobb.
j 3
30.oO
.70
J. YV. FARRAR, Collector of taxes of the town of Searsmont.
Searsmont, Oct. 20, 1896.—3w43
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TIME-TABLE.
On amt after Oct. I, 1 Mm», rva.i
Burnliam and Waterville w i:!:
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000
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Unity..
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Citypoint..
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4 30
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42

o o»>
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11

1; 11 s
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t; gr*

.'

siai ion.

oig

Limited tickets for Boston
j from
Belfast and all stations

are

c s

m
-1

lira

><n

ami \..-idThrough tickets to all points \\
west via all routes, for sale hv F
h (d: >u
Belfast.
PAYSnN
Ti
ki-,i;
Agent,
Vice Pies, ami <b-u‘! Managin'.
F. E. Booth itv. Cen Pas*, and Ticket \ _. v
Portland. Sept 28. ist*c.

Belfast, and Castiie Route.

^Esmte!81
Sx p»
\ >:

Wm'er

1.27

Arrangement—In

Effect October

1,1896.

2*54
*”95
2 54

NTKAMKK t’A8TI\F, «-1.
"'ind and weather perm:-ring, wili
every week clay in connection wi;) I. v\ i; s.
Co., as follows
Leave "West Prooksville at 7.2o
< astine.
7.4;> ; Hughes Point, K.MO. K\der*
Lime Kiln. 9.20; arriving at Bellas:. !<■
’»

40010
5 08
125.00
158
'50 on
3 >4
50.00
.0:3
town of Searsnort.
1

run

COLLECTOR'S NOTICE OF SALE. -Non-Residents.

•Brooksville, .Mondays, \Vrdi!e*n.i v*
days.
Returning, leave Bellas at J
non-resident proprietors of the following tracts of land in the town of Monroe, in the
Countv above named landing*.
ol \\ aldo, are notified that the same are taxed in the list committed to
me .June 15 1,395 the subPassengers going F.i.*t tnk-- *t.
scriber, the collector of taxes for the said town of Monroe for the
1.395:

*>;

■

Description.

year
No. of
No. of
Lot.
Acres.
C
47.43
20
I 63, i!4 |
(lore
5
j (58, 69)
C
78. 79
11
153
10,000
47

Range.

buildings and land.
buildings.

from

i1!"1 ''".iWings.
Fred.If1”1
lx. Robinson s place

3d

c

Dearborn. .John.Land.
Hanson, Edgar F.Laml.
Marden, Charles.Land.

C
10,000
10,000
C

48,46
52,53
125

Value,
s 30.00

Amount I
of Tax !
si 7*;

j

5" on

511'nn

Licensed Auctioneer.
P. O. ADDRESS,

FREEDOM,

(

Hours, 3 2
only.

House for Sale.

Bicycles. This lot will be offered
at $50
each. Warranted for

year.

These wheels may be

seen

at the

Hervey
Jewelry
c. h.

noNRoe,

Manager.
Belfast, July 2, 1896.—26tf

\\v.|.

,.

i.i

t
;;
,.*

,|er,
I.

r.
•-

Manager.

Newbury Strtct,

NEAR CoRNF.lt

OF

F

l>:| IF1.9 S ;

BOSTON,

customers

one

M-

W. SMALLIDGE,

C.

<letober,

Diamond

try

The Nose and Throat.

We have on hand a tine stock of both la
dies and gents’ 1896 pattern of the Lovell
to

A story and a half house, pleasantly located;
fine view of Belfast bay; ten rooms all finished,
fine cellar, city water in house; nice garden, under
good cultivation, apple, pear, plum, shade trees,
etc. Nice neighborhood. Inquire of
M. C. DILWORTH.
Or C. B. HALL, Main St., Belfast.
44tf

r,otf

INo. *-^-10

Cycles.

MAINE.

>.

j

Diamond

tf7

■

...

45imi
15 *»0
95.‘io

Lovell

LAMSON,

m..

v

3

Staples, Charles.....Land, 2 lots.
29
2
And if no person shall appear to discharge said taxes and costs on or before the 7th dav
of December
next. 1 shall proceed to sell at the Town House in said
town, by public auction, so much of said respective tracts of land as shall be sufficient to discharge said taxes and all necessarv intervenin'-charges.
.JERE. BOWEN, Collector of Taxes'of Monroe."'
Oct.
1896.—3w42
Monroe,
9,

H. H.

2.«»>»

at

T

3;*,

nn

07-/,,,,

1-2
15
21
2 1-2
22x6

Belfast

r.

uesday and Friday. T..ke *;e: la- .'
B.u liar'M-r.
landings from t'asrii c
Passengers g< ing t Milll
;c

Maehias take steamei Cast iite t>«
I 2.(.K>
I*. M., stoj
>ver at (
in*
take
55' •lotiesnext morning t, rad
J-'J/- to Mm-bias.
Ac.ENTS H. A C.rcci. p„ iu>t
1 jo
\V|I, Peudlet
Ill
Ryder'* <
i'iul M. Vogel 1, (’astwe- ; R. A 1 >. >•: gr. I;

15.00
litl

30

i‘ M
1 gr,

im

..

Thorndike..
Knox.
Brooks
W aldo.

'unini.i;

on

47,

,

Portland. 12 27>

Collector’s Notice of Sale-Non-Kcsuleiits.

200

7,1

A M

Waterville

The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in the town of
Searsnort for the
year 1895, committed to me for collection for said town, on the 28th day of Mav, 1895 remain
and notice is hereby given that if said taxes, interest and
are not previously pain so much of
charges
the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the amount due
therefor, including interest and chartres
will he sold at public auction at the Town House in said town, (the same
being the pla.-e where the last
preceding annual town meeting of said town was held) on the first Monday of December 1890 at nine
o’clock a. m.:

~759M>

\r

;'

••

I'uity.. 8 g.
Burnham, arrive. s c,
Bangor.. ll 7

‘“-.o'oo

*

CM
] g,.

..

..

Value.
$640 00
ioo.OO
IOO.OO
200.00

j-

■

.,

Acres!

M

Hn 'i>ks ..7 44
Kno.x
s'
2
Thorndike
sin

S*

Names of Owners.
Description of Real Estate.
Colcord, Albion B. Old homestead and bog lot adj.
mo
Dickey, Elman, or unknown .Wild lot on Turnpike.'
85
Dwellev, James M., or unknown—Levensaler lot.
32
Mathews, Henry...On Steamboat A venue.
I
Mathews, Nathaniel.Pendleton lot, south side Brock road.
14
McGuire, Wescott «& Co..Cottage east side Swan Lake.
1-2
Nickerson, James W. F. B. Haynes homestead.
08
Nickerson, Thomas C.. Wood lot back road to Belfast.
12
Sylvester. Harriet E. ....Old homestead east side Turnpike.
90
Lanplier, Melvina. .Wild lot on Turnpike. 1
12
H.
J.
KNEELAND, Collector of Taxes for the
Searspt rt, Oct. 19,1896.—3w43

r,.

1

7g<
7 gr,

..

•>

MaVriiier

at

ugd

follows

as

A

.,

.,

vvili

FK".M

...

PARTICULAR ATTENTION GIVEN TO

play

If so,

TO ORDER.

Cunningham,

J. M. Fletcher, M. D.

the sea. The earth I sway;
Granite to me is potter’s clay ;
Under the touch of my careless waves
am

SUITS

Brown, Joseph, estate..Wood lot.
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CREAM BALM

the sea. When I draw back
Blossoms and verdure follow my track,
Ami the laud I leave grows proud ami
fair,
For the wonderful race of man is there;
And the winds of heaven wail and
cry
While the nations rise and reign and die—
Living and dying in folly and pain.
While the laws of the universe thunder in
I

the

_

I
:

Halm f/ir/rtll/ lain the
nostrils. I)r<nr sfrom/
breaths
tlie
throm/h
nose,
i'se time times
a t/di</.
after meats jtref'errerf, ami tie lore redr it a/.

Sea.

With me have life, without me, death.
What if the ships go down in me?

Sarsaparilla.

people

doctors declare they can’t be cured.
It
heals the lungs, stops the wasting of tissue;
and it gives more nourishment than any
malt extract or cod liver emulsion that ever
was thought of.
Miss Mary Whitman, of Hast Dickinson, Franklin Co.. N. Y., writes:
For nearly ten mouths I
had a bad cough and instead of getting better it
grew worse, until I was advised by a friend to try
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery. I hesitated at first for it seemed to me nothing would
give relief only death. My parents were anxious
about me and thougnt I had consumption of the
lungs. However I tried your medicine, and be-

Fannie Buigiiam Ward.

I

A halt

angle of its wall where a
joins the main portion of

A little apart from the
'Miers stood four officers in

Uear

gy

Discovery

fresh, pure, rich blood.

It makes

brings back appetite and nerve force and
No matter how far
good healthy flesh.
gone people seem to be, if there is anything
It

than four

riding try dominated by the Roman Catholic
a bicycle at
night without alighted lamp: church, the Radical Liberals Want to overge damned if 1 do.” Well,
but as soon as this graduate of Columbia
throw the church completely; while the
•ms d—d if
he didn’t, all
smelled the powder boating over his naModerates, of whom Bograu was the head,
:nwliile Bogran was receivtive land, he loaded his rifle and sat out want
the state to be entirely independent
d! parts of the Republic
all day on the front porch of his
house, of the church, but would not wipe out the
death
sentence
Delgado's
taking chance shots at the revolutionists religion of their fathers.
The citizens were lieartiad

stop it.

most of which he got rid of in obtaining
I left to build
Golden Medical Distlie presidency. In the first three
on, the
years
will build them up again.
after his retirement there were no fewer | covery
In
it cures
after

Conservatives and

Something

nas struck

at-:

drop a

One cow's Hilk for Babies

5

During the revolution of 1)4,
looked along
the earth tossed hack t*yes
was besieged for six
Tegucigalpa
months,
its shining surface into tlic eyes of the
warm
bodies.
But the
and before ils capture most of the public
eann oiiicers
sitting upon tlieir coiiins.
i'c was not going to let
buildings were badly torn by shot and
" lien they iiearrl their leader’s
question, shell from the surrounding hills. There
ir the surface that the
each promptly replied that he was
ready, is hardly a dwelling house hat shows [Bangor Xews,
would uncover them I'm
t hen came frenn Delgado’s firm
his
lips
The
last
of
where bullets scored the mud and plaster
p.ek.
request
Civilized people
last word—'Fire!' There was no
rattling
ai.\ granted, even by
of the outer walls and buried themselves
pity the heathen
one sharp,
and
the
only
who throw themstinging report;
ii iuc, stpiad sat down
in the woodwork.
The victors, who subselves under the
four men, for half a minute
remaining in sequently hold the reins of
the church steps to |
wheels of the Juggovernment
an upright
position, as it still unhurt, for a
gernaut Idol, yet
generously supplied rolled
time, seldom make any effort to
over limp and
many civilized
bloody—dead. The cover
man whom they were
up the traces of their bombardment,
people sacrifice
'idiots had obeyed Delgado’s request, for
themselves
bile he dug leisurely
just as
hut rather glory in them, as the veteran
to the
thiee balls had pierced his heart.”
needlessly
the depth of six feet,
does in his scars.
It is a favorite pastime
of disJuggernaut
Whatever the Central American's failease.
i«-s and sharpening the
They grow
to trace the bullets from the holes
they
thin and pale and
cowardice is certainly not
ings
he,
may
tistir manner.
While
made ill one side of the room to their restemaciated ; lose
one of them.
The insurrectionary tenhe bottom if the hole,
appetite and sleep
ing place in the opposite wall, while peoand strength and
is born in the blood and bred in the
dency
ad shias, and ]K>kiug his
ple tell one another just where they stood
get no nourishbone.
It is customary in this part of the
o' of his grave to learn
ment out of their
or sat when a ball whizzed
by or a bomb
world to speak of a man as “a good revojfood. I f this goes
mi. he saw
his captors
burst overhead. It was the proudest boast
on sooner or later
lutionist.” just as we would speak of
lie aud his own party in
disease is going to
of ex-President Luis Bogran that he mainroll over them and
some one as a good musician, or a
good tained peace for 8 years—the longest pecrush the life out
It is a recognized calling,
of them as surely
riod of comparative quietness that Hona’ Delgado did not come ball-player.
as any Juggernaut.
and the children grow up fighters; even
duras has known since it became a Repubwas a filibuster of the
Yet they do little
those who have lived abroad, and should
or nothing to help
lic—Heaven save the mark! His term beknown in the United
it.
Som e ti me s
have learned better, begin to plot and
gan in 1883 and ended about 5 years ago.
j c. and a bosom friend of
think noththey
scheme for somebody’s overthrow as
When ousted, lie remained in exile two
ing can be done.
uidom compatriot, now of
That’s
a mistake.
soon as they breath their native air
again. years, and died some time
He was a
ago.
Returning to Honduras, An illustration of this
Something can and ought to be done. There
Hondurian trait
is no need of any such sacrifice. Doctor
<m sentenced to perpetual
very handsome man, with great dienitv
Pierce’s Golden Medical
was furnished
will
were

In
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Hunters.

South Brewer, anti every night a careful
observer might see little knots of men
and boys, earnestly discussing some plan
of the river, making observations as to
the position of the moon so as to see if it
is in the right position in which the chart
says it must be, to cast the shadow of the
live oak in the proper place.
The reason
for the necessity of the shadow is not
really known, but it has to go with all
successful pirate gold treasures,
One
r
night recently two well known
residents went to Mill creek and dug up
several tons of earth, but found no gold.
They feel confident that there is gold
buried at tin: place where they dug, for
they have tested it with wands or, as they
say, ramrods. Their friends say nothing,
simply looking at them and making motions suggesting the revolution of wheels.

ing: pack-mules are seized, plantations
are devastated, and forced loans are enforced upon those who live in cities, so

elected

-*ARE

For years there have been told in all
the towns along the Penobscot stories of
liow (apt. Kidd and other famous free
lances of the sea sailed up the river and
buried their treasures at different points
along the river. These treasure caves
are, according to some stories, located at
various points between Mill creek, socalled, and Dyer’s cove, and every few
yeaia there is a grand hunt for the hidden
gold, for, of course, it is all gold. There’s
not a bit of silver in these pirate
hoards;
a few diamonds are
allowed, hut silver—
the thought is preposterous.

Pedro was ousted

or
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Not a face paled, apparently, not water.
quivered, aud a half smile lingerUonduri.au revolutions appear to be
As they sat
feels little shivers ed upon the lips of each.
comparatively bloodless affairs after all,
and down his spinal awaiting death, Gen. Delgado noticed because,
owing to the frequency of the
that his nearest companion—a gallant ofng Tegucigalpa's great
if many men were killed the
fracases,
ficer not yet 25 years old—moved restlessag the rows of bulletcountry would soon be depopulated, but
all just as high as a ly on his coffin lid, and said to him: ‘Are the ruin they
bring while they last, and
The young fel- which
you afraid, campadre:'an object lesson they
continues after they are over, is
low laughed outright at the
question and truly lamentable; and before the
ate the uncertainties of
country
•ni t:«1
America.
Since promptly answered, ‘No.’
has a chance to recover, tire “outs’’ are
‘This, continued Delgodo, ‘is somebe ••ins" of office have
getting up another. Thus any sort of
thereto
with
the thing we ail have to go through; some prosperity or progress is well
■>
nigh imposmillet-holes show how soon, some late, but it comes to all.’ sible.
The native merchants dare not
of The Journal.

lence

■

<

man

that

condemned men were led to them. They
took their funeral seats as
gracefully aud

cheerfully

Kepublie.

Uan

en-

conspicuous target for
the enemys’ bullets.
A General who was
prominent in the revolution of ’94 says

■'.*%$?is Scctti£muf&tcru \

|

Morazan,

sengers, because their slight forms
able them to penetrate where a
would be a more

^

_

|

and 85 is the complement of
Iu each company of Honduran
soldiers there are two or three small
boys,
in uniform, who act as couriers and mes-

A

1-

1891.

land threatened

its crew.

^
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breach-loading Brown, Alice By oak and thorn : a record
field-pieces and IS Gatling guns. The
of English days. 1896...1133.3
for the young. Edited by F. G.
navy is a trifle behind that of the United ! Brownings
1234.35
I Ken von.
States ten yearsjago—a single man of war— Cabrera, Raimundo. Cuba and the Cubans.

tell you that Scott’s Emulsion has
dorsed by the medical profession for A
rears.
This is because it is always V
c>le—always uniform—always contains
irest Norwegian Cod-liver Oil j
a
V
You should in1 i vpophosphites.
Scott’s Emulsion, with trade
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Si
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Belfast Free Library.

well drilled and armed with
Remington rifles. The artillery of the
army does not amount to much; it consists of six batteries of

_
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to
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Other hours
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To Tax Payers.
I shall he

my office in Memorial building
a. m. to 12 m., and 2 to 4 e. m
until January 3. All persons who wish to avail
themselves of the discount of two per cent, ou
their taxes must pay by
1, 1897.
at

Saturdays from 30

January
F. MASON, Collector.
Belfast, Sept. 25,1896.
H.

There is much to think upon in a certain open letter written by an American
workman apropos of the appeal for help
in getting work for a number of Armenian refugees who are soon to arrive here.
This man of 45 declares that he is willing
to work at anything honorable, but that
he cannot lind a place, and he lias not a
dollar left. It is the old, old story. Sentiment furnishes means for the unfortunate
from foreign lauds, while the wretched at
home appeal in vain.
[Boston Traveller.
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With

REPUBLICAN

many of our own people out of
work, and with coal and Hour higher, the
present outlook indicates a hard winter.

NOMINATIONS.

FOR PRESIDENT,

GARRET A. HOBART of New Jersey

Campaign.

people

the

deserving

many

sound

The

cases

were

where business or
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a

in New York

city

had been misled

State Republican by 350,000 and New
York city will be Republican, also.”

“Very

by

the specious arguments "J the most corrupt and unprinci-

pled organization ever Know: in this
For a
courtiy—the great silver trust.
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dag dishonored;
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iniet ]• iloil upon the
This
;t sents the essential features of
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interpreta-

tion

Armenian

An

and Hobart,

an

lliyan and ids followers in their
utter. Mots upon the
stump. Their argu''

ment.'

ware

adapted

They

told

one

to their audiences.
story in the agrieul-

tum'

districts, another in the abiding
1'hu
Anarchists, aud still another in
tie- direr .-amps. Every where
they sought
to incite class prejudices; to stir
up ill
es

feeling and strife; to discredit American

citizenship.

can

find suitable rent.

Capt.

Wm. Hopkins of sch. Star of the
left Monday, after a short visit home,
for New York, where his vessel is loading
for Barbadoes, His wife will accompany
him.

hon-

Amos Pendleton, who has been stopping with his daughter in Worcester, Mass.,
for the past year, arrived home last week,
accompanied by Mrs. Call of Boston, who
will spend the winter with Mr. and Mrs.
Pendleton.
Mr.

pulverizes FopoArmenia.

on

The place known as the Jacob Elwell
large audience, farm, now the residence of Mr. John Shaw,
school children, has been
bought by Mr. William F<»!well of
assembled in the Baptist church in anticipaPhiladelphia. Mr. Shaw, it is understood,will
tion of a treat in seeing the pictures and
vacate the premises in a few weeks and Mr.
hearing the explanations by K. H. Basin a- Joseph Heal will
occupy the place as long
an
Armenian
who
lias
been
in
this
jian,
as it is in Mr. Folwell's possession.
a

I

The cider mill at the Trap is grinding
slow, but exceeding fine, and cider is flowing from the press that causes the farmer to
smile

more, perhaps, than is
Nevertheless it is all right, and

considerably

his wont.
who cannot join in his smiles.cannot
realize a good thing when they see it.
anyone

Not since Richmond was taken has a bongood command ol our language
fire been lighted at the Cove. Let us have
sense of tlie humorous.
Much
one Wednesday evening, Nov. 4th, that will
to the delight of the scholars he told of the
make the town shine with its lire of patriotdifficulties encountered in learning our
ism from Brown’s Cornor to Belmont Cori
language, one of which is using the same
nor, and from Dickey’s Bluff to Knight’s
words in expressing ideas nearly opposite.
Pond. Now, boys, is the time to hunt up tar
He said that the Americans would say
and kerosene barrels and everything else
something and then say that they didn’t that
will burn well. See!
mean what they said ; they meant
something
17th, Mrs. Mark Mendell preSaturday,Oct.
else. Pictures illustrating places, people,
sented to her husband a son, and so well
manners, dress,and customs were simply but
was the father that he is contemplatvividly described, and all preseut must have pleased
realized what a monster, but what a good ing the title of Mark Hanna Mendell as the
looking man, the Sultan of Turkey is, and most appropriate, as the indications now are
what a fearful hatred he has for the Armen- that he will be a hustler, when he arrives at
ians, because they are a Christian people. man’s estate, and it is hoped the promise
Mr. Basanyiau is loyal to the best interests will be fulfilled.
man, with
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hamlet of the nation the fallacies and
falsehoods of the Bryanites have
disappeaied like mists belt re the morning sun.
As tin- mist.- f ana it
liy have rolled a wav.
111,1 i;,v assurance oi a
Republican viei IV
I, nil st
longer and stronger, the
saiishme of prospe]ity has
the
ano

presage pi
mini: years of plenty and

the NEW and DESIRABLE STYLES in
millinery, we feel confident we can please
our

customers with

our

goods and

taste

Metropolis copies

and

remarks

I 1 uillbs in

that

there

are

no

Florida, and that the Southern
Representatives are not very

Sei.atois and

extensive patrons of
newspapers, which
may he due to their poverty..
The writer
grew up in a family the head of which
was somewhat identified
with politics and
who subscribed to
every political paper
tin i: published in Maine.
Tlier were not
so
many newspapers then as now, and in
pine- of the Augusta Age we have the
■

Niw

Age,

Mien

began

and

as the successor to the
Clarion the Somerset Keportc:.
The Republican Journal, the Eastput Sentinel, the Anson Advocate and the
C-xtoid Democrat were
among the many
pi],us lead in boyhood and which are
still in the field.

At

Covington, Kentucky,

the silverites
eggs in reply to a
sound money speech from
Secretary Carlisle.
From rotten arguments to rotten
resorted

eggs

is

to

not

indignation

rotten

much of
roused

a
transition; but the
by this treatment of

Mr. Carlisle in his native State is at a
white heat and is likely to cost the offendin Hammond, Ining silverites dear,
diana, a party of silverites returning from
a

Bryan barbecue

in

neighboring town
hauled down an American
ilag, bearing
the names of McKinley and Hobart, tore
it in pieces and trampled it in the mud.
This also is quite iu keeping with a campaign which has had for its object the
dishonoring of the nation.
Vote for

a

McKinley

honest money, law and

prosperity.

and

Hobart;
order, peace

for
and

Local

Industries.

II. E. Bradman has registered the name
Lake” for his leading 5-eent cigar.

i
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L. A

will have charge of the trimming department, and as she is direct from one of the
largest and most stylish work-rooms in
at work with
first-class milliners,she is prepared t<> give
you all the new ideas. We keep constantly on hand a full line of
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stoves and ranges.
See them before

Brown’s Instant Relief is having a very
nice sale wi : a is anti we hear of no instance
where it has not given

Druggists,

"*Hf s,y

CO.,

Gr O J 1
GrO L, i

Boston, M-tsd*
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l the ghastly

1

; OI

sumption

j

stares

Belfast Lodge held a “hard times” sociable
at the lodge room last Friday evening. There
was a good attendance and lots of fun.
The
prizes for the poorest costumes were won by
Will Deeriug and Miss Grace Partridge.

j lects

The persons who booked their names of
at Legro & Spalding’s shoe facHe afterwere notified by postal card last week
sheriff in tory
which he claims that Savage had grossly to appear at the office, the men from Oct.
misstated the affair. Savage told him that 2(Jth to
28th; the women from tliert 28tli to
Mr. Hopps had some money hid in the
30tli. Monday morning there was a great
house which they could get, at.
The boys met the morning of the murder rush and over 300 appeared. When the woby appointment and proceeded to the men’s day, Wednesday, arrived, the rush
house of the old lady. Perkins’ story of was not so
great, but the bookkeeper was
the kindling wood was true, but afterwards
kept busy during the day. There is a lack
both boys went to the well for some water. of
experienced help here and, consequently,
The old lady was going to the house when some from outside will be
employed, but
Savage raised his gun to fire, but his cour- the new hands will be confined to Belage failed him. Then Palmer seized the fast applicants.
The cutting room will
gun and fired. Both dragged the body into
start up Monday morning, with 15 hands,
the house and Savage set three fires, inand a few more experienced cutters are
cluding applying a match to the old lady’s wanted. The other rooms of the making declothing.
partment will employ 05 hands and these
will be put to work next week, the successMr. Frank W. Gowen returned Thursday ful
applicants to be notified within a few
from a business trip in Haucock county. He days. When the
factory is in full force from
will remain in town until tlie November elec- the stock room to the
shipping room it will
tion, after which time lie goes to Maryland. employ about 150 hands, which will probabIn a letter from tlie American Temperance
ly be within two wreeks. It is rumored that
Life Association of New York, of which lie a deduction of one-lialf of one
per cent., or
is general agent, the officers state: “If Bryan 5 cents on
§10.00 will be made from the
is elected we shall not dare to venture very wages of employes, to be
to their
placed
much and you must manage as best you can credit in the stock of the
company, thus
financially, but ou the other hand if McKin- making them stockholders,when a sufficient
ley is elected your salarj7 will be increased amount shall accumulate, together with
and our business enlarged.” [Waterville
other citzens wiio have contributed towards
t Mail.
bringing the enterprise here.

by
shooting

employment

bleeding, scaly, crusted, pimply,
blotchy,
simple, scrofulous, or hereditary, from
to age, are now speedily cured by

nee-
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Most Delicate, l
Fragrant and 1

(Qticura
Resolvent

SKIN and blood purifier of incomparable
purity and curative power. Purely vegetable, safe, innocent, and palatable. It appeals to
all, and especially mothers, nurses, and children.

A

Sold throughout the world. Price. Conor ra, .V»c.j
Soap, 25c.; Rksoi,vrn*t. 50c. and $1. Potter Deco
ani» Chkm. Cokp
So'e Props.. Bouton.
ey“ How to Cure Blood and Skiu Humors,” free.

E. H. DDRGIN, M. D.
of Glasses and Diseases of
lhe Eye ard Ear a Specialty.

Fitting

Office hours until 9 a. m.
From 12.30 to 3and 7 to 8 p.
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Rupture Cured
WITHOUT OPERATION

BY

.1. Hhermun's Method. Send 15 cents for his
t)ook of full information, etc. Address

Specialist,

175 Fremont St., Boston,

3iu44.
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Those rates will be cm;
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the steamers will be wit
until the openitm ot nave:
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Steamers Penobscot at
leave Baudot alternate!) t
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Thnrsdaxs end Saturdas7th, after which date, st.-.n
from Baniror on Mondaw.o
Hetnrnintf from Boston

Tuesdays, Thursdays

ltubbers,
Trmihs,
Bugrs,
Extension Cases,
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Robes,
BiunUets,
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Low Prices.

HARNESS REPAIRING and

I

CARRIAGE TRIMMING.
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I Evenings.
I

59 Main Street.
C. E. STEVENS.
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II

BOOTS, SHOES and ROBBERS.
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2o horse power
in good condition.
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after which date steamer
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finest in the world
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It’s so simple to get rid of a cough or
throat trouble by Hale’s Honey of Horehound and Tar. Acts like magic.
Sold

•
< .-‘i
<»" f.

!

j

that t.litt.

COME IN AND TRY

of

cold.

a

Pike's Toothache

( i ( ) [
“All

■

face who

!

►

‘Newthis Fail'

HOREHOUND

Belfast Lodge re-elected its old board of
officers Monday evening.

arrest.

made

a

!
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| HALE'S
| HONEY

in

man

terror

:

;

Humors

statement
Charles Savage, accusing him of
the old lady he burst into tears.
wards made a confession to tlie

con-

^

buying any other.

Perfect Satisfaction! :\. L. Mitchell,
Wholesale

-m,

Are up to date in every particular
They are the leaders of all modern

READ WHAT THEY SAY

CEO. C. GOODWIN &
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George C. Goodwin & Co.
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paper containing
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much as every lonosir
amount o| our ( apital
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These /i lives are fair- 1 front our
sworn state >i“itfs
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Belfast, Oct, 8,1896.—41 tf

If It fails to benefit you
tlie lusuie wrapper.
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Templars.

Critchett, Sibley & Co. are working the
largest crew they ever had in their shoe
I had a peculiarly Happy time at Schenectady, the seat of Union College, where I factory and running some departments over
graduated, under the Presidency of Dr. time. They are turning out more goods
Nott in 18f>(>—40 years ago. Prof. Foster, to
than ever before and are distributing, in
Waldo District Lodge will meet with Geo.
whom I recited in college for a year, is still
alive and lie and liis wife came*out to hear wages, a large amount of money in Belfast E. Brackett
Lodge in Jackson Saturday,
me.
I had a great house and it gave me a
and its immediate vicinity.
Nov. 7tli. The address of welcome will be
splendid reception. I was deeply impressed
The Rodolf Medical Co. held a meeting in by J. H. McKinley and the response by Diswhen 1 walked about the college grounds,
and when I spoke I went in for all I was this city Monday, aud voted to print and trict Templar E. L. Bartlett. Music and
worth. No one spoke with me and I took distribute
50,000 papers containing testimo- literary exercises will be interspersed with
For nearly two hours I had as
my time.
earnest and enthusiastic a crowd before me nials of the cures performed by its remedies. the business of the session.
as you ever saw.
They gave me the highest The company voted to reduce the price of
Yachts and Boats.
compliments upon my speech that one could the cough balsam from 25 to 10 cents per
receive. I really think it was the best speech
bottle. The Rodolf business has been dorof my life.
The yacht Glide has been hauled up in
The newspapers in reporting tlie speech mant for about a year past, but the sales
will be pushed vigorously in the near fu- Dyer’s yard, and the Jcnnette has been
of
it
as
the
ablest
address
speak
of the camstripped and made ready for winter.
paign. As to tlie aspects of the campaign ture.
Abraham Sampson is building at the
Mr. Milliken says that New York will give
The firm of J. II. Healey »s: Co., granite
North End, Rockland, a pleasure craft to be
McKinley an enormous plurality, and that workers, has been dissolved and Mr. Jackabout :*4 feet over all and schooner rigged.
lie would not be surprised to see it go beson has entered the firm of Hutchins
Bros.,
yond 300,000. He [thinks we shall bury thus combining the business of the two
Bryan and liis revolutionary crowd beyond firms.
They now have on hand a large
the hope of resurrection.
amount of work, including two large sarcophagus monuments of Oak Hill and LiuThe Parsonsfield Murder Case.
colnville granite for Wm. Staples of StockPortland, Me., Oct. 20. An Alfred spec- ton Springs and Walter L. Walker of Belial to the Press says that this
morning fast; a draped urn monument, feet high, of
young Frank Palmer, the Parsonsiield boy
who is under arrest cliaiged with the mur- Oak Hill and Lineolnville stock, for Dr.
der of Mrs. Betsey Hopps of that place, Jason Gordon of Belfast, and several tablets
asked liis jailer, Sheriff Hurd, for a copy of
humor, whether itching, burning,
and smaller marble jobs.
a
J
an account of liis
INVERT
or

f»

TON, President.

Frt. i\, ls»l.
$311,353.1111

.3

arrives the lapse of time will probably revive their courage and quell their fears and
James F. Feruald is making a large sai- i
they will he more anxious than ever to he
copbagus f<«r Edward True of Hope Corner ! the guests of the jolly captain on the dandy
aud a cottage monument for Chas. E. RayRee.
mond of Knox.

The Belfast Machine & Foundry Co. has
for three yacht keels, weighing 2,100,
2,500 and 4,000 pounds, respectively. The
company is also making2,000 pounds of window weights for the Ham-Condou residence.

M
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Deposits Solicite

Boston, where she has been

must

orders

^EYCRYTHIN<i IN

PEOPLES NATIONAL B #

Miss Florence Wells

( “Swan

L. Milliken at His Alma Mater,

audiences. In a private note to tlie editor of The Journal Mr. Milliken says:

prosperity.

Concerning

and

in

trimming.

have reached when thoughts and
i inclinations of this kind occupied his mind
and hands. When the next ducking season
fears

iLui. S. L. Milliken closed liis campaign in
New York State last Saturday and left Niagara Falls Sunday afternoon for Michigan,
where lie is to speak this week. He liad addressed nine meetings up to Saturday since

Hon. S

tic

Daniel Webster once made the statement
that “it would he
impossible to
mak, ap a newspaper without
getting in
something worth reading.” The late Senatoi
Iiimb of Kansas, a man of
great
ability and a very astute politician, subscribed for every paper in liis State,
giving as his reason for doing so that “he
could not otherwise
keep up with public
opiumu old know the wants and desires
oi Ins constituents.”
[Charleston Sun.
1 he Jacksonville
this
item

He

lighted up
leaving home, and the papers in each place
better days in store, of have reported packed houses and enthusias-

aii.o
(

did.

yy?il

J. H, & J, W

Having visited New York and Boston and
a very thorough examination of all

made

"f his

said

“1, me

;

As the Horse i
developing to
plane the Hors,
stores of the tm
need a tailor
the meantime v
big line select, ;

ing Q taliries

were

nothing of his own political views, hut
Kepubuean suit* Ins
threw a fine picture of Win. McKinley on
i:, 1 y been one of
education; and it the screen and asked if lie was not a good
,-n tin,rough and effective,
lteft re looking man. He lectured about an hour,
and then told of the customs of Armenia.
;tl s pusented in
every city, town

'!'ii-ii.gn

tigur

*

MANSFIELD,

—

•'

Ladies' \\;

see our

what will

pocket book.

Si; six for $5.
Lowell, Mass.

Liver
easy to

they

Come in and

was aw-

brush

and if

WRAPPERS,

Shawls.

our

and they cost
than inferior gi

of

ful rough sea and the wind was strong.”
Some anxiety was felt by the families at
home, but a friend who knew Oapt. Howe
and bis boat said there was no danger, but
did not expeet to see them at home Wednesday noon, the time agreed upon, because lie
thought the run home to the Trap from the
island would not be attempted iu such a
wmd and sea.
The Ree is not a large boat, but is more
strongly built than is usual with boats of her

size, because

nterest you,

Sarsaparilla

trip were met with, and the
Wilson brothers thought that the next time
they went duck shooting it would not be
quite so far out to sea. Iu reply to the
were

red

Is the One True Blood Purifier.
Prepared only by C. I. Hood & Co..

extenaeu

query, “Why,
them said, “O!

rich,

pure,

Come in and look at

Hood’s

about to look for it. It was soon found and
taken in tow. One of them said he would
give a hundred dollars to get on shore and
the other thought he would give more than
that, but said nothing. Capt. Howe knew
his business and his boat and soon brought
her iu
sight of her home moorings,
but could not. make the landing; so
headed her for Gilkey's harbor where two
anchors were dropped and the crew rested
until morning, when a quick run was made
and the moorings of the Ree reached in
safety. The excursion was a comparatively
short one, but ail the varied experiences of
an

nerves

-

LADIES’

natural sleep, perfect digestion, selfcontrol, vigorous health, and is the
true remedy for all nervous troubles.

could not be determined and for a
time the captain could not tell what to do.
It was a few minutes’suspense but the crew
were glad to feel their hair settling back on
their heads and to catch their breath again
when they realized the danger was over.
The morning dawned bright and pleasant
and promised another good day, but a strong
wind fri>in the ocean kicked up a chop and
heavy sea and while ducks were abundant
and many were shot, some had to be left in
the water. By 12 o’clock Tuesday 111 ducks
had been taken on board and preparations
were made for a run to Duck Trap.
The
Ree proved what she was capable of doing
when with mainsail, two jibs and a spinaker
set she cushed from Green Islands to the
Trap in three aud a half hours. It was a
little too rough for the Belfast men, and
when off White Head the painter to the
little boat parted and the Ree was brought

and then iu heavy weather and keeps her
people and told what he thought they State of Ohio, City of Toledo, )
hSatioat as long as he possibly can. Capts. Howe
Lucas County.
f
capable of becoming. At the close of
persistent and insidious efforts to the lecture lie threw our
Frynk .1. Chenf.y makes oath that he is the and Rhoades intend to make a trip to Isle
Stars and Stripes
mm
and demoralize tile
people, was on the screen amid the clapping and stamp- senior partner of the finn of F. J. Cheney & Co. an Ilaut this fall. One of the party rebusiness in the City of Toledo, County and
marked that the Ree was a dandy boat and
!'!
imposed upon the Republican ing of the youths present and spoke of its doing
State aforesaid, and that firm will pay the sum of
Captain Howe one of the best natured and
pany—a work of scarcely less magnitude passage up the Dardanelles when the Ameri- ONE KI
NDRED DOLLARS for each and every most
companionable men he had ever met.
tlian tint wliich confronted it in
can Government gave the order, and what
Util,
case ol ( atarrli that cannot be cured by the use of
He is a crack shot himself,and encouraged the
the
out-come of it would he.
i i m ii was called upon to save the c-ounHe said that Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
man from Belfast, who went to tisli only, by
he dared sing the national song and speak of
FRANK J. CHENEY.
ti.\ : now to save its honor. Then, as now,
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my pres- telling him lie was one of the best marksmen
Armenia
as
lie
did
because
lie
was
five
it has had the aid of men who hold
1 ence, this Oth day of December, A. I>. 1880.
lie ever met for one unused to duck shooting.
pa- thousand miles
Sultan.
away from the
t:
c-Mi above
The fisherman could not find much to do on
party, ot seif-respecting When he returned to his native land he,
W
A.
OLKASOX,
{seal.}
Dcnioeiats who declined to he led into would go without fear, for lie would he an
deck iu a rough sea, but as the others were
Xof'in/ nli/ic.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally and acts
American
citizen.
He is an unusually
1 he dopu'ist
camp and whose votes have bright man and realizes that our govern- directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of the i very busy lie found be must do something,so
went below and washed dishes. His friends
bet giv n tor the maintenance of the na- ment should demand and receive the in- system. Send lor testimonials, free.
F. .1. ( HKNKY A CO., Toledo, 11.
I
demnities title us
Foreign nations would
can
tional eiedit and for an honest dollar. have
imagine what a pitch liis feelings or
75c.
E?“Soia
t>.v
Orucgi.u,
lm43
more
for us. if we
I'1

ids

the

ducks to be had. An abundance of cooked
food was taken from home, but the crack
shot of the crew was so busy that be had
time only to eat a banana from six in the

tance

Sea

He had visited the
••oiintry ten years.
schools and at once made friends with the
to n aintaiii :.i\v and older !
scholars, and his talk was not confined to
; 1 he pubih mail service was j
the terribh- experiences through which his
iw ay, that t. e Anarchists of
passing; because
| countrytneu are uow
'» *'*Ct
11
ICS Hug ill Ji:|Ve
..ugr
realize what wholesale
young and old
j
:
*•
highest leg:;) tribunal *-l butchery is and turn from even the pictures
|
was to he prostituted to
par- of it. Mr. Basmajian is a bright, practical
Me erciu

hundred votes for Mcsure, and

Capt. Stephen Crockett of Vinalhaven
has been spending a week with bis parents,
Mr. and Mrs. John Crockett.

if lie

T!ie uuwer of the
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Wil-
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slp'i

McKinley

Oct.

shows New York

figuring

they promised higher
Last Wednesday night
products: to the debtor including many of the

cents
■«:

even

Hasson has sold his place to a
Mcservey of Baugor, who will soon take
possession. Mr. Hasson will remain in town

cracy.

1 liar with whi«*h to pay
de!>:-: hut in 1 lie same breath dei ilu government
stamp would

U- ii

date of

The Pawtucket Post

and

eiit

•»

an

Mr. A. W.

dollar and protection to American industries.

the (iovern-

business

c

close

Vote for

owners
:i;«‘

-r.

Make it

est

years this combination of
has been laying its

'.nore "i
unnc
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the future.

writes The

Journal under the

si I vet

Union hall Tueso’olock, and close

Mr.

for many of the followers of Bryan are
honest and well meaning—but that they

sc*• it

at

at 8

Packard.

money, national honor, law and
be unprecedentedly large.

danger that
order, will
majority of
A friend
ignorant or depraved—
that

not

The polls will open
day morning, Nov. 3d,

trips have been deferred until after elecMr. Isaac Crockett and family will take
tion, and from this and other indications their departure to-day, Thursday, for
believe that the majority in the State for Everett, Mass., where they will reside in

To doubt the result of the campaign
now maw ing to a close would he to doubt
the intelligence and integrity of the
was

city.

Nervous

Mr. C. S. Elwell left for New York last
But there are always people who
morning until six at night. Monday night
ignore the distress around them, Thursday, where he will remain until his was spent in Hewitt’s harbor, and at four
while contributing liberally to send warm- ship, the Dirigo, is ready to sail.
o’clock Tuesday morning, a start was made
Mr. Fred McGloughlin, who has been visit- by moonlight and a second run enjoyed to
ing pans and flannel petticoats to the
ing at Mr. John Shaw’s for the past three Green Islands. Just as the moonlight was
heathen in Africa.
mouths, returned to Boston this week.
merging into sunlight an experience was
Maine did nobly at the September elecMr. and Mrs. Arthur Packard and daugh- met with,in the shape of a steamer with both
tion, and it is expected that she will do as ter of Brockton, Mass., will spend the win- lights showing, which was anything but
well or better next Tuesday.
We hear of ter with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. A. pleasant. Iu the uncertain light the dis-

Augusta.

people.

Mr. William Smith has gone to Boston in
the employ of Mr. W. A. Whitney of that

'

After weeks of anticipation of a fishing
and shooting trip down among the islands
Oapts. Win. L. Howe aud Stimpsou Rhoades
| People often wonder why their nerves are
of Lincolnville and E. A. and Edmund Wilso weak; why they
|
get tired so easily;
son of Belfast left Oct. 18Mi in the staunch
|
why they start at every slight but
little sloop Ree. It was raining, hut the
sudden sound; why they do not sleep
wind was fair aud a quick run was made to
naturally; why they have frequent
Pond island, where a harbor was made for
headaches, indigestion and
the night. The next morning proved au
Palpitation of the Heart.
ideal day for duck shooting and an early
The explanation is simple. It is found in
start and fair wind soon took them to
that impure blood which is continGreen Islands where ducks were so abundant
ually feeding the nerves upon refuse
and shooting such sport that the fisherman
instead of the elements of strength and
of the company forgot to get his lines ready
vigor. In such condition opiate and
and used his gun until the muscles of his
nerve compounds simply deaden and
do not cure. Hood’s Sarsaparilla feeds
arms refused
and still there were more

will

Fourth District.ALBERT H. SAWYER

American

j

home.

First District.EDWIN PA YSON.
Second District.A. R. NICKERSON,
Third District.FRED ATWOOD.

threatened

Charles Elwell shipped last week in a
Bangor schooner bound to Portsmouth,
N. H.
Mr.

Kinley and Hobart next Tuesday,
as many more as possible.

poor at their own doors.
We believe that charity should begin at

JOEL WILBUR of Avon.

The Close of the

Tke tax collector is right after the delinquent taxpayers of 1895.

aid and which

depend

After Ducks in the Ree.

Up with the flags!

at 4 p.

and

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTORS.
For electors at large:

JOHN F. HILL of

NEWS.

We have in this State many deserving institutions for the care of those who need
upon contributions
for tlieir support; and in every community the charitably disposed lind needy

FOR VICE PRESIDENT,
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Other
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future meeting. The
M:ss Lillian L. Feruald
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services

as

page
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the year of l'.'ol
•- very dismal
procession
re. t.
It
insisted <-f an
In

v
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well

dressed—only his
walking hand-cuffed bewhile another poiiee-

Seaside C. L. S. Circle will meet with
Mrs. Frank H. Black, No. 0 Uuion street,
Monday, Nov. 2d, at 2 p. m. and will meet
at the same place each Monday in November.

entertainment consisting of living pictures,
tableaux aud music, and beginning promptly at 7.45. There is to be a Witches’ Den
and the evening will be tilled with enjoyment. Admission 25 cents. Refreshments
will be served.

Winterpokt’s Electric Railway. Work
begin at once on the construction of an
electric railway from Bangor to Winterport,
a project which has been hanging fire for
a year or more.
The road will eventually
will

Kenduskeag

and East

Corinth, makThe company will

road 40 miles long.
a big park somewhere along the river for a summer resort.
A New York syndicate is behind the project.

ing

a

lay

out

Lillian Kennedy in “The Deacon’s
Daughter.” It is an actual fact that an
audience has been beard to laugh half a
mile from the theatre during the production
>'f “The Deacon's Daughter.”
No more exciting and thrilling sensational
effects ever used than in the production of
"The Deacon's Daughter."
A

complete

set

added charm to

calcium lights give an
the beautiful scenery in

of

"The Dear on's Daughter.”
Crosiiy Inn.
The trustees for the bondholders. Dr d. (i. Brooks, .T, II. Duimby
and Edward Sibley, with C. F. Ginn and IT.
T Field as witnesr e*, took formal possession
of the Crosby Inn property Oct. *j‘J 1. This

places

the property where it can be readily
transferred to a new company, or to individuals who may undertake to rebuild. And
ol course the Inn must and will be rebuilt.
The need of such a hotel has been abundantly demonstrated since the lire, and everybody realizes now what a benefit it was to

1L. Davidson of South
West
Harbor were in
port last week
with
lisli, the latter with live cod.
The C'astiue

sloop Pentagoet

was

at Ban-

week with scallops. The scallop
season is
now open and will continue till
March. The best deposits are thirty miles

gor

last

hay, near Swan’s island. That is
where the Pentagoet dredged up her forty
gallons. The fishermen get about Si a gallon. and the retail price is generally about

down the

Bucksport and
likely to be well sup-

The tow line was part^tossing the steamers
feuled in the Sedgwick’s
nj her.
The Cimbria then
'-dgwick, cutting into her
1
hole eight feet long by
mg Bismarck was in the
t
their aid just as they
!
rocks at Fort Point_
>r had a very
rough trip

shipped a carload of cattle to Brighton
Saturday-The outside of Hail’s photograph studio is undergoing repairs_Mrs.
Henry Staples has double buttercups in full
bloom in her garden on Bridge street, and
wild buttercup blussoms were picked in a
field near-by last week-The grist mill on
the Lewis wharf property was sold by aucnold

A

running, but the boat
She had a light passen-

tion

last week to Mr. N. F. Houston.

i.'; hen is kept cleaner than the premises devoted to the
cture of NONE SUCK Wires Meat.
No house- C;
m he more fastidious in the matter of preparing food w

rf
$
M

‘c-C

preparation of the materials of
U it is made. The cleaning of the currants (.for one thing;
^
thoroughly done by means of perfected appliances.
*■
it would be possible to do it 1
Laud.
I
deliciousness
and
wholesomeness
leanlinsss, puritv,
.1 reasons for using NCSE SUCH Mines Meat. S
Pest reason is its saving—*, f time, cf hard verk, of 3
»> v.
A ten cent package afford ; y lutwo L.-ge pies, with- &
Makes jw
trouble to you beyond the r.iakl:.gcf f .-crust.
as good fruit cake and fr.h: pud.hug
; it does minceXB
u
Be sure and get the genuine.
Sold everywhere.
-Mr

in the selection and

name and

address, an<1 nit-:ifo>ij

I’opknjs’Tbauksgiving”—by oueoi
MERRELL-SOUL?

which

Ladies’ S- Button Broad Cloth
49c

Gaiter,

Ladies’ Extra High 10-Button
Broad Cloth Gaiter,
73c

B. C.

Circle of King’s Daughters will have

supper aud apron sale at Memorial Hall
Nov. 11th. Proceeds to go to the fund for
the Old Ladies’ Home.
Supper tickets 25
cents.
Public cordially invited.

imported flat button,
selling as follows:

with the
we are

Dinsmore,B'";,

Parties having business before the November term of Probate or Insolvency Courts
should be prepared to attend to it on term

'lay as Judge Johnson is obliged to leave the
day following on important business.
The annual meeting of the stockholders of
the Belfast Industrial Real Estate Co. for
the election of officers, etc., will be held at
the Belfast National Bank at A p. m. Nov.
Jrd.
The W orking Band of Freedom is again
heard from at the Girls' Home. This time it

|
flillinery
Fancy Goods
..AND

Announces to the Ladies of
llelfast and vicinity that her

ties paprr, ami w* will mail^ynn frt'en book—
tbe most farnoMt-’bumorotm authors of the day.

CC.

Y

rirtC.

N

Y

0)

under advisement.

Clothing, Underwear, Hals, Caps, Etc.,
.AT.

E. P. FROST'S t8

cast as given in all the large cities, at
the Belfast Opera house to-morrow,
Friday,
evening, Oct. 30th. Reserved seats now on
sale at the City Drug Store.

Progressive Winterport does not mean to
stop with the establishment of water works,
but is providing
additional protection
against fire. The fire wardens of the town,
Messrs. James Freeman, A. E. Fernald and
P. C. Rich, will have a hose house
in
day or two. One thousand feet of hose
has been ordered >iud they have one hose
carriage, all bought by subscription of village residents. The Bangor Commercial
says

Some day somebody will come along with
manufacturing establishment, looking for
place to locate it. They will want a town
where there is water power, tire protection,
low insurance, facility of
transportation to

a

SOULE,

has just returned from New
and she is prepared to

show them the very best leading styles in MILLINERY.

$ MISS FRENCH :;:
her usual

stock

of

GLOVES,
FLANNELS,
HOSIERY,

New Advertisements. G. A.
Bailey anthat m hardware he will meet anybody's price and sell as low as the lowest.
He guarantees bottom prices on blankets,

the important articles of
hardware that lie keeps in stock. He has
received one car load of the famous H. A.
Moyer sleighs, “the best made sleighs on
earth," and will hate a cheaper lot by Nov.
l.»th-Carle & Jones announce a cup and
saucer sale for Friday and
Saturday, Oct.
both and .'“.1st, with special prices for the two
days only. These goods are all new. Open

the

names some

OCTOBER

30.

SPECIAL LiniTED ENGAGEHENT OF THE
STERLING SOUBRETTE,

MISS

LILLIAN KENNEDY,
SUPPORTED BY A COnPANY OF
FIRST-CLASS ARTISTS.
Produced

with

all

Special Scenery,

Calcium

Lights and Electrical Effects Carried Especially for these productions.

a

Succession

of

Beautiful

Stage

Features

Thrilling climaxes, songs and dances! A mirthful presentation whose chief ingrediants are
BRILLIANCY,

VIM

AND

SPKH.HTL1\LSS! L

Prices 25, 35 and 50 Cents.
Seats

on

sale

at

Kilgore & Wilson’s Drugstore

eye from a granite
vessels at the back

chip. Some small blood
of the eye were ruptured
causing bliuduess for a few days, but he is

M. D., Searsport. Telephone conBailey is prepared to furnish the
farmers of Waldo county with hay wires at
the lowest possible prices. .Stevens
Brothers,
successors to Stevens & Erskine,manufacturers of harnesses, etc
have put in a new stock
of boots, shoes, rubbers, trunks and
hags
which they are selling at low prices. Harness
repairing and carriage trimming done as
nection..

heretofore. No. 59 Main street.. B. C. Dinsmore is ottering this week great bargains in
ladies’ over-gaiters. These are seasonable
goods and the prices are low_V. B. Paul
of Morrill lias three new milch cows and a

been sold in good times for 75c.
let them go for.
You must

see

them to

To the Farmers of Waldo Co:

55.00.
Some of them are worth $10. You must
call early it you wish to secure one ot
these, as they wont last long at..

appreciate them.

MBN’S

Lot *^,
An extra

FINE black beaver,

Lot

barsainat.45c.

YOl'Nti MEN'S NOBBY' BLACK ami HU E

Cut in tilt1 latest

Lot

after Nov. 1st the Sunday evening
services will begin at at b and 7 o’clock, instead of (>.15 aud 7.15

formerly.
At tht* Unitarian church Sunday morning,
Nov. 1st, the subject of Pastor’s discourse
will he, “The Commonwealth of Mankind."

day evening at 7.15, prayer meeting; Thursday evening, class meeting. Strangers and
the public are cordially invited to all these

|

I

This is

We have

our

leader-uu

extra

lies\

HELTON
an

nice trade

extra

in

these

v,

OVERCOAT

in BLACK and Bid K. uu it* from the finest
fabric, and sob I in the largo city stores for

goods, and it' you have to have tine woolen
underwear you will appreciate this bargain at. O "91 ^

IB.nti.

Our

price

is..$13

o7c.

SUITS.__
M
We

have these in

e

srvoo

show you one of the biggest values
in this line, with fancv laced front, at
can

large

fr

assortmci

in

s^LVOO,

to

but for lack

o| space will .-nlv mention
loaders
A
BLACK
CLAY
OKSTKlt suit

our

only.45c.

"

three

Letter

show you big trades in every department, and you should see us before
you buy anything in our line.,^'
can

And

a

gg QQ
JQ QQ

une

....

still fetter

one

for

j

E. P. FROST, 78 Main St.,
CLARION

RANGES AND STOVEC

o'

NOT ONE

~

CLARION

'

O

Range
is sold t'- it

o

3

•-

^

not

T i:::.:

3■)

t i vc u

y
E

about them.

O

have

THE GOLD CLARION.

r.; u!

o

and rsk your: dealer
!: he does not

n::o

o
o

8

Stove

or
!

WARRANTED.

o
o
o

as

Services at the Methodist Episcopal church
Sunday, Nu\. 1st, will he as follows: Sermon
by the pastor, at 10 45. Sunday School at
12 m.; Junior League at 4 p. m.; Epwortli
League, (5; song and prayer service, 7. Tues-

OVERCOATS,

style, .>niy

ALL WOOL, TAILOR HADE

§

On and

at

$8 OO.

:t.

ALL WOOL KERSEY

nviEiisPis

u

The Churches.

strictly all wool, with tine trimming*,

I
We have about 30 dozen of this lot, which
are very heavy, ribbed goods, and an extra

High street, has the Glen wood Range
and Heaters, which are up to date in
every
particular. Call aud see them.
115

a special lot >f all our odd
above, audtyou'ean have your

We shall

45C

pair of good working horses for sale cheap.
Call on or address him_M. L. Mitchell,

them

to

wi .rj

the

manufacturers.

P
**

Y
g
Q
p

§ fNscToRPLoSRATDEn8,3B34. WOOD & BISHOP CO,, Bangor, Maine, y
Ooooooooooooocxxx5ooooooccoooooocoooccooccooocoooo

CUP and SAUCER SALE,

services.

The services

at

FRIDAY and SATURDAY, OCT. 30 and 31.

the Uuiversalist church

Sunday will be as follows: Morning
worship with sermon at 10 45. Subject,
“The Saving of the World.” Sunday school
at 12. Young People’s meeting at 0.15;
topic,
All persons holding bills against the school deShipping Items. “A Barge Man” sends partment of the city of Belfast are earnestly re- “All Souls’ Day.” This is the monthly conto present the same (no matter how small)
quested
secration meeting and will be led by Miss
us
the following items from Baltimore: at the
Superintendent’s office, for approval, not
Barr.
At the morning service the
“The barge Belle of Oregon sailed from later than 12 o’clock of the last Saturday in each
monthly
month. By observing thiS rule, and presenting acSavannah, Oct. 18, in tow of tug G. W. counts monthly, the work of this department will offering will be taken.
F. S. BKICK.
Pride. The Western BeLle arrived at Savan- be aided materially.
The New England I'niversalists in conBelfast, Oct. 26, 1896.-44
vention at Portland seem to have been deepnah Oct. 12th to load lumber for Baltimore;
ly impressed by the story told by Rev. C. H.
and the Forest Belle arrived at Savannah
Wells of Be.fast. They were talking about
Oct. 20tli in tow of steamer Sautuit, also to
creeds and a brand new affair had been proload lumber for Baltimore. The Ocean Belle
jected, whereupon Brother Wells was reminded of the polygamist who hail two
is loading coal at Baltimore for Galveston
Three new milch cows and a pair
wives, one old and one young. He had also
and will be towed by the Geo. W. Pride.”
of good working horses for sale both gray and black hairs in his head. The
-The demand for grain tonnage has reyoung wife, not wanting him to look old,
V. 11. FA UL,
cheap.
pulled out the gray hairs, and the old wife,
sulted in the charter for European ports of
lw44*
Me.
not wanting him to look young, pulled out
Morrill,
a number of the big four-masted schooners.
the black hairs. So he became bald. “If
One of our local seafarers says lie would not
this picking away at creeds does not stop, the
general <*huroh will be bald and have to
care to make the voyage in vessels of that
wear a denominational wig,” said Brother
rig... Besides Capt. Wood, whose home is
The time is near at hand when the new Wells, amid merriment in which the new
in Orland, the crew of sell. Modesty, which
creed retired before the old one. [ Exchange.
crop of hay will be ready for market, and it
sank Oct. 20th in Boston Harbor, consisted
At the Congregationalist prayer
is essentially necessary that the same should
meeting
of W. K. Heath and Franklin Bowdiu, both
be pressed in such manner as to command this evening the topic will be, “Modern
ol Orland, and Lerois Beach, steward, of
of
the
the highest market price.
This can best be signs
Holy Spirit’s power;” Joel 2:
Islesboro-Sell. Robert A. Kinnier, from
accomplished by using a Dedrick Coluni 28-32; I Cor. 12:1-1-1. Next Sunday morning
for
with
struck
Prospect
Boston,
a
granite,
Ilian Press, three of which are now ready to the ordinance of the Lord’s supper will folledge in Penobscot Bay, and was towed to start in the vicinity of Belfast.
Hay put up low the morning sermon. Sunday school
Frankfort to discharge and repair_Sell.
by these presses is sought for and acknowl- at 12 m. The Christian Endeavor societyJames Holmes sailed for Boston last Thursedged by all dealers to bring higher prices will hold its annual meeting at 8.15. The
day, light-Sell. Yankee Maid sailed last than the same quality of hay put up by other officers and committees will give reports of
Thursday for Rockland, to load lime for presses. From twelve to thirteen tons of the work of the past year. The nominating
New York-H. E. McDonald has the conDedrick pressed hay can be loaded in a committee will make its report and officers
tract to repair sell. Charlotte T. Sibley and
and committees for the next year will be
common box car at a saving in freight of 35
she will be placed on the marine railway for
Every member is expected to be
per cent, to the shippers and 20 per cent, chosen.
that purpose.
Her centre-board will be more
hay‘can be pressed in a given time present. At 7.15 the pastor, Rev. Geo. S.
taken out ami she will be given a new keel,
than with the old style presses.
Mills, will give the second lecture in the
sister keelson, rail, lock strakes, 1,000 treThese presses are being introduced and series on the "Sermons of Isaiah.”
nails and 500 bolts-Sell. F. C. Pendleton
placed within the reach of the farmers at
At the Baptist church there will be the
was taken on the marine railway
Saturday considerable expense by the owners and we usual services next
Sunday. The subject of
for recalking aud some other repairs.. .Sells.
ask the farmers of Belfast and vicinity to the
pastor’s morning sermon will be “The
Sadie & Lillie and Monticello arrived last
co-operate with us in this matter and make Emancipated. Sons of God;” Gal. 3:23-29.
Friday from Portland with grain for L. A. the standard of Waldo county hay equal in
(Galatian Series No. 4.) At the close of the
Knowltou-Sell. Coclieco arrived Monday
preparation to that of any section of the. morning service the ordinance of the Lord’s
from Bangor with lumber for Mathews
country from which hay is shipped.
Supper will be observed. Meeting of the Y.
Bro.'s... .Sell. D. H. Rivers cleared from
The Dedrick presses will be managed
by P. S. C. E at <i ./mock, followed by the genPortland Friday with 949,390 feet of white Freeman Ellis &
Sons, South Brooks; Her- eral preaching service at 7. The subject of
pine lumber for Buenos Ayres. Capt. Col- bert Hamlin, South Brooks, and Charles the evening sermon will be, “The Clav
cord’s wife accompanies him on the voyage. Barnes of
Quarreling with the Potter;” Rom. 9:20. A
Waldo. Communications to any cordial
invitation is extended to all. The
The Floating Society of Christian Endeavor of the above
receive
will
parties
prompt at- following musical selections will be renderput quite a large and attractive library on tention.
ed: In the morning Holden’s Anthem, “The
Lord is my Light,” and the duett, “As the
the schooner before she sailed... .Sell. JonaF. G. WHITE,
Heart Pauteth,” by Hewett; in the evening
than Cone is on the beach in Dyers dock to
L. T. SHALES & CO.
the chorus will sing a selection ami a
quarhave her bottom cleaned.
tet- will sing “God is Love,” arr.
Belfast, Sept. 24, 1896.—9a39.
by Dow.

FOR SALE.

We have made
sizes in the
pick for

or

Durgiu,

H.

THE DEACON'S DAUGHTER.
A

Lot 1.

We closed out about 100 dozen of these
goods, in an extra heavy grade. They have

of

$2 and up... .See notice of office hours of E.

Belfast Opera House,

OVERCOATS.

Shirts & Drawers.

bottle-If. J. Locke & Son
full line of solid gold and gold-tilled

ounce

have

MISS SOUTH WORTH.
MISS FRENCH.
Belfast, Oct. 15, 1806.—41

MENS and YOUTHS'

Fleece-Lined

getting

watches, gold rings, chains, etc.; sterling
silver for the table or toilet; clocks of all
STAMPED GOODS kinds, aud glasses for all eyes.Call and
see the Miller lamp at Carle & Joins'. Price
For Christmas Work, Etc.

FRIDAY,

Mens tfc Boys’

evenings-Poorer Son have the new Stuart
perfumes and sachet powders, the finest in
the world at the price. They are sold
by

FALL & WINTER GOODS.

m

w

--—--—--

all parts of the world and of communication
with the cities, and low taxes.
Then Winterport will get the chance which some of
her progressive men have been
her

and

York,

to

customers some unprecedented values in Winter
Underwear, Overshirts, Suits, Ulsters and Overcoats for Men and Boys. We bought
nothing but reliable goods, which will prove of excellent service to the
wearer.
We ask you to kindly call and examine our stock, as we know
you will appreciate our efforts to supply you with desirable goods at the
LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES, consistent with honest quality. You are
sure of polite attention whether
you buy or not. Below we call attention
a few of our
unapproachable bargains:.

a

nounces

^MISS J. C.

lias in

:

street?

jHain

If you have not, and want to
spend your money where you can get the most in
value, you should see them at once. In consequence of the stagnation in
business in Boston and Xew York, we have been enabled to secure for our

same

ready for.

milliner,

coal from Swan &

Accidents. Mrs. B. C. Diusmore slipped
and fell in her dining room, when arising
from the tea table last Thursday, and broke
her left thigh hone near the hip_Syreno
P. Gilmore is suffering from a wound in the

:

MISS SOUTHWORTH

by the receipts of a potato and apple sociable two bags of potato* and two hags of
apples. The society has also received tie
<>f

now

|

The announcement that the pretty aud
charming soubrette, Miss Lillian Kennedy,

a

is

ton

which is

the

ready

a

one

Babb aud

IN.

pair of the usual cheap Gaiters which will
appear for one night only will be greetmade of felting.
ed with delight by our many
theatre-goers.
We also have a bargain in a Ladies’ She will present her greatest New York sucGenuine Broad Cloth Gaiter, cess “The Deacon’s Daughter,” with the

NOTICE.

made the first use of their sleds for the season last Friday morning, when the frost was
heavy on the sidewalks_B. F. Wells now
has his store lighted by electricity_F. T.
Chase has some fine photographs of the
scenery at Matinicus, taken during his recent visit there-Geo. W. Miller raised a
Hubbard squash this season that weighed 50
pounds-D. C. Greenlaw and W. A. Ar-

sea

a

The Belfast Debating Club has
postponed
meeting to Friday, Nov. 6th, when
the question for discussion will be, “Resolved, 1 hat the l nited States should recognize
the independence of Cuba.”
its next

past week
Sibley Co.

Messrs.

representing

gradually recovering.... Yesterday forenoon
Frank Whitcomb of Waldo lost liis
right
40 cents a quart. The Penobscot bay scal- hand while at work in Critchett, Sibley &
I will furnish to the farmers of Waldo
lops are line and white and fat, and some Co.’s shoe factory. He entered the factory
county their HAY WIRES at lowest
last
and
was
Saturday
call them the best in the world.
learning to run a
possible price. All sizes in stock, inmachine called a leveler. Bjr softie means
cluding The Dedriek, No. 14 and 13.
Chat. Lottie and Ernest Wood left at this
his hand became caught in the machine and
GEORGE A. BAILEY,
office Monday two bunches of purple violets
Belfast, Maine.
was crushed so badly that
amputation at
which they had picked in the open field
the wrist joint was necessary. The operation
Sunday. They were as fresli and bright as was
performed by Drs. Johnson, Small and
the first blossoms of spring.The boys
Fletcher.

r.

*

following

List of unclaimed letters remaining in the
Belfast post office for the week ending Oct.
24th: Ladies—Mrs. Sadie A. Beuson, Mrs.
Ray Edson, Miss Grace M. Jackson, Miss
Mary Marsh. Gentlemen—M. A. Drake,
Mr. John J. Fairbanks, Mr. J. E. Mason.

low

Bargains

and

are

Swan’s Island and \V.

B. S. S. Co.’s steamers
unced that the Barbours
their boats; the Juliette
oe.l Ellsworth line is com1 lock land Star says that
M. is being fitted for the
■
ike the round trip each
ers Cimbria and
Sedgwick
Bar Harbor Steamboat Line
p from Isles boro to Bangor
Cimbria broke her rudder
the Sedgwick started to

4

<

Bros., Ltd., Hudson A Harrison Sts., N. Y.

The Republican city committee met Monday evening and recommended Frank L.
Field for appointment as member of the
Board of Registration, in place of Russell G.
Dyer, resigned.

The

Over-Gaiters

The above Gaiters are made of genuine
Cheviot cloth and will outwear three

..

•

1

<

■

The

are

Lever

selling at the

prices.

Every voter can aid in the matter
by signing the papers at each polling place
The Age Publishing Co. has leased t,l:e
:ii the city next Tuesday for
relieving the second floor of the John Pierce block, f
from
taxation.
Don’t fail to sign.
property
uierly Peirce’s Parlor Theatre, ami will lit it
up for the newspaper and job printing busiAttention, Waldo Colnty Veterans!
ness. H. C. Harden, who now
occupies oneThe Waldo County Veteran Association
half, will continue his carriage business elsewill meet with Freeman McGilvery Post,
where, but has not yet decided on a location
Searsport, Nov. 5th. If stormy, the next
A Great Harvest Year.
Unless estifair day. McGilvery Post will furnish clams,
beans, bread and coffee. Bring along your mates are grossly at fault, or some untoward
picnic baskets; also your sweethearts. Rev. event occurs, the harvest of IMHi-’PT will he
C. O. Fernald of Searsport will give the
among the greatest this country has ever
address of welcome, and Comrade H. R. seen. Corn, wheat and fruits are yielding
Dawson of
Monroe will respond.
The abundantly, and as these are the crops upon
Searsport boys say, come; the Relief Corps which the farmer depends largely for his reLet us turn out and give the turns, it is not strange that he is contented
say, come.
Searsport boys a good shaking up. They and happy, and will, therefore, he able to
come to town to see Lillian
are making preparations for three hundred.
Kennedy in
Don’t disappoint them. Let us leave our “The Deacon’s Daughter."
Farmers’ Institutes. Don’t forget the
cares
at
home, come with smiling faces,
Farmers' Institutes for Waldo county, of
grasp the hand of an old comrade as in days
gone by, only a few meetings before we which announcement was made last week.
shall pass across the river. Don’t forget to Dates and places are as follows : Band ball,
come
to Searsport,
Nov. 5th. [Lorenzo Lineolnville Centre, Wednesday, Nov. 4th;
Jones, Sec.
Dirigo hall, Searsmont, Thursday, Nov. 5th;
St. George hall, Liberty, Friday, Nov. (Jth;
Fish Facts. The lisli in Swan Lake will
and Grange hall, Montville Centre, Saturhe examined soon with a view to “stripNov. 7th. The last is an additional meetday,
ping.”. .The bay was full of harbor pollock
for since the first announceing,
arranged
last week, and the boys caught them with
ment was published last week. Discussions
pole and line from the wharves, as fast as will follow all lectures and all are invited to
they could haul-Sloop Minerva, Capt. question the
speakers and take part in the
Kobinson, arrived Monday from Mt. Desert, discussions. At
Searsmont, Thursday, the
with a cargo of dry lisli, which readily
ladies of the M. E. Society have arranged to
and
a
sold,
bought cargo«f produce... .Sloop furnish hot dinner and
supper in the banquet
Gertrude of Long Island, sclis. Crown of
hall.
the city.

one.

Friday night..

to

run

«

drives into the background, like a dark shadow,
that old bugbear “wash day,” and does its
work quickly, easily, perfectly. I'se
Sunlight
Soap, and you will realize that “Sunlight”has
come into your life.
It Makes Home Brighter.

Ladies’

dozen of

we are

Fall and Winter

A handsome Mason & Hauilin
piano in a
dark oak case has been bought for the High

Gohlwaite of Lynn,
Babb, Williams, Douglas
Shoe Co. of Beverley, Mass., were in town
Ladies’ S-Button Over-Gaiter, 19c yesterday in consultation with the Board of
Ladies’ Extra High 10-Button
Trade committee. They made a proposition
43c to the committee in regard to coming here,
Over-Gaiter,

Sunlight

The K. S. A. will hold a Halloween party in
Memorial Hall this, Thursday, evening, the

HAVE JUST RECEIVED 100

WE
which

^HAVE YOU SEENTHE^-

The Board of Registration will be in session daily until Saturday at 5 p. m. for the
purpose of adding names to the voting lists
for the Presidential election.

the pupils are preparing for a
second entertainment to raise the small balance due on the purchase.

DINSMORE’S
A SUNLIGHT EFFECT.
The clear
morning sunlight brings
with it gladness and renewed euergy, and

Monroe has shown

sample of chestnuts raised on his farm,
from a tree planted by his wif^lT years ago.
us a

school,

....AT....

■

Lillian Kennedy in
‘The Deacon’s Daugh-

last

i

The regular annual meeting of the Belfast
Baud for choice of officers, hearing reports
of officers and other important business, will
be held uext Monday evening.

-er

I-*

a

Charles R. Coombs of Belfast and Bert
Thorndike and Charles Wilson of Rockland
went hunting last week and in six
days*
shooting got 70 woodcock and partridge.

looked pitiably
situation. The
people in the street

ns

....IN....

include hardtack and coffee.

will

eman

v" asked

Bargains *;

*

Clark Camp, Sous of Veterans, will
campfire in connection with the meeting next Monday evening. The bill of fare

'jr.ie.dul

e

Mr. John Strattard of

A. E.

have

id a meeting last evenmake arrangements for
W.

After half a dozen trials in various courts
the property left by Patrick Bryant, who
was supposed to be Levi T. Dean of
Islesboro, lias been awarded to English heirs.

next

Special

Prices

for TWO

DAYS ONLY

Regular 25c. large size decorated Moustache Cups onK
Regular 35c. decorated Japanese Tea Cups & Saucers,
very thin, only
Gilt Band Cups and Saucers,
Decorated Cups and Saucers,

17c.
23c.
IOc„
“

THE ABOVE GOODS ARE ALL NEW.

I*—*’:
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦«»♦♦♦♦

CARLE & JONES,
Street,

^21 Main

SAMUEL

Belfast,

ADAMS,

Jeweler to 111e
NEW STORE,

Maine.

l3eoj > 1 e.

NEW GOODS.

€ * s

-^Wattles Ctts, Jewelry, Silverware, Spectacles,
Direct from the Manufacturers.

Repairing

75

MAIN

a

Specialty.

Lowest Prices.

Eleven Years

Experience.

STREET, BELFAST,

Store

former lyjjoccu pied by

W.

TWO TONS MORE!
-OF THAT

...

Cottage House with 7

rooms, situated on
the corner of Cedar ami Franklin Sts.Citx water
sink and water closet connected well sewer.
THOM VS <: v Wo V
Belfast, Maine.
Or enquire at ('. II .Sargent's store.
tf42

Just

A. A. HOWES & CO.

MAINE.

Marshall.

For Rent.
A

30c. Tea 30c. FOR
received, direct from China.
Our customers say it is as good as
tney pay 50 cents for elsewhere.

C.

SALE CHEAP.

Bool, a Billiard Tables, complete, als.. kitchrange, dishes, and all the appliances for
carrying on a first class restaurant. All the
above articles m first class order.
BIC K N KI.I. A COTTIIKLL.
Pierces Block.
tf
1
en

From

a

Prose and

Dakota Farmer.
Miss

Nohth Dakota, Oct. 10,
a wet backward spring.

Monanoo,
1890:

We had

Some

weeks

it

during seeding

lor

an

Register

this

the crop for half a mile in width
and several miles in length.
Much of the

Abner Coburn, J P Butnarn, at Hiogo
Sept 15 for New York.
A G Hopes, David Rivers, arrived at San
Francisco Oct. 13 from New York.
A J Fuller, T P Colcord, arrived at Philadelphia Oct 9 from Halifax, N S.
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, at Hong Kong
Sept 9 uuc.
Centennial, B F Colcord, arrived at San
Francisco Oct 2 from New York via Monte-

injured by frost which
came the last of August.
Corn did fairly
weil where planted in fair season, and
hogs aie as good property at 82.25 per lovely couple. There was a charming pic- Japan.
Gov Robie,
cwt. as they weie at twice that price ture of the childhood of the two wonderful
June 21
people. She told of the wonderful childhood Kong
w hen feed was twice as
lat 22 S, Ion
25,
of
wonderful
of them both,
their
high.
precocity.
was

Farmeis

are

quite jubilant

over

laigely

upon real estate owners and farmas wages have kept up close to old
men

getting

82U pt-i month for the

summer.

The fanneis of this

locality remind one
01 boys chasing the
gaudy butteifly. All
aie eager in the pursuit but
tliey seldom
This is a good place
fapiuit* the* piize.
loan money, 11
business: but it is

to

business

As

man

1

understands his

a

capitalists

in the

early days
loaned sl.UUU per 10U acres on this land,
supposing they had a wheat farm, found
tl e\ had only a sheep pasture worth
ni out >2l0, they aie now so
very cautious that it is hard for a farmer to get a
loan on the best secuiity.

fcbeep
value in

young cattle will double in
year, but a capitalist doing busi-

oj
a

beie wants half the

ness

growth,

or

land, which

have not space for

detailed report
of the meeting, or a synopsis of the papers
read, but will follow Miss Sibley's poetical
As the blood circulates
through the- prose with a poem by a well known Portwith
it health and vigor, so land author. Miss Snow
body, carrying
quoted the presimoney -should circulate through the na- dent oi bimtii college as saying that tne
tion, carrying with it wealth and
prosper- Clock of Time lias struck the woman’s hour,
ity. \\ bile it is a national duty to see to and then introduced Mrs. Caroline Dana
it that the life blood of the nation is not Howe, who gave her poem entitled,
THE WOMAN’S HOUR.
drawn away iu payment for
imported The morn
The woman's
grows bright.
goods, it is also a national duty to provide
hour
lor the relief of local
To
fresh
hopes consecrated,
stagnation within
oin own borders.
\\ bile we should shun Comes in with elements of power,
And tidal promise freighted.
any violent changes as liable to prove dis- Force gathers force; and thought with
thought,
astrous, it is greatly to be desired that
As mind with mind in action
sonic plan should be devised favorable
to Draw to themselves the blessings sought,
Through Faith’s supreme attraction.
agii< <iUltra, pursuits. It is well known
Of ancient Britain it was shown,
that bankers usually pieier to loan
money
That growth a year suspended,
to met chants or manufacturers on short
Willi upturned soil, and seeds unsown,
lime rather than wait for the slow veBrought harvests wide extended.
Thus we to old traditions clung,
tunis of the tarm.
As the soil is the
And long delayed our message,
source of wealth our law makers should
Unsaid, unwritten and unsung,
Though heralded by presage.
see t«* it that the humble tiller of
the soil
is no’ placed at a
But io! The soil so fruitless held
disadvantage, financially,
Through that long involution,
with
who have ciios-.n what
they 1 By some transmuting force impelled
1
u-iin a more noble
Makes gracious restitution.
1*
calling. Tire
For ail fresh growth and interest,
r! nment
goes to a vast expense to edGoes toward the spirit’s moulding,
the 1 i>ing generation, but lifts not a
As fruit, new-pledged, is manifest
In apple blooms unfolding.
an.
when the only capitalist in the
if
we have learned through
waiting years,
neigh!."irhood demands ,~>u percent, for
The lessons of denial,
the u.m: of Ids money, thus
Renewed
thereby, a pathway clears
rendering
To make *>f life new trial.
hundreds of families too poor to profit
by For they who learn, and they who teach
educath mal privileges.
Hold common cause
the two parties,
question is all.

We

and the money

a

■

May lies near to
Though cheerless

1 he

As

sphere of government should be
slightly widened so as to elevate the
masses: not iy
pouring knowledge down
upon them, but by lifting the people up
into light and sunshine,
by making laws

Not

limited amount on land rather than have
ko into the hands of

for

foreign capitalists

tiiile.

a

i.

may be said that the government is
rich enough to
land iu the
buy
l nited states, but the credit of the
government is good and it could
borrow

all

not

enough

buy all the laud that goes on a
title.
It could do more than that. It
could loan in all cases not to exceed
onefourtli the value of the
land,
to

tux

charging

enough more interest than government
has to pay, to pay all
expenses. There are
numerous branches of business that
could
be managed by government as
ously
not

as

the postal business.

advisable

to

attempt

to

advantageBut it is

revolutionize

the world in a
day. Let the march of
piogiess be ever onward,
extending rebel to tlie
oppressed lest they be driven
to desperation.
These greenback and
silver waves will
give the worl d an idea
ot
the
thoughts which are beiug matured iu the miDds of the
people. Bead
aud rellect.
Truth is usually found midway between two extremes.
Geo. M. Coi.e.

$2

a

1

20

i ages in all, it
tion at ¥2 a year.

any time, and if desired the twro papers
will he sent to different addresses.

at

The

Discovery Saved Ills Life,
Mr. G. Caillouette,
Druggist, Beaversvilie. 111., says :“To Dr. King's New' Disi
owe
life.
covery
Was taken with La
my
Grippe and tried all the physicians for miles
about, but of no avail and was given up and
told i could not live. Having Dr.
King’s
New Discovery iu my store I sent for a bottle and began its use and from the first dose
began to get better, and after using three
bottles was up and about again. It is worth
its weignt in gold.
We won’t keep store or
house without it." Get a free trial at Kilgore & Wilson's City Drug Store.

at

If love and knowledge iu our
Stand forth as heritages,
The Future, in its aftermath,

nearly
once

path

So hail

we eacli advancing year,
Though bound by class restrictions,
Since wise men bring us words of cheer,
Belief, and benedictions.
New impulses this gives to life;
From selfish pride estranges,
And wins its way through nobler strife,
To glorious interchanges.

\faiwKU/er
(PERRY DAVIS’.)
A Sure and Safe Remedy In

Y

every case and every kind
of Bowel Complaint Is

main’Ki/ler
f This

*

>

<

>

is a true statement and

it can’t be made too strong
or

It

13

a

too

simple,

emphatic.
safe and

cure
’

<

)

Cramps,
Colic,
Diarrhrea,

quick

for

Cough,
Colds,
Croup,

Rheumatism,
Neuralgia,
Toothache.

Two sizes, 25c. and 60c.

l
X

,

Y

it by you. Beware of
Imitations. Buy only the
Genuine— Perry Davis’.

Keep

Y

Sold

Everywhere.

bearing-ciown ieenng.
Her doctor says, “cheer up. you have
dyspepsia; you’ll be all right soon.”
all right.” She
But she doesn’t get
grows worse day by day, till all at once
she realizes that a distressing female
fast; then that

complaint is established.
Her doctor has made a mistake.
She has lost faith in him ; hope vanishes; then comes the brooding, mormelancholy, everlasting

bid,

Mrs. Pinkham’s

Is

a

dy

library.

blood disease and

can cure

bly

reach their trouble.

tism, which thebest physicians
able to relieve.
medicines

Ayres.

reach

Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, sailed
from Buenos A vi es Sept 1 for Algoa Bav,
CGH.

but

took many patent
they did not seem to

trouble.

my

until I

grew

was

un-

able to take my food
handle myself in
any way; I

bottles

Three

^was

Notes.

Bulletin No. 7 of the Maine State Board
of Agriculture is a horse number. It contains the following correspondence on the
subject from Waldo county:

me

soon

right
long I

so

re-

that

able to

I

move

arm;

before

could

walk

my

Port-

Porter, Farrow, arrived at New
York Oct 11 lrom Leadbetter's Island.
Mary A Hail, M Yeazie, arrived at. New
York Oct 20 from Jacksonville.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Bluetields Sept. 28 from Norfolk.
R W Hopkins, liicliboru, arrived at BluetieIds, Ni< Oct 7 from Brunswick.
Saliie I’On, W 11 West, sailed from Searsport Sept 8 for Annapolis, N S.
Tola, A S Wilson, leared from New York
Sept 24 for Demerara.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, salied from
Perth Amboy Oct 7 for Salem.
Lucia

of S.S.S.

lieved

vana

abso-

was

lutely helpless.

Morse, Hardman, arrived at
Charleston, S C, Oct 20 from Philadelphia.
John C Smith, Kneeland, arrived at Ha-

is no

gradually

or

G

mere

I

worse

SCHOONERS.

oeneve

were un-

I

Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, sailed from
Buenos Ayres Sept s lor Boston.
Hattie McG Buck, 11 F Sprowl, arrived
at Bangor Oct 20 from Amboy.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, sailed from
Galveston Oct. for Apalachicola.

horse

reme-

it.

Mr. Asa Smith,
Greencastle, Indiana, says: “For years
I have suffered with Sciatic Rheuma-

Oct 15 for Santos.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, sailed from
Sourabaya June 9 for Garontolo.
St Lucie, Suited, cleared from New York
Sept 21 for Port Natal.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griltiu, cleared
from Parrsboro, N 8, July 2 for Buenos

County

blood

only a

across the room, and
when I had finished one dozen bottles
was cured completely and am as well as
ever.
I now weigh 170.”

A Real Blood

Remedy.

S.S.S. cures Scrofula, Cancer, Eczema,
and any form of blood troubles. If you
have a blood disease, take a blood medicine—S.S.S. (gu a ? a ?! tec'd p u ? civ 7 c geti 1
table) is exclusively for the blood and
is recommended for nothing else. It
forces out the poison matter permanently. We will
send to anyone
our valuable
books. Address
Swift
Specific

Co., Atlanta,

^0 ^0 ^0

ministry

would pay better than raising the
French coach horse from the good mares in
Maine. There can be no failure there, for
if the colts do not show reading qualities
they will be large enough for draft purposes, and bring a fair price, enough to pay
cost of raising.
And if they are good roadsters they will bring a paying price, and
there is no farm product uearer to money
than such colts when they are old enough to
[ William H. Moody, (Memgo to service.
ber.)
W aldo. There have been but few colts
raised for several years. Western horses
are sold :n our markets for sixty to eighty
dollars, weighing twelve to fourteen hundred pounds, which is the right size for
farm horses.
Horses weighing eleven to
twelve hundred, stylish, and good drivers,
would meet with ready sale at good paying
prices, but w.th the class of mares we have
to breed from only one in five or six will
come up to the requirements of the market,
and no effort is being made to get a better
class of marts. The trotting horse is the
aim of most breeders, without regard to
other qalities, and we are over stocked with
a class of horses that are unsalable and
therefore worthless. [J. G. Harding.
Monroe. At present prices of horses, I
am doubtful if it is advisable to extend the
industry in the State. If horses are to be
bred, the kind to breed is t e kind that will
sell. The trotting bred colt is generally
out of place on the farm of the average
man.
But the wiry, high life and hardy
horse, that will pull you along at a threeminute clip, or will do a day’s work on the
plow or machine, is the horse for Maine. A
pair of well bred and well fed light horses
will generally stand more farm work and
driving than a heavier team. Where large
loads are to be moved short distances, the
sixteen hundred horse may be all right;
but where the work is only moderately
heavy and considerable driving has to be
done, the ten hundred horse is better all
around. No doubt there are men so situated as to be able to raise this class of horses
at a fair profit; let these men grow them.
But the average farmer, who is doing well at
something else, and who knows little or
nothing about breeding and training colts,
will probably be as well off to let the business alone.
[E. C. Dow.
Montville. 1 think the horse industry
could be extended with profit to the farmer,
if the right kind of horses were raised. My
idea would be that driving horses of good
style, height anil weight, would be most
profitable. They can be procured by careful
breeding, and should be marketed when
they can be sold with most profit. The general purposes horse should weigh eleven
hundred pounds. [B. F. Foster.

PILES!

Dr. Williams’ Indian rile Ointment will cure
Blind Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles- It
absorbs the tumors, allays theitchingat once, act
as a poultice,
gives instant relief. Dr. Williams’
Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for Piles
and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else.
Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent
by mail, $1.00 per box.
WILLIAMS M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, O.
Sold at MOODY’S, Belfast.
ly46

will

Surprise You.

receipt of ten cents, cash or stamps, a
generous sample will be mailed of the most
popular Gatarrli and Hay Fever Cure (Ely’s
Cream Balm) sufficient to demonstrate "its

Perhaps you’re doctoring your stomach or liver
when the real trouble is your kidneys. It’s unsafe

*■

*•

to

trifle with them.

When overworked

they can back up into your system impurities enough to wreck the strongest constitution.
Don't neglect
them until it’s too late. You.
safely try Dr. Buker’s j
1

j*

PILLS
w

or

Kidney Pills and they work
like magic
on the
Kidneys,
Dr.
Buker
will gladly answer
f'
questions and give advice free.
Write us. Pills 50c. at your
druggists
mailed postpaid for price,

Buker Pill Co., Bangor, Me.

STORY-TELLING

THAT

the oldest and

more

than

fifty

years of

SPOTS.

“Surface indications” is a phrase that well
describes those common ills, Eczema and
Salt Rheum. The real disease is in the
blood, and Hie humor is but the spot that
tells the story of impurities that have iuvaded the blood. To remove the cause is
the only way by which the disease can l»e
removed. To do that ointment or local applications are useless. Nature has a real
remedy in Yysilanti Specific. It is the
greatest of known blood purifiers. If you
do not known of its marvelous power you
ought to test it. Your druggist will supply
you, or if you will send your address to the
Ypsilaxti Specific Co., 104 Broad St.,
Boston, they will see that you are supplied
...THE...

State ot

i

1
Promotes Digestion Cheerful
ncssandRcst.Contains neither

Opium.Morphine

nor

i

;

I

Mineral.

Not Narcotic.
!

|

1

JOBBERS OK

CRAIN,

1ft Carbonate Soda
ftl/rm Seed
Clarified Suep/r
liudtryrttn f lavor.

BOTTLE
,|

Aperfoct Remedy forConstipa-

tion, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions .Feverishness and Loss OF SLEEP.

j

Signature

PacSim'le

;

!

of

;

-.’Z.^FTdF,.
NEW YORK.

EXACT COPY OF

Castoria is put up in
is net sold in \
1'
you anything eh-" n th ; x
1
is
just as good" and "w
pose." S-o- See that you get C-,

1

WRAPPER,

Cl

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo on the second Tuesdav of
October, A. 1). 185M>.

IJ1MMA

they

the*southerly

\

>

■

,■

hefd

they

HORACE

Dealers in the finest

of Salt.

Anthracite and

p

I

great merit. Full size 50c.
ELY BROTHERS,
50 Warren St., New York City,
j
Ely’s Cream Balm has completely cured
BORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.
me of catarrh when
everything else failed. I
Many acquaintances have used it with ex-'
cellent results.—Alfred W. Stevens, Cald-1 33, 35, 37 Front St., Belfast, Me.
well, Ohio.
!
TELEPHONE 4-2.
ltf

Blacksmith

NOTICES.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within ami for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
October, A. D. 1890.

hubbs, widow of samcel l.
HP BBS, late of Monroe, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
praying for an allowance out of the personal es-

Betsey

a.

of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to he published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of November next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of said petitioner should'not be
tate

quality of

LOcllSa

TYANA B. SOI THWOKTH, \
estate of HEN'KY B. < \
in said
ounty of Wald
presented a petition prayim.
at private sale or public an
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FEED,
GROCERIES.

Probate Court held at Hi
the County of Waldo, on 11

At a

M. WORK, Guardian of HATTIE L. and
TTTALDO SS. Taken this 22d day of October, A.
A GKORGIE WORK, minor children of CAL1>. 1896, on execution dated October 9tli, A.
TT
VIN WORK, late of .Jackson, in said County of
D. 18S6, issued on a judgment rendered by the
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
Supreme Judicial Court for the County of Knox,
praying for license to sell at public or private sale
at the term thereof begun and held on the third
all the real estate of said minors.
Tuesday of September, A. 1>. 1896, to wit: on the
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
twenty-fifth day of September, A. D. 1896, in favor all persons interested
by causing a copy of this
of John CL Mahoney of Camden, in our County of
order to be published three weeks successively in
Knox, against Joseph S. Burgess of Searsmont, in the
Republican .Journal, printed at Belfast.that
our County of Waldo, for six hundred and
thirtymay appear at a Probate Court to he held
three dollars and eighty-seven cents, debt or damat Belfast within and for said County, on the
age, and ninety dollars and twenty cents, costs of second
Tuesday of November next, at ten of the
suit, and will be sold at public auction on the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they
premises in said Searsmont, to the highest bid- have,
the prayer of said petitioner should
why
on
the
der,
twenty-fifth day of November, A. 1). not he
granted.
1896, at one o’clock in the afternoon, the following
<»El». E. JOHNS* >N. Judge.
described real estate and all the right, title and inA true copy. Attest:
terest whieh|the said Joseph S. Burgess has in and
Ciias. P. Ha/.kuink. Register.
to the same, or had on the ighth day of June, A.
D. 1895, at 10.05 o'clock in the forenoon, the time
when the same was attached on the writ in the At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
same suit, to wit:
A certain lot or parcel of land
for t he County« t Waldo,on the second Tuesda v
situated in Searsmont aforesaid, commencing at
of October, A*. 1). 1 SBC*.
a hemlock tree (spotted) about 84 rods easterly
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
from the northeasterly corner of the Bumpus
will and testament ot EDWA R i» A. RIB >A1 »ES,
farm (so called), on
side of the road
of Northport. in .-aid County ot Waldo, delate
leading from Cl arles B. Farrar's corner, past the
Kolduns’mill (so railed); thence easterly, by line ceased. having been presented for probate.
( Male red. That not i< e be given to ;i il persons inof said road about 150 rods, to junction*of Bidge
terested by causing a copy id tliiorder to be
road: thence southwesterly, about 91 rods to
teeessj\ely in the Republand formerly owned by Elijah Luce; thence published three weeks
lican
Journal. printed at Belfast. t!i;it they may
northwesterly, by land formerly owned by said
at a Probate Court, to ne liehl at Belfast,
Luce, about Ilf. rods to stake and stone In the appeal
within and for said County, on the second Tuedivining fence between the Luce and Bobbins'
day of No\i-mber next. at ten o| he .-1. k i• t•
I arms (so called), and 84 rods from the southwestand show cause. I any they have. whs the
noon,
erly corner of the Bobbins' farm; thence com- same should not be
pn>\ ed, approved and allowed.
mencing at aforesaid stake and stone and running
till >. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
about
26
to
the
tiist mentioned
rods,
northerly
A true copy. Attest
spotted hemlock tree at top of Hemlock hill iso
(.'mas. l*. 11 v/.f.i.TiNi-:, Register.
called>, containing about 60 acres, more or less,
with tlie buildings thereon standing, being same
premises conveyed to said Joseph S. B lrgess by At a Probate Court held at Be! last, s\ it bin and 1 >r
the Countv of Waldo, on the se*-.mil Tuesdas >>i
.Mart (
Kolduns, bv her deed dated January a,
October. A. 1). IS1.'.;.
1894.
Also another certain lot or parcel of land situSTCBRS.
\
i.idier
of
FRANK
ated on Ridge road .>o called) in said Searsmont, •JJOSEPH
S 11' BBS, late <>i Winterport, in >ami m uty
and hounded and described as follows Beginning of Waldo, deceased,
a
j.r!i:mu
having
presented
at the southeasterly cornel- ol the I’erigo bit’;
praying that administration of the .state'-: sail
thence on the road leading from Hazel: ine's mills deceased be
granted t" Ellery Bowden.
to Appleton, i*t a stake and stones; thei.ee north,
< Ordered, That the -aid pent toner give not ice to
about 50 degrees east, m the line of road 48 rods all
persons interested by causing
cops d tins
to a stake and stones; thence north,
4 degrees
order to be published t hree weeks sur.-e-sivels in
west, 20 rods to a stake and stones; thence south, the Republican Journal, printed at Bel last, t ha t
about 50 degrees west, naiaihl with said road, 8
they may appear at a Plot ate t ourt. to ! held
rods to a stake and stones; thence south, 54 de- j at Bel la.st. within and lor said count \. on the -•
grees west, 180 rous to a stake and stones; thence ond Tuesday of November m m at ten id the clock
south, about 5o degrees west, parallel with said I before noon, and show cause, if ans
tl;c> have,
road 40 rods to line ol Howes' lot at stake and I
why the prayer <d said pet i:i.mcr sliould not he
stones; thence north. 54 degrees east, on said
granted.
Howes’ lot to line of the I’erigo lot 200 roils to the
GEO. E. JOHNS! -V Judge.
road at the place of beginning. Also included
A true copy. Attest:
with the above, the house lot so called, deeded by
Ciias. P. H a/.i:i, \ i., Register.
Morton Bennett to Simon Martin, containing a
strip of land 8 rods wide and 20 rods lorn--, the At a Probate Court
at Bet last, within ami for
farm containing 50 acres, more or less, reserving
the County of Waldo, on the second T-m-uav d
the house lot now occupied by John Keene.
Jctober, A. 1 >. 18i.*n.
Also certain lots of land situated in said SearsA certain instrument, purporting to be tnc last
mont, on the westerly side ot Bidge near Samuel
•
Bennett’s meadow lot, and bounded and described A will and testament <d SARAH M> < iRM B l\.
latent Winterport, in said County
Waldo, do
and lollows: On the southerly side, by Samuel
been
tor
ceased,
having
prtsented
probate
Bennett’s land ; on the west, by said Bennett’s and
Ordered. That notice lie given to all persons
Melver’s
on
the
the
land;
farm
north, by
Angus
lot, and on the east by farm lot and land of Samuel interested hv causing a copy of this nrdet to ht
in the RepubBennett, being two lots of land, one containing published three weeks successively
printed at Belfast’ that tin mat
lot
22 acres, and one
containing 5 acres, and being lican Journal,
at a Probate Court, to he held at Belfast
part of Howes’ lot (so called), the 5 acre lot being appear
within and for said County, <>i, the second Tuessame bought by Elijah Luce of Joel Bennett, and
day of November next, at ten I ’lie clock before
the 22 acre lot same bought by Elijah Luce o
noon, and sh w cause if am they have, why tinSumner Fatten.
same should not be proven, appi .veil and allowed
All or the above described lots being same con
GEO. E. ,)• > II N S* >N. Judge.
veyed to Joseph S. Burgess by Elijah Luce by Ins
A true copy. ..'test
two deeds, both dated February 19. 1890.
Ciias. P. Ha/.ei-tine, Register.
Als« another lot or parcel land situated on the
Ridge road in said Searsmont. known as the Margaret Wentworth place, bounded and described as At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
lollows, to wit: On tiie southwesterly side, by
Samuel Bennett's farm .s » called); on the northOctober, A. D. 1896.
westerly side, by said Samuel Bennett farm; on
A. PARTKIDOE. widower <d HANNAH
the northeasterly side, bv land of Joseph S. Bur- •JJOHN
L. PARTKIDOE, late of Searspor'. m said
gess, formerly owned by Elijah Luce and lot own- County of Waldo, deceased, having presented .1
and
ed by said Luce
oecui ied by John Keene. and petition praying that Lewis M. Partridge In* apon tiie southeasterly side, by said Ridge road, conpointed administrator ol the estate of said de- 1
taining about 25 acres, more or less.
ceased.
Also all the right in equity which said Joseph
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
S. Burgess has or had on the said eighth day of
all persons interested by causing a copy of ibis
June, A. I). 1895, at 10.05 o'clock in the foienomi, order to be published three weeks successively in
the time when the same was attached on t he origi- the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
nal writ, to redeem the following described mortthey may appear at a Probate Court, to be held
gaged real estate or any other interest which said at Belfast, within and for said County, on the
Burgess may have in the same, situated in said second Tuesday of November next, at ten ot the
Searsmont, to wit: On the west, by land of Hiram clock before noon, and show cause, it any
Keene; southerly, by land of Fuller and Moore; have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
easterly, by land of Josiah Roberts, and north- not be granted.
erly, by road leading from Searsmont village to
(!KO. E. JOHNSON, J udge.
Pease’s corner in Appleton, containing 60 acres,
A true copy. Attest:
more or less.
Also another lot of land in said
( has. P. Ha/.ki.tink, Register.
Searsmont, and bounded northwesterly, by land
of H. Whitney and Joseph S. Burgess; southwest- At a Probate Court heldat Belfast, within and for ;
erly, by land conveyed by M. F. Hanley to Isaac
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
Hobbs; northeasterly and southeastly, by land of
(letober, A. D. 1896.
said Burgess, containing 26 acres, more or less.
E. McDonald, Administrator of the
Also another lot of land, with the buildings thereestate of MARY W. M« DONALD, late ot
on, in Searsmont, bounded on the southeast, by
Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased, hav
the road leading lrom Appleton Ridge to Searsing presented a petition pray ing tor a license ti>
mont village; on the southwest, by land formerly
of the real estate «>t said deceased
owned by Ha Isay Keene; on the northwest, by j sell the whole
at public auction or private sale.
land of H. Whitney and Joseph S. Burgess, and
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
on the northeast, by land of said Burgess, and last
a
copy of tins
lot described above containing 40 acres, more or all persons interested by causing
order to be published three week* successively in
less, all of said lots being same premises conveyed
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
Horace
Hobbs
et
als., to Ida L. Burgess, by
by
they may appear at a Probate Court. to lu? held at
their deed dated May J, 1895.
Belfast, within ami for said County,on tie* seen: d
Searsmont, October 22, 1896.
of November next, at ten of the dork 1m
Tuesday
3w44
(i Et >RGE A. J APKSON,
lore noon, and sh<
cause, it any they have, why
SheriiV.
I>eputy
the prayer ot said pet it imier should n<>t be grantO K(). E. .loll NSt »N, J udge.
ed.
A t rue eopv. Attest
STATE OF MAINE.
( HAS. p. 11 A/I-1
INK, Registc!
WALDO SS.
YOUNT OK IXSOLYEWY.
11
VLDO SS
In Court ol Probate, held at Itel
In the ease of LEM I'LL H. REYNOLDS of Inin,
»>
fast. *m I he second Tuesday .«1 (>*•», .1 1.
in the County of Waldo and State of Maine, In1 S*J6.
EKT.D ATM''()()1>. Exeenloi on the c-luc
solvent Debtor.
ot ( OBELI A M. AREY. late ol
M' intc rp. a '. in ;
1
u»e hereby notified that said
Insolvent said County, deceased, having picsei:;«• <! his Pr-i
yor
1 Debtor has filed in the Court, of Insolvency and tinai account I administration ol said csia:.in said County a petition for his discharge from
for allowance
all bis debts provable under the Insolvent laws of
Ordered, ’That mu ice thereof be gi\cn. three]
said State, and for a certificate thereof, and a
weeks successively in the Republican Jonrua
hearing upon the same is ordered lo be had at the printed in Bel last. in said county, t bat aM pci .us
Probate (‘Dice in Belfast, in said County, on Wed- interested, may attend at a Probate Comt,t<» be
nesday, the 11 th day of November. A. i>. 1890, at heldat Belfast, on the second Tuesday ol Novcm
two o’clock in the afternoon, when and where you
her next, and show cause, il any they have, why
the said account should not be allowed.
may attend and show cause, if any you have, why
the praver of the petitioner should iiot he granted.
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
AttestCH AS. P. HAZELTINE,
A true copy. Attest:
2w43
( has. 1*. llAzr.iaiM;, Register.
Register of said Court.
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.^Vegetable Preparation for As

similating the Food and Reg ula
ting the Stomachs and Dow els of

most reliable

The pubgree of literary excellence.
lishers now announce
certain “New
Features” which will greatly enhance its
value in the eyes of every intelligent
reader.
The first of these new features
will appear in a November issue—to be
continued monthly thereafter—in the form
of a Supplement containing three departments,
namely:
Readings from the
American Magazines, Readings from New
and
a
List
of the Books of the
Books,
This “Supplement,” which canMonth.
not fail to be of great interest and profit
to its subscribers, will add about three
hundred pages annually to the magazine,
with no addition to its present price.

THE

IFAC-S1M1LE

maintained, invariably, the highest de-

So many people make
the mistake of taking remedies which
at best are only tonics and cannot possi-

New York

Waldo

its

Rheumatism

Hung Kong.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, arrived at
Brunswick, Ga, Oct. 20 from Barbadoes.
Rose Inuis, Melvin Colcord, sailed from

Oct 1 from New York.
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, arrived at
land Oct 17 for from New York.

blues.

twenty years, and the story reoited
above is the true experience of hundreds of women, whose letters of
gratitude are to be found on file ia

9 for

Horace

One of

health returned.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound instantly asserts its curative
powers in all those peculiar ailments
of women. It has been the standby
of intelligent American women for

Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, sailed
from New Y'ork March 4 for San Jose, Guat;
spoken April 18, lat 20 S, Ion 38 W.
Henry Norwell, Cushman, sailed from
New Y’ork June 29 for Brunswick, Ga.
Iolani, McClure, sailed from Honolulu
Aug 20 for New Y'ork.
Lucy A Nickels, c J\i JNicnois, saneu irom
Hong Kong June 2 for New York ; passed St
Helena prior to Sept 80.
Mabel 1 Meyers, Win Meyers, sailed from
Boston Sept 4 for Montevideo.
Matanzas, arrived at New York Oct 20
from Havana.
Penobscot, E G Parker, at Newcastle Sept

Public

magazines published in the United States
isLittell's Living Age.
It has, through

Her doctor, if he knew, should have
told her and cured her, but he did not,
and she was allowed to suffer.
By
chance she came across one of Mrs.
Pinkham’s books, and in It she found
her very symptoms described and an
explanation of what they meant. Then
she wrote to Mrs. Pinkham, at Lynn,
Mass., for advice, feeling that she was
telling her troubles to a woman.
Speedy relief followed, and vigorous

Meyers, sailed from

on

The November number of the Atlantic
Monthly contains the first of a series of
exceedingly interesting reminiscences
covering the last fifty years of Colonel
Thomas Wentworth Higgiusou’s life, under the apt title of “Cheerful Yesterdays.”
Colonel liigginson’s career as writer, soldier, public servant and man of letters
covers the last half
century, and there is
hardly a man or a movement of that time
that he has not come into intimate relations
with.
These
autobiographical
papers, in a cheerful tone, really cover
much of the most important history of
this long period.

beat very

Harvard, Colcord, sailed from Astoria
Sept 7 for Santa Rosilia.

on

PILES!

.lnSKSJ

^jj
l w/

and
heart has

timore Oct 20 trom Charleston, S C.
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, sailed from Rio
Janeiro Sept lb for Barbadoes.
Edward May, sailed from Boston July 5
for Honolulu.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed from Boston Aug 4 for Montevideo.

It

PILES!

^

{'sty

dizzy,

article

know.
Prof. Edward R. Shaw of New
York University has prepared an article
for the November Popular Science Monthly on the Employment of the Motor Activities in Teaching, in which he will
show how much better it is to direct
these activities instead of trying to repress
them.

or

twice; head

Sourabaya Oct 3 for New Y’ork.
Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, sailed from
Rosario Sept 25 for Rio Grande.
Carrie L Tyler, Lancaster, arrived at Bal-

LiijBEKTY.

Holds promise for the ages.

Y

and
fainted

nervous,

illustrated

to

V$j

slept poorly;
been quite

Hong Kong Sept

*

that

While mind developed, ranks with mind,
No privilege we barter,
Or seek a lesser place, assigned
By birthright or by charter.

jf
Y

C N

out of sort®

She has been feeling
for some time; head
has ached, and
A
back also; has

BARKS.

we

And recognize a union,
Vital iu principle, and broad
In creed, as in communion.
For what mere knowledge or degree,
If souls may yield no largess,
Content to sail on Life’s smooth sea,
Iu Pleasure’s summer barges?

world,

miscellany,
is a very taking combinaSubscriptions may begin

Gilkey,

it is a

perfection of misery, the blues,
sad picture.
It is usually this way :—

warm sun

So may the world its grace accord,

Journal one year iu advance. With
The Journal furnishing all the local
news,
ami much other matter of local
interest, anil
the Tribune to
supply the news of the

anil general, with
fashions, household science and mechanics,
literary and
other departments, stories aud

path

Beneficent and human.

The

political

weather.

enter,
rays gather cheer
their centre.
For what we gain, and what have wrought,
Of broader aims for woman,
Shows in the hour’s advancing thought,

subscriptions

to

be the

Diverging from

Year for The Journal and Tribune.

The Becorder oi New York has discontinued publication anil turned over its entire
mail lists to the New York Tribune. The
Weekly Becorder was,a very popular paper
and many of its attractive features are. now
found m the Weekly Tribune, which is furnished free to all who
pay their

R

a

woman

fully

Naples, Amsterdam, Paris, Berlin and
Brighton are described, will be contributed to Appletons’ Popular Science Monthly
for November, by Prof. Bashford Dean of
Columbia University.
Every one knows how eager and active
children are in tinding out what they
want to know, and how listless oftentimes
in learning what their teachers want them

cheerful, brave, light-hearted
is suddenly plunged into that

When

and Notes.

Aquariums in Europe, in which those of

Make Mistakes.

41 W.

Spies,

Adam W

yet hath day dawned full and clear

Along the
But Truth's

month,

;l

w

together.
inter’s reach,

A3 planets lighted by one sun
And held by power magnetic,
Divisible yet stiil as one,
We draw our lines prophetic,
And in this hour may dare compute,
What comes of faith and reason,
As buds from germs, from blossom fruit,
Perfecting in their season.

la\orable to agriculture.
To make usury
laws is like trying to heal an old sore
without removing the cause of the disease.
A few years
ago it was made illegal to
loan money here at 2 per cent. «»
and the money loaners went to
sellinggoods on time tor 2 or times their cost.
in Italy the government loans
money to
on good
security. Would it
not be better tor this
government to loan

P

by This Form of Acut®

Misery—Where ;i>oetors

what

was

teresting couple was indescribable in its
tempt to increase the volume of currency charm; something of almost infinite grace in
of description, and a power of
is welcome.
They seldom stop to think her manner
throwing herself into her subject, which carthat a silver standard w ould drive
ries
her
out
audience
along with her and holds
gold
in rapt attention. Although the time
of circulation.
Every man so far as I am them
was late,
few left the hali while she was
acquainted is in favor of protection, but giving this most fascinating picture of these
many of them claim that there is not wonderful people.
much difference in the average duty favor

by

A

Nichols, sailed from Hong
for New York; spoken Sept

was

per cent, on bis money. This lact will
induce many laimeis to vote for free
silver, who would not otherwise. Any at-

ed

Josephus,

Graphic

Literary News

The November number of the Atlantic
contains some Early Recollections of Bret
Harte by Mr. Charles Warren
Stoddard,
who was his associate and friend in the
old California days.

th«

of

Description

Wliat Is Meant

9 for New York.
\
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, sailed
from New York Sept 17 for Sydney, N S W.
May Flint, E D PNichols, sailed from New
York July 21 for San Franciscj; spoken Sept
lat 22 S, Ion 41 W.
8,
Sibley spoke <>f their dear love for Venice,
Puritan, A N Blanchard, arrived at Hiogo
and the dramatic poem, “In a Gondola.”
Here in Venice, in the Palozza Reziniro, Aug 7 from Philadelphia.
Reaper, O C Young, sailed from New Y'ork
Robert Browning died. Their methods of
lat 23 N,
work were quite different ; lie studied quiet. ! July 2 for Anier; spoken July 25,
Ion
37 W.
and she con J *1 write with the baby in her
from
New
sailed
G
C
K
R
Nichols,
Thomas,
room. Miss Sibley spoke next of Browning’s
22 for
obscurity, and laid^it largely to carelessness. York June H T Hong Kong.at
Lancaster,
Hong Kong
Sachem,
Mrs. Browning herself is sometimes obscure
Sept 5 from Samarang.
as well as her husband. She spoke of Brownb D Carleton, Amsbury, at Hong Kong
love
for
and
that
he
lovart
and
ing's
music,
ed to prowl about the old shops, and in Sept 5 for Shanghai.
M
Nicholas, C F Carver, cleared from
Florence, at an old bookstore he found
the little book upon which was based his Philadelphia July 30 for San Francisco.
of Maine, H G Curtis, sailed from
State
greatest poem, “The Ring and the Book.”
York Sept 4 for Shanghae; spoken Oct
They were also fond of pets of all kinds, ami New
W.
stories were told of how he took snakes 5, lat 8, Ion 28
Tillie E Starbuck, Ebeu Curtis, sailed
around in his breast pocket for the amusefrom Honolulu July 21 for New York.
ment of the boys.
Miss Sibley told a funny
Wm H Macy, Amsbury, at New York for
story of how Browning shaved his beard,
Francisco.
San
much to bis wife’s disgust, and when it did
Wm H Conner, Frank 1 Pendleton, at
grow out it was white. They loved Italy,
but they bated liei oppressors. After Mrs. Hong Kong Sept 9 for New Y’ork.
W J Rotcli, Sewall C Lancaster, sailed
Browning's death, he could not return to from
Y'okohama Aug 29 for Hong Hong.
that
so linked with

best and dearest in his life. The last of
his life and work is found in “Berurn,” the
truest sunshine in his heart and the ever
youthful spirit. All is well that ends well,
and Miss Sibley’s address on this most in-

about

|

Dreadful Feeling.

|

veiy poor place to do
hiied labor or borrowed

011

capital.

a

A

Great Admiral, Rowell, at Hobart Town,
VDL, Sept 7 for Marseilles.
Henry B Hyde, Phineas Pendleton, sailed from New York June 27 for San Francisco.

Robert Browning, she said, called Italy his
university, and Usola, his favorite place
there, is older even than Rome.
The first winter they spent in Italy, in
Pisa, in Florence the lirst summer. She
dwelt forcibly upon the effect of the change
in Elizabeth Barrett Browning’s life, from
the quiet invalid ioym to the happy, wedded hie in Italy, which dominated and deMiss
veloped her own poetical genius.

the

pi ice of wheat at 5U cts., and upwards,
which is about ten cents per bushel higher
than last year. The low prices have fallen
ers,
pi has,

THE BLUES.

Vessels.

SHIPS.

|

devasting

grain

Water

the addresses entertaining, instructive and j
well delivered.
Among the speaker was
Miss Charlotte Thorndike Sibley of Belfast,
who gave some word pictures of “The
video.
Brownings under the Blue Italians Skies.”
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, cleared from
New York June 27 for Zanzibar.
The Portland Press says:
El Capitau, A L Carver, at Shanghae Aug
Miss Sibley said that Italy was the land of
12 for Nagasaki, Hong Kong and Baltimore.
poets and beggars, and she gave an attracF Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
Emily
tive picture of those dear, delightful little
York June 20 for Shanghae.
beggars. Another picture of the dear laud of from New
Emily Reed, D C Nichols, at New York for
Dante and Petrach was a tit setting for this

or >

late

Deep

of

of

Women’s

locality,
average
bushels of wheat pel acre. .Streaks
of bail went through in several directions,
7

about

Before
the *alne Federation
Women's flubs.

Sibley

The session of the Maine Federation of
Clubs in Portland last week was a
The papers and
success in all its features.
poems read were of a high literary order and

rained

We anticipated a large
every day.
crop, but a but dry June and early part of
July thwarted our prospect and the crop

nearly

is

[

at Portland.

Poetry

granted.
A

true

copy.

GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
that she has been duly appointed
upon herself the trust of Administratrix of the estate of

THE
concerned,
and taken

LORENZO A. SOCLE, late of Sear.sm<nit,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; she therefore requests all
persons who are indebted to said deceased's estate
to make immediate payment, and those who have
any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to her.
CAKOLKN M
SOl'LE.
subscribers

give public
THEconcerned, thathereby
she has been duly
and taken upon herself the trust
trix of the estate of
ISAAC

notice

ot

to

all

appointed

Administra-

BENNETT, late of Troy,

in the County ot Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; she therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate
to make immediate payment, and those who have
any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to her.
LOUISA B. BENNETT.
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the same for settlement n
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and taken upon hinisel t 11"
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in the County of Wald,
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eeased's estate to make mu
those who have any deman
the same for settlement t-l
gor, Penobscot Countv, hi- a
TOBIAS
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Obituary.

MRS. HENRY WARD BEECHER

General William F. Higgins late of Newport, but formerly a prominent citizen of
Thorndike, died Aug. 18, at the home of his
went to
son in Malden, Mass., where he
He was stricken with paralysis, from
visit.
which he suffered two and a half years.

High Terms the Grandest of Medicines,

Praises in

born April 22, 1800, iu
Thorndike, where he lived the greater part
of his life. He was the eldest sou of Rev.
Joseph Higgins, who was one of the early
settlers of Thorndike. Gen. Higgins acquired a good common school education
with the added advantages of several terms
at the China Academy. He taught school
He was thrice
about twenty-five years.
married.
His first wife was Miss Phebe
Gen. Higgins

Dr. Greene’s Nervura.

Who Are Weak, Tired, Nervous, Out of Health and Suffering,
Take Renewed Hope and Be Cured by Using This
dicine, Dr. Greene?s Nervura Blood and Nerve Remedy.
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Camden. J. D. Mills has begun a new
Ionise on Pearl street-L. A. Page, who
has had a candy store here for the past
c: gain V A-lia : A-lia!
three years, is selling out his stock and intlie ways,
tends t- spend the winter at his old home in
he silver craze,
her stays,
Bucksport. Mrs. B. C. Adams, Mrs. Jolin> ;n Maine.
-"iD Knight and Mrs.
H. L. Alden, repreIroii! oid Yitrniount
senting the Monday Club, attended the
State Federation of Women's Clubs in Portaren't hard to count: |
: laud
recently.Miss Alice Wetherbee,
are no: s,. green.
who edits the Camden column in the liocky. u what they mean, | land Star, is visiting in
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Aldus lias proven an energetic
.11 her place.... Rev.
D.
Evans <-f the Congregationalist church has
returned from a fei.i weeks' vacation. He
liiia li
enj'W-.l visiting friends of his own
Miss
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ami true,
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\\ araweii lias

been

supplying tli*-* M. E. church in Belfast.. Miss
Sarali O. Pendleton is visiting her brother,
Lev. Silas Pendleton of Kenduskeag....
Miss Cora Mixer of Penobscot is with G. A.
Colson
C«>. to learn millinery.... Mrs. ,J.
F. Stetson and daughter Louise are in Boston for a short stay..
A large chorus choir
has been organized iu the M. E. Church under the leadership of the well known tenor
soloist and vocal teacher, F. H. Thomas....
Whooping cough is prevalent and many of
the school children are at home sick with
it. There has been but one death, that of
the mouth-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Heal-The four-masted schooner
Sagamore, Capt. J. G. Crowley, is receiving
repairs at the lobster factory wharf.

oyal hlue,
ever

Welsh, and renewing his acwith that tongue.... \V. \Y. Justice >f Germantown, Pa., recently bought a
part *-i the Wright estate. The buildings
aret.-he altered and repaired, and by next
Near it will probably he one of the finest
summer residences in town.... A fatal distemper is prevalent among our feline residents.
Many valuable cats have fallen vie-

pyiintance

tuns to it.... uev.
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Writing from

ago Mr. and Mrs.
to this
place from the
farm of 7-** acres sit"]»e of Mount Hatchet,
farmers do in a small
Piying a specialty aud
with good results.
The
lias just finished harvest'd potatoes grown upon
staling from them 110
ed and small which he
x\l

one

ume

Jubilee

Nickerson
H. M.

Thursday

last

Chase has gone to

visit her

daughter,

Mrs.

of Allen A. Henderson

at 1 p. m.
yesterday.
Corrie Blanch Henderson, was married by Rev. Harlan P. Smith
of Dewy street Baptist church to Dr. Bertrand Arza Chapman of Springfield, Vt. The
couple stood in the parlor in the bay window, behind them being large framed portraits of themselves.
The ceremony was
witnessed by twenty friends. The couple
entered the room to the bridai chorus from
Lohengrin, played by Walter A. Merrill, organist of Dewy street Baptist church. Fred
T. Field of Brown University was best man
ami Miss Bertha Farrar of Groton was bridesmaid. The bride wore a travelling costume of
of blue covert cloth with satin trimmings.
The decorations of the the rooms were in
violet.
A ring was used in the ceremony.
Just as the last syllable was uttered completing the service, a despatch containing
received from the
congratulations was
brides' former employers in Newbury port.
The friends of the couple sent them off in
great style. The carriage in which they went

mi*.

His

but after an experience
>
became convinced that
not equal to the expense,
us his farm has been inures by purchase of laud
; lie
head of his herd of
■'•i ages
1$, stands a young
• v bull
purchased of Hood
at the expense of $100.
is 10
cows, which give $0
milking. The milk is set
several successive years
en marketed at one
place,
ml. bringing a good price,
a dock of
which
are
pigs
•md spring.
At this writpanties nearly ready for
o' is bought by the ton iu
umlen. Ilis work is done
horses and by hiring
Ilis wife was
\V season.
liter, and deserves much
o t of the work,
being ever
helping hand. Mr. I toy
lding a nice now barn in
Now who says
faiming

aid

h.

to

daughter

Miss

tii*' station to take tin* 4 27 p.

m.

tram for

Keene, N. if., was elaborately decorated
with white ribbon. On the rear was a placard with the words: “We are just married don't tell anybody.”
An assortment
"f "Id shoes and bouquets was also included
in the adornment of the hack. They will
stay in Keene two weeks, and then go to
their new home in Springfield, Vt.
Mrs.
Chapman was. for live years employed as

Number.

at the Worcester lunatic hospital, hut
has had charge of the uining-room
ll' iald proposes to issue a
of Wolfes’ tavern in New bury port.
The
lebratr the election of
proprietors of the house, Messrs. Towle and
inw receiving orders for j Johnston, presented the bride with a dinner
honed on McKinley's sin- I set of
pieces. The couple was liberally
remembered otherwise by their friends in
the way of gifts. Among the guests were
he elected tlie publication
Mrs. W. H. Chapman and Miss Jennie
Ivertisers are now being Chapman of Ludlow, Vt., Mrs. Fuel Massey
an<l as the of Unity, Me., and Walter Hubert of Newnurse

recently

1

understanding,

buryport.”
Mrs. Chapman’s Swanville friends extend
congratulations.

e
'»rd with tlie public opinand, the idea is very popud c hirers and business
men,
•f the regular lines of adver-
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The
*»methlng to know.

Original Prohibitory

Col.
H. Fogler has added a handsome
book-case to the attractive furnishings
of his law office. Col. Fogler also exhibits

something to know that
medicine for restoring the
as system to a
healthy vigor
hers.
This medicine is purely
N
by giving tone to the nerve
stomach, gently stimulates
K idueys, and aids these organs

asli

interesting volume, “Charters and General Laws of the Massachusetts Bay Colony,” published in 181b. In this book, under
date of lbGi, is what may be called the original prohibitory law, which contains a search
an

at

impurities in the blood.
improves the appetite, aids
d is prouiounced by those who
as the
very best blood purifier
aiie. Try it. Sold for 50c or
",lleat Kilgore & Wilson’s City
l*

and seizure clause. There are a number of
old blue laws against the Quakers and Jesuits and a section providing penalties for
witchcraft. There are also heavy penalties

lying and punishment provided for workj ingmen who charge too much for their work
for

v.

t a.

li

on

every

wrapper.

Ranges.

|
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|

and for merchants who charge too much for
their goods, while our Humane Society
friends would be pleased to read the severe
penalties for cruelty to animals. [Rockland

Courier-Gazette.
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I

hair that is continually fall- I
ing out, or those that are bald, ran st< p the
failing, and get a good growth of hair by
using Hall’s Hair Renewer.
!
with

Kate attended |
was burned, so school was held in an
empty I
store building, where the sign was stiil
hanging over the door. One da\ Kate said !1
to her teacher:
“Which are we, dry-goods
or groceries ?"
Ex.
The school

house which

The fac-

-_/}

Sor.
Colonel Mooney. “I hear that Ned Birdseye lias given up his bachelor appartments.”
Dan McCord.
“Yes. He lias changed his
bachelor quarters for a better half.”

Husband. “Didn't you promise to obey
at the altar?”
“Yes; but we’re not

me

there.”

Fifty Tears.

Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup lias been used for
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea. Is
pleasing to the taste. Sold by Druggists in every
part of the world. Twenty five cents a bottle.
Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s
Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.
Iyr4b
An

“Did you tell

friend of mine,” the small
man exclaimed,
indignantly, “that I could
not tell the truth if I tried?”
“No, sir,” replied the large man. “I
wouldn’t think of saying a thing.”
“I'm glad to hear it.”
“I wouldn’t think of
saying you couldn’t
tell the truth if you tried, because—”
a

“Well?”

“So far so I am informed,
tried.” [Washington Times.
Belief

In

Six

Distressing Kidney

you

never

Iiev. Crosby H. Wheeler, D. D.. the well
known missionary of the American board,
died at Auburndale, Mass,, Oct. lltli. He
was born in Hampden, Maine,
Septembers,
1823, the sou of Joel and Sibyl Wheeler. He
prepared for college in the academy at
Hampden; graduated from Bowdoin in 1847,
taught school three years in Litchfield ami
graduated from Bangor Seminary in 1852.
During his last year in the seminary he
preached at Benton, Kendall’s Mills, Fairfield, Clinton aud Hunter’s Mills. He was
ordained pastor of the church at Warren,
Me., in December, 1852, and remained until
185b.

He went to Harpoot, Turkey, in 1857
as missionary of the .-V. B. C. F.
M., and
with the exception of two periods of rest in
this country, remained until the present
year. In 1878 he became president of Armenia College, now EunhrHr.es (k.lleire ciin.
tinning until last July, when failing health
made it imperative that he return to America. He was a man of strong convictions,
of intense energy and enthusiasm, and he
was held in great honor by the people for
whom he labored.
He married December
27, 1852, Miss Susan A. Brookings of Woolwich, Me., who survives him with one son
and two daughters, one of whom, Miss
Emily C. Wheeler, has for years been a
faithful
in
Dr.
missionary
Harpoot.
Wheeler wrote the following books, which
have hail an extensive circulation: “Ten
Years on the Euphrates;” “Letters from
Eden;” “Grace Illustrated;” “Little Children in Eden; “Translation of Matthew and
Mark into Armenian;” several text books
for Euphrates College; “Odds and Ends, or
Gleanings from Missionary Life.”

‘‘Apple brandy,
tagrapli.

sterling qualities.

Best Salve in the

Pan-

Salve.

world for Cuts.

Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction or
money refunded. Price 25 cents
For sale by Kilgore & Wilsou.

was

solem-

Benjamin P. Paul, one of Rock port’s most
highly respected citizens, died Oct. 6th. A
short time ago Mr. Paul was internally injured while lifting a heavy weight, resulting
in his death.
Deceased lived many years of
usefulness, and had the respect and esteem
of his fellow citizens.
He had a kindly
heart and many poor people will long remember his generous acts of charity. The
funeral was largely attended by sorrowing
relatives and friends.
The State Offices

[Bloomington

Arnica

The funeral

nized Oct. 7tb with Masonic ceremonies.

and

sir.”

Bucklen’s

In the death of O. C. Itoakes, West Rockport loses one of her most esteemed citizens.
Mr. Roakes was^iorn in Union, Oct. 28,1839,
but was a resident of West Rock port for
He served gallantly in the
many years.
late war and was a member of Co.' F., 29tli
Maine Regiment. He was also a worthy
member of the Rockport Baptist church and
of the F. and A. M. He represented his part
of the town on the board of selectmen and
was honored by his fellowmen for his many

Hours.

Bladder diseases
relieved in six hours by the “New Great
South American Kidney Cure.” This new
remedy is a great surprise on account of its
exceeding promptness in relieving pain in
the bladder, kidneys, hack and
every part of
the urinary passages in male or female.
It
relieves retention of water and pain in passing it almost immediately.
If you want
quick relief and cure this is your remedy.
Sold by A A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belfast, Me.
i y 27
“Patrick, I was sorry to hear that you were
arrested last week. What was the charge
against you?”
“Siven dollars an’ costs, sir.”
“I mean what were you charged with
when they brought you before the justice?”

per box

Something for nothing. Everyone who
buys a Rand-McNally Guide stands insured
in the Fidelity & Casualty Co. for SI,000,
without charge.
Subscribers insured continuously. For sale by all newsdealers.
CASTOHIA.
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And the Men Who Will Fill Them.
is generally conceded that Mr. Bryon
Boyd, the present efficient deputy Secretary
of State, will succeed Secretary of State Fessenden, who retires from that office. Mr.
Boyd has no competitor.
It

Editor Clarence B. Burleigh of the Kennebec Journal is the only candidate for public printer, and he has received so many
pledges of support from members-elect of
the Legislature that his election will undoubtedly be unanimous.
Governor Cleaves in reappointing State
Librarian Carver paid a merited compliment
to an able and efficient State official. Under
his management the value of the State library has been greatly increased, a fact appreciated by its patrons.
Senator A. Ii. Day of Corinua has a clear
field for the presidency of the next Maine
Senate, Judge Savage of Auburn having
withdrawn. Seth L. Larrabee of Portland,
B. F. Hamilton of Biddeford, and George G.
Weeks of Fairfield, are the contestants for
Speaker of the House. Larrabee was first
in the field.
[Augusta New Age.
W’alter I. Neal of this town is a candidate
for the position of mail carrier for the Maine
house of representatives at its coming session. Mr. Neal has held this position for
several sessions past and served a long term
as assistant mail carrier previous to
securing
the appointment. During his term of office
he has given great satisfaction and shown
that he was fully competent to perform the
duties of the office, and he will no doubt receive a re-election to the position by the
house. [Pittsfield Advertiser.
HOOD’S PILLS cure Liver IBs,
Biliousness, Indigestion, Headache.
A pleasant laxative. All Druggists.

your Liniment'
the croup disappears as
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BUSINESS
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SHORTHAND
Portland and Augusta, Me.
Sold aud Guaranteed by RICHARD H.
MOODY, Belfast, Me.

F. L.
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S-IW, Princioil,

PORTLAND

BUY YOUB WINTER'S GOAL
F. C. WHITE.
Haddock’s & Plymouth Vein
Delivered and put in, (in barrels)
in

Prices at

Dump Carts.
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WOOD OF ALL KIDDS,
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All OQi'l guaranteed
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K^“»pecial attention given to delivery outside city limits.
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NERVE-LIFE

,

THE

Great RESTORER
Restores perfect
health, vigor and
^ manhood and removes all obstacles to marriage.
Restores uie
'entire
nervous
/
system and stops all
vital losses.
Removes effects of the
sins of youth and excesses o’f later years.
Removes all effects
of dissipation and repairs all waste places.
Cures Insomnia and
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Mew York City, and
TRI 3UNt will be mailed Jo you.
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All the news of the day, Foreign
Correspon fence, Agricultural
Department, Market Reports, Short Stories complete in each
number, Comic Pictures, Fashion Plates with elaborate descrip-
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now

NATItINAL NEWSPAPER.
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THE NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE is not
only the leading
paper of the country, but is PRE-EMINENTLY A
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PROSPERITY TO THE NATION.

NERVE-LIFE MEDICAL CO.,
9

vdv wi

NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE

to all parts of the body.
NERVE-LIFE is the only purely
scientific treatment and affords relief from
the first day's use. It removes the cause
and assists nature to effect a cure. Cures
guaranteed. Special discount to physicians.
Our new treatise on Nervous Diseases,
Manhood, its Loss and Recovery, mailed
free in plain sealed wrapper for two 2 cent
Stamps. Mention this paper.
Send 50c. for Trial Treatment and be Convinced.
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will, as always, be found in tile thickest of the Hunt, battling vigorously for SOUND BUSINESS PRINCIPLE-, which "i. bring
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refreshing

Cures Impotence and restores
full vital power.
Cures all wasting
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To Mr Corner Druggist,
Sure Cure St.
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Collector's Notice ot Sale.

Closing Out Sale-Furniture,
STORE

taxes on lands of non-resident owners
situated in the town of Northport, in the Coun-

Unpaid

ty of Waldo, for the year i895.
For Over

The

O.

and external in all cases.
Dea. 2d Bapt. Ch., Baugor Me

We Guarantee it

j

For Infants and Children.

A,w!?';1’;

well informed on all the leading affairs, and
had a wide knowledge of men and events of
earlier times, lie had a strong attachment
for his native place and as he was passing
his last days his thoughts often reverted to
the scenes it would have been very gratifying to him to have visited once more before
the end.
His remains were brought to
Thorndike for interment iu the Centre cemetery, Rev. David Brackett officiating at the

The diet was not as now the
; llie roast.
A man once had a baby tiger in the house i best the market afforded, but was
largely a
for a pet.
Very nice as long as the tiger ! diet of lish and very little bread except hard
staid little.
But 'he tiger got bigger and | m-ciui; no sugar, very little muter.
J lie
hit the man’s hand off.
A cough is a baby
princ ipal outfits were hard bread, salt beef,
tiger. Use Adamson's Botanic Congli Bal- : pork, potatoes, tea of the cheapest quality,
sam.
and a little Hour to make flapjacks of
I meal,
and occasionally a duff. They did not go to
“No, Willie, dear,” .said mamma, “no j the ice houses for their bait,
but bad to seek
more cake to-night.
Don’t you know you the festive
herring with nets both by day
cannot sleep on a full stomach?”
! and niglit. Often all hands were called
“Well,” replied Willie, “I can can sleep at dead of night to haul them so the vesj
on my back,”
[Ex.
sel could be sailed from too close proxOthers have found health, vigor and ; imity to some other craft. About 1800 Mr.
vitality in Hood’s Sarsaparilla, and it surely Webster left the water and bought the farm
has power to help you also. Why not try it?
formerly owned by his father, Ebeu, and his
uncle, Andrew Webster, on which he lived
“What in thunder are you speakin’ to the ami died, leaving a widow, three daughters
school children for?” asked the voter.
and
one sou.
Mr. Webster was an indus;
“Just keep quiet” replied the candidate ; trious and worthy man, a member of the
all
be did enough to vote before I'm Baptist church and had filled the office of
they’ll
elected.”
selectman of the town,

CASTORIA

f tnan ,orty years I have used Johnson s Anodyne Liniment in
My children are subject to crouo.
my family. I re- All that is
necessary is to give them a dnsfgard it one of the best and safest family med- bathe
the chest and throat with
icines; used internal

funeral.

|

—*

Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment

was commissioned Brigadier General
and took command of the Second Brigade of
Maine Militia. Gen. Higgins was an extensive reader, had a broad range of ideas, was

James ('. Webster, an esteemed citizen of
North Haven, died at his home Oct. IStli.
Mr. Webster was born in 1827 on the same
spot on which lie died. In early life he was
idemilied with lisherics as skipper, when to
be a fisherman did not mean so much comfort and goo 1 fare as to-day. At an early
age he was put in command of the old fasliloiied piukey stern schooner Traveller and
sought the rod lisli in the Bay of Fundv, on
Brown’s Bank, and along the cape shore,
where deep water, March fogs and strong
Tides are the prevailing obstacles to a life of
comfort and ease. To get a fish meant to
haul often 600 feet of line against the tide
and the biggest kind of udlish found
along

the iumates °f

Originated in 1810, by the late Dr. A.
Johnson, Family Physician.

gins

|

NON-RESIDENTS.
The non resident proprietor of the
following
tracts of land in the town of brooks, in the County <d Waldo and State of Maine, is notified that
the same is raxed in the list committed to me dune
12, A D. 1895, the subscriber, the collector of taxes
for the said town of brooks f.«r the
year A. I). 1*95:
Daniel Diitto". Lot of land bounded north, bv
a he sou th
line of lot Xo 11c, first division a nd land
(d Joseph Ellis; east, by lands of
Joseph Ellis and
.Mrs Mudgett; south, by the north line of lot Xo.
132. first division; west, bv the Knox town
line,
and being the west part of lot Xo. 121. first division; No. acres, 50; value. *75; tax, si..- 4.
Daniel Dutton. Lot of land > minded on the
north, by the South line of lots Xos. 112 and 113,
first division ; east, by land of,) .sepli Ellis; south,
by the north line of lot Xo. 121. first division;
west, by Knox town line, and being t‘ e west part
of lot No. 115, first division; Xo. of acres.
42;
value, §125; tax, §2.57.
Daniel Dutton. Lot Xo. 115; No. acres,50; value,
§50; tax. §1.03.
And if no person shall appear to discharge said
taxes and costs mi or before the 7th
day of December next. I shall proceed to sell at the (4. A. K.
Hall in said Brooks bv public auction, so much of
said respective tracts of land as shall be sufficient
to discharge said taxes and all necessary intervenL. C. CILLEY,
ing charges.
Collector of Taxes of Brooks.
Brooks, Oct. 20, 1896.—3w43

Have it in the House
to

offices and responsible positions in
town.
He was a prominent participant in
militia affairs in the thirties and early
forties, and iu 1836 was elected captain of
militia. In 1839 he was promoted to Lieut.
Colonel. When the State Militia was called
out for the Aroostook war Colonel Higgins
was detailed and was
waiting orders to
move to the front with bis command; meantime tlie boundary affairs were being temporarily adjusted, making further movements unnecessary. In 1841 Colonel Hig-

new

People

!■

tant

|

but practical idea which reduces
cooking to a science but at the same time is
so simple that our
housekeepers are quite
enthusiastic over it. The thermometer is arranged on the oven door in such a way that
the exact heat of the oven can he determined without opening the door.
If the oven is
too hot or too cold it’s simply a matter of
It insures perfect
regulating the drafts.
baking, which to our young housekeepers is
a great boom, and to the
up-to-date cook is
an
actual necessity.
It's the Gienwood
Range which has this device, and. by the
way, the Gienwood is so completely up-todate it looks as though it would displace
'-‘very other range in our locality. There is
a H -ater these same
people make that is
said to be as perfect, in its wav, as their
Range. Either or both will pay anyone to
look into.
A

Law.

W.

rt.h

■

on

Frank E. Nickerson-Dr. J. S. Cole and
English Spavin Liniment removes all
daughter Florence have returned from a
Hard, Soft or Calloused Lumps and Blemhunting trip ; also Harvey Harris and others. ishes from
horses, Blood Spavins, Curbs,
....We were shocked to learn of the tragic Splints,
Sweeney,
King-Bone, Stifles,
all
Swollen Throats, Coughs, etc.
death of Lillian, daughter of John C. Nealey Sprains,
Save "Do by use of one bottle.
Warranted
of W interport.
She attended high school
the most wonderful
Blemish Cure ever
here one fall and won many warm friends known. Sold by A. A. Howes &
Co., Drugwho extend their sympathy to her bereaved gists, Belfast, Me.
lv_>7
parents and children... .Those of our peo“You appear to be honest,” said the
judge
ple who remember Corrie Blanch Hender- to tin1 prisoner. “I guess appearances are
a
member of Emery Cunningham's against m* your honor,” was the frank reson.
sponse. “I'm a ward politician.”
family for several years, will be. interested
You make no mistake when you buy ©Alin the following, clipped from the Worceston's SARSAPARILLA AND NERVE TONIC aiUl
ter Telegram of Oct. 1st.
dalton’s family pills. Everybody says so,
“A quiet wedding took place at the home and “what everybody says must be true.”

is

ais

1

Mary,

| afternoon.. .Mrs.
! Chelsea. Mass., to

Panning Pay?
correspondent

furnished

SwANMLLK. Mrs. Fred Park of Boston is
the guest of Mrs. F. M. Stevens-E. A.
Kobertson liad an old fashioned husking
Oct. 17th-G. L. Morrill is in Belfast
assisting in the store of Jackson &
L. A. S.
McIntosh.The
met with
Mrs.

Parmer.

the second, Miss Temperance Sturges
third, Mrs. Mary Webb. There were
five children by the first marriage and one
by the second marriage. Four children survive him. He experienced religion in 1846
and became a member of the Free Baptist
church, and was a deacon of that church
about twenty-five years dating from 1848,
after which until his death he remained
honorary deacon. He held several importhe

ter.

County Correspondence.

Fv $ ^should**

was

Coffin,

widely known women in America, Mrs. remedy is the best
and surest reHenry Ward Beeclier, who is loved and storer of health the medicine
world has ever kuown.
honored by everybody, and who thus speaks
All who are nervous, weak,
to the people out of her deep regard for hutired, exhaustmanity and her earnest desire to see the ed in nerve power and physical strength;
who
are sleepless, wake tired and
weak, tired, feeble, nervous and suffering
unrefreshed, without strength and energy for the day’s
restored again to health and strength.
work ; who have poor blood,
neuralgia, rheuShe has personally witnessed the really
wonderful effects of I>r. Greene’s Nervura matism, backache, dyspepsia, indigestion,
faint feelings, loss of
in curing several of her friends, and for the gas, bloating,
appetite,
constipation, kidney or liver complaint
good of others, for those who are out of should
immediately use Dr. Greene’s Nerhealth, she writes to the people what she vura blood
and nerve remedy.
It. will make
knows and has herself witnessed of the rewell. It gives a splendid
complexion,
markable beneficial and health-giving effects you
the cheeks glow and the eys sparkle
making
of Dr. Greene’s Nervura blood and nerve
with health. No remedy was ever so sucremedy.
cessful in causing people to gain tlesli.
By
Mrs. Beecher says:—“I have given some
strengthening the digestive functions, proof Dr. Greene’s Nervura to several frieuds moting assimilation and
the blood,
enriching
who I thought would be benefited by it. it causes the person to
gradually increase in
They speak highly of it, and feel they have weight until the thin and slender parts asbeen much benefited by its use.”
sume a rounded and beautiful contour.
“These people are very responsible witDr. Greene’s Nervura is the prescription
nesses as to the beneficial character of the
of the most, successful physician in
curing
medicine, and I am ready to vouch for the nervous and chronic diseases, lienee it must
honesty of their approval of Dr. Greene's of necessity be perfectly adapted to cure
Nervura.
just these complaints. Its discoverer, I)r.
“If needed in my own case, I certainly
Greene, of 34 Temple Place, Boston, Mass.,
should use it.”
can be consulted free,
personally or by letDr. Greene's
blood

corni-

Collector’s Notice of Sale,

following list of taxes on real
rpHE
1 resident owners in the town of

estate of non
Northport, for
the year 1895, committed to me for collection for
said town, on the 22d day of July. 1895, remain unpaid ; and notice is hereby given that it said taxes,
interest and charges are not previously paid, so
much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to
pay the amount due therefor, including interest
and charges, will he sold at public auction at
E. B. Elwell Hall, in said town, on the first Monday in December. 1896, at nine o’clock a. m.
Alden, David, heirs. 25 acres land near Pitcher's pond; value, §135; tax, §2.86.
Buffum, Charles.
Cottage and lot corner of
George and Griffin streets (W. G. C. G.); value,
§200; tax, §4.23.
Buzzell, John. Cottage and lot on South Shore:

value, §250; tax. §5.22.
Brown, Ann M. Lot
§30; tax, 66 cents.

on

Temple Heights; value

Drew, Mrs. Luther. One lot, 3 3 4 acres on South
Shore; value, §130; tax, §2.76.
(iodfrey, George. Cottage on South Shore; value,
§75; tax. SI.60.
Gould, L. A. Cottage on South Shore; value,
§130; tax, §2.73.
Hodgdon, David. 11 acres on South Shore, west
of Bushee lot; value, §650; tax, §
Holt, Gustavus C. 3 3-4 acres on Glidden ; value,
§125; tax, §2.65.
Megquier, Charles. Cottage am lot on South
Shore, va ue, §250; tax. §5.22
Oliver, Lillian A. Lot on Temple Heights; value,
§30; lax, 66 cents.
Spiller, Mary F. Lot on Temple Heights; value.
§4 -. tax. 97 cents.
Smart, Jesse. Cottage and lot on Main street
W. <i. C. G.; ; value, §2(ic; tax, §3.16.
Skinner, F. M. Cottage (‘ Nut Shell") and lot on
South Shore; value, §150; tax, §3.15.
Starkey. John. Six acres on road running from
Beech Hill school house to 1>. L Herrick’s and
near A. R Bird’s; value, §85; tax, §1.si.
Taylor, Myra. Lot on Temple Heights; value,
§30; tax, 66*cents.
Whitcomb, Lizzie A. Lot on “Nickwa Point,”
Temple Heights; value, §3o; tax, 66 cents.
Ware, Hattie
Cottage and lot on O. Hill’s;
value, §200; tax, §4 23.
Wright, A blue E. C. 78 5-8 acres, known as
Joshua Elwell lot and described as follows: westerly, by load near Wood’s school house; northerly,
by Walker’s and Burkmar’s land; easterly, by
Penobscot hay; southerly, by Marshall, Jennings
and Hale's land.
J. W. KNIGHT,
Constable and Collector of Northport.
October 13, 1896.-3w42

TO

LET.

C. THOMPSON & SON

J.

Hare special cats in prices to close out their sror/..
Hare still l ft a fine assortment,
of

Oak&Ash Chamber Sets, Extension Tables,
FOLDING BEDS very low, also MATTRESSES and CHAIRS.
CALL EARLY WHILE THERE IS A LINE ASSORTMENT.

J. C.

Thompson

«£ S m, 30 Main St.

COLUMBIA'-

.HARTFORD
SICYCLES
I am agent for these well known wheels,
ami have all colors in enamel.
Hi yeie
sundries and brazing rallies and vulcanizing tires done in a 11 t heir bra tie lies. I keep
a supply of < i A K1 > K \ !li)>K.
The 1
Hartford llicycle has been reduced to the following prices;

Patterns Nos.

1

and 2, from $80 to $65.

Patterns Nos. 3 and 4, from $60 to $50.
Patterns Nos. 5 and 6, from $50 to $45.

T
flAA
ucu*
1

•

DpaH
*VV«a.U,

_

44 Main Street,

Belfast, Maine.

_

Collector’s Notice of Sale.
on lands of non-resident owners,
situated In the town of Waldo, In the County
of W'aldo. for the year 1895.
The following list of taxes on real estate of nonresident owners in the town of Waldo for the year
1895, committed to me for collection for said town
on the 1st day of December. A. D. 1895. remain unpaid and notice is hereby given that if said taxes,
interest and charges are not previously paid, so
much of tiie re.a estate taxed as is sufficient to
pay the amount due therefor, including interest
amt charges, will he sold without further notice
at public auction, at Silver Harvest Grange Hall,
(the same being the place where the preceding
town meeting was held) in said town, on the first
Monday of December, 1896, at 9 o'clock a. m.
Logan, John. No. of lot 12; Waldo tract; No. of
acres, 90; value. §855; tax, §13.68; deficient highwav tax, §5.85; total tax, §19.53.
L. L. BARLOW,
Collector of taxes for the Town of Waldo.
Waldo, Oct 20, A. D. 1896 —3w45

Unpaid taxes

Fred Atwood, Winterport.

Me.,

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE.
Over

Thirteen Millions ($13,000,000) Fire

Insurance

Assets,

Springfield Fire

Marine, Granite State Fire Insurance Co., Fire AsPhiladelphia, Capitol Fire Insurance Co.,
National Fire Insurance Co., Hartford, Conn.

and
sociation of

DESIRABLE RISKS WRITTEN AT CURRENT RATES.

travelers life and accident insurance CO.
INSURANCE WRITTEN FOR 5 YEARS, in low rules (in bnltiilngs nreepluble.
CORRESPONDENT OK MERCHANT MARINE INSURANCE CO.
INVESTMENT SECURITIES BOUGHT AND SOLD.
LOANS NEGOTIATED.
4ltf
REAL ESTATE BOUGHT AND SOLD. IS-Correspondence Solicited.

TORNADO

SEARSPORT

LOCALS.

Clifford Nichols spent Sunday in town.

Capt.

M.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Churchill,
Mrs. Mary E. Churchill, and Mrs. Nell
Morse have returned from Boston... .Mr.
and Mrs. J.A. Johnson, who has been living
in Searsmont, have moved into the Hiram
Pierce house. They are evangelist preachers-The schools in town, except No. 4,
began Monday for the winter term after a
two weeks’ vacation. The teachers are as
follows: No. 1, Leander Jackson of Morrill,
No. 2, Grace Pendleton of Belfast, No. 3,
Gertrude Gray of Surrey, No. 5, Laura B.
Bennett of Montville.

Park arrived home Tuesday

L.

T. T. Meirill & Sou
their mill.

making repairs

Bangor.

in

Mrs. E. Simontou moved into her
house Tuesday.
The
labors

at

Colcord ;s visiting Miss Annie

Miss Maud
JLord

are

committee have
the monument.

new’

their

completed

ou

Capt. Cyrus True made
trip to Boston last w’eek.

a

John Murphy has opened
on Union street.

short business
a

store at

his

occupying his studio here this
will close Saturday.

is

week and

Capt. and Mrs. B. F. Pendleton returned
to their Brooklyn home Monday.

Fellows, Esq., of Bucksport
on legal business this week.

O. F.
town

was

in

Capt. Jas. G. Pendleton arrived home Friday morning by steamer Penobscot.

L.

M.

Sargent went to Boston Thursday
a specialist for facial
paralysis.

Morrill. Mr. Russell Gray and wife have
moved to South West Harbor, where they
will
Mr.

day.

make their home the coming winterRobie Gray and
family have taken

Mrs. C. U. Carver left by train Friday for
Brocktun, Mass., where she will spend the
winter.

Ellery Leach and wife, who have been
visiting George E. Marks, returned home
Tuesday.
Amos Nichols, who has been in Boslor medical treatment, returned home

Mrs.
ton

Tyler, daughter of Mr. aud Mrs. Joseph Tyler. The afflicted parents have the
sympathy of their many Prospect relatives
and friends. Mrs. M. E. C. Libby and Miss
Ora Libby also attended the funeral_
Master Ernest Gould of Brooks is visiting his
uncle, Mr. I. F. Gould-Miss Cassie Davis,
with her sister of Stockton Springs, were
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. George last
jSunday. .Any one in want of a nice colt

<-

sea

lit.

t

den,

boat went

A. J.

vk

Whiting, Capt. Chas. Closson,
edgings to liockiand for NickBailey this week.

load of

a

&

erson

Jeanette Salvage, who has been visiting
town, returned to her home in
Brooklyn, N'. Y., last week.
relatives in

j

riends here have received news of the
marriage Oct. -L'ud of Fred C. Hinds and
Mamie Chesterton at
Maplewood, Mass.
1

F. C.

Pike and family left Wednesday for
Mass., where Mr. Pike has a line poas
superintendent of the Locke farms.

N alien,
ti

S<

L.

\n a\

• iaimigv
Haven.

o <11 t.

been

Warren

ii.

oi the sen. Caro
Belle, has
poles at Lane’s wharl. He
••!...»ugh to cad the schooner in i

ng

.roo

s.

bos. H. Adams and wile

<

rail-

Baton,

few da\

i;

marine

Monday, to ascertain the
the recent gale ac Vineyard

ooue :n

on\

.c

the

was on

Buck sport,

ai

the Marine
-X New \ <,rk
Saturday evening, ami
;i the Hu st
l '■
magmikeut spectacle
tio y ever v. itiiessed.
i.. S. C

saw

Inns left Monday to take charge
Camden, which is
•iigaged. in 'niiiding a cottage between liockiand and Thomaston.
j

lor Swart/, of

crew

a

mi»*

Indians belonging in tlie Provinces

as

visit

a

Friday, offering

a

line line

baskets at prices a hundred per cent,
heaper than those of the Uhl Town Indians.

I

Mrs. I). S. (ioodell fell down cellar one
ias* week,
receiving some bail cuts on
head and many bruises, but fortunately

day
her

serious

escaper;

injury

and

is

recovering

rapidly from the shock.
Miss

Margaret Sargent

her millinery
of the finest
The attendance
Friday and Saturday

opening last week made
displays ever shown here.

at

one

continuous both
and large sales were the result.

was

Another delegation has taken
advantage
f tiie iovv fares the past week and visited
"flul'.
Among them are Andrew PenU-T. 1.. dr.. Annie Nichols, Mrs. Sarah Staples ami daughter, Miss Louisa E. Park.
Nrxt

\;nty

Thursday, Nov. otli, the Waldo
will assemble in
Searsport,

veterans

ami as this bids fair to be one of the
most
memorable occasions of their meeting since
war time it is expected
large numbers
will be present,
The arrangements for
these gatherings are unique. As each
brings
bis cooked rations along—the
pot of baked
:>eai s, tiie loaf of brown
bread, the basket
tm

good tilings

'■i

and the

large

four beauties at Charles Littlefield s.
i-Mr. Win. Coffin, the cow buyer of Burn*
j ham, will be here again the last of this week
t for the third time this fall.
Some of the
! cows he carried fro m here two week ago sold
at Brighton for 855.
A good animal will always sell regardless of the hard timesThe C. II. Partridge bridge is nearly com! can

Searsport recently.

high wind and heavy
by Sears port and Cam-

Oct. 21st.

Sc;
x-

Tbersa Blood visited Mrs. Dennis Griffin in

of iiie

Winterport. Miss M ariou Kelley ami
her friend Miss Glover of Camden are visiting friends in town... .Rev. J. P. Simonton
and wife attended the Moody meetings at
Bangor last week....Mrs. E. B. Lord has
been quite ill, but is recovering-Rev. I).
E. French of Hampden preached in the
Methodist church last. Sunday_Mrs. Leslie Downs left for Boston on Mouday’s boat
for a visit of a few days.... Roy Fernald returned Saturday from the Maine General
Hospital, having just recovered from a typhoid fever. He is looking very thin hut is
doing nicely_Mrs. N. H. Hubbard and
her daughter left Tuesday for Portland,

Unity.

better

present—.Addison McCorrison and T. W.
Clemson of Woburn, Mass., are in town. Mr.

;

Clemson is a saw manufacturer in Woburn.
-Seldon Fuller of Pemaquid lias been vis- j
itiug friends and relatives in this vicinity I
the past two weeks-Mrs. A. R. Arnold
and Mrs. S. .T. Gushee were in Portland last

week, where they attended the Rebekah
Convention.Miss
Julia
Wentworth
teaches the fall term of school at Burkettville-Rev. Frauk H. Pratt of Harpswell
recently visited F L. Davidson and wife....
Miss Linda Annis is home from Boston.
Mrs. Tewksbury of Boston returned with
her and is her guest for a few weeks... .Austin D. Sullivan of Portland was here last
week,

on a

Camden.

great many have

one.

from

on

week.

Swanville. The Swanville Centre Sunday school sociable met with Mrs. Isaac E.
McKeen Oct. 22d. A goodly number were
present. They will meet with Mrs. Albert
Damm Nov. 4th. The object of the sociable
is to raise funds for a library. Their Sunday
school closed last Sunday with a concert
and will meet agaiu the first Sunday in xMay
at the Swanville Centre schoolhouse-At
E. A. Robertson’s husking Oct. 17th, 70 people husked out 100 bushels of nice corn and
afterward regaled themselves with an excellent supper prepared by Mrs. RobertsonMr. and Mrs. Albert Damn report a very
enjoyable visit during their stay in Enfield
and Lowell... .Mr. and Mrs. H. P. White
visited friends in Winterport last Sunday.
-Miss Louise Cunningham is having her
house improved-Mrs. A. T. Webb has returned from a visit to friends in Belfast_
Mr. Henry Beals raised a fine ciop of corn.
-Mrs. Hannah Ward has gone to Thorndike to spend the winter with her son_H.
M. Chase has his new barn nearly completed and now has a very neat and convenient

visit to his old home.
A

nice

...

condition and took a very
high rank. After the business of the lodge
was through with ail sat down to a chicken
supper, which was gotten up and served in
Caterer Simmon’s best style. Several of the
members of North Appleton lodge were
a

a

Mr. Melvin Stone
Michigan
the silver question in Odd Fellows
hall last Saturday evening. Mr. Stone was
Waldo county boy, who went west twenty
years ago and is here ou a short visit-Mr.
W.C. Tabor, Nellie Tabor and Flora Watson,
who have been visiting relatives in the village, returned to Boston last week_Mrs.
M. E. Watson attended the State convention of the P. M. C. A. in Waterville Oct.
19th....Mr. William Whitney from Pittsfield was in town Tuesday_Mr. Luther
Mitchell has not been as well for the past
week....E. M. Small of Lewiston was the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. A. R. My rick last
week..... .Word has been received from
Montana that
Webster Marshall, who
went from here a few years ago, was run
over by a freight train and instantly killed.
.Fred Fuller went to Pittsfield Saturday
to spend Sunday with his parents, Dr. and
Mrs. W. G. Fuller-On account of the
storm Wednesday there was not so large an
attendance as was expected at the Musical
Convention. The concert Thursday evening was well patronized and all pronounced
it very nice-Mrs. Ed. Harding is improving-Frank Rice of the Station has moved
in with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. B.
Rice... .Mrs. Jed Varney, an aged lady, fell
last week and was quite badly hurt. No
bones were broken, but she was badly
shaken up-Mrs. G. Clough has gone to
Rockland to visit her father and will be absent a week.. .Mrs. Mary Watson is quite
sick....Mr. Eben Dodge had a nice bee
hive full of honey stolen one night last

spoke

Messrs. A. C. Hamilton of
Appleton.
Rockland and Geo. II. Uphani of Rock port,
ranking officers in the 1. O. G. T. banner
contest, were here Saturday evening and
inspected Appleton Lodge. This lodge was
in

gone to

of

milk, it Boston on the low excursion rates offered by
there, the Boston & Bangor S. S. Co_A new
s always food
enough and to spare. The
entertainers furnish the coffee, the
laundry is soon to be established here, the
dining
loom, the dishes, etc., and on this occasion
proprietor coming from Madison... .Know 1the clams. It is said these
meetings of the ton Brothers are piping for steam heat “Sag"Id veterans and their ladies are the
jolliest
times on record.
amore,” the home of Edward S. Stearns, on
the Belfast road....The ladies of the BapNORTH SEARSPORT ITEMS.
tist society held a plant sale last week,
^ H. Ginn of
Prospect was in town Sunwhich met with much success financially.
day.
An interesting concert in the evening drew
F. M. Eastman of
was
in
town
Prospect
a large audience-A temperance society
Sunday.
has been organized by the children from the
Mis E. G. Smart visited friends in
StockCobb school, Miss Hattie Hart, teacher. The
ton Springs last week.
of their last meeting was, “What
Little Miss Ethel Flood of Belfast is visit- subject
cigarettes can do for the boys”... At the Eping her aunt, Mrs. Amy Towle.
wortli League Convention in Rockport last
Will ami Harry Dorr of
Winterport were week Miss Winifred B. Simmons had
set of buildings_Mr. and Mrs. Brown of
an
in town Sunday visiting relatives.
and instructive essay on “The
Sargentville were the guests of Mrs. Margainteresting
Mrs. Thomas Dorr fell one day last week
and severely injured one of her arms.
Epworth Leaguer as a Christian Citizen.” ret Greeley last week, and Mr. B. bought
.Mr. C. Buswell, proprietor of the Buswell one of Elba’s big horses_Mrs. W. E. NickFred Lowe of White’s Corner, WinterHouse and stables, has secured the right of erson of Bangor was in town visiting friends
port, is here fr« quently visiting a friend.

makes

no

can

difference how many

come

Mrs. G. E. Morrill of Park man has
in town of late, the guest of Miss Alice

been
Dow.

Miss Lillian E. Scribner was in Prospect
last week dressmaking for Miss Mae Boyd.
Win. Ames aud Fred Scribner threshed
last week in live hours 18(» bushels of oats.
Will
several

Thompson, who has been ill for
weeks, is able to he up and about.

Miss Alice
week visiting

bury.

Dow was in Frankfort last
her cousin, Mrs. Frank Kings-

Herald,

is in

Mr. and Mrs. Moody and daughter of
Sandypoirt were at U. W. Whitcomb’s last
John li. Bailey
Cross

at

the

days last week.

the guest of Miss LotHead of the Tide, a few

and Mrs. Geo. Cole and child of Winterport visited Mrs. C.’s mother, Mrs. Arthur Eastman Sunday.
Mr.

Prescott D. H. Carter of New York was
in town last week calling on old friends.
Mr. Carter was formerly of this town.

As it is fitted with

the

P. Towle

visit of

one

relatives.
and

returned
month to

mother, Mrs. Susan
from a very pleasant
relatives in western

Maine and New Hampshire.

nany Tragedies.
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NEWS.

Blake.

Boston.
Oct. 23. Sch. Sea Flower, Robinson, Castine;
Jonathan Cone, Rolerson, Haverhill.
Oct. 2d. Schs. Miantonomah, Ryan, Boston,
Baltimore, Candage, Blueliill.
Oct. 28. Sch. Sarah L, Davis, Pattershall, Bangor for Boston.

ton.

Oct. 23. Sch. P. M. Bonnie, Burgess, Viualhaven; E. L. Warren, Tainter, Bangor.
Oct. 23. Sch. Volant, Pendleton, Rockland.
MKKlCAN FORTS.

New York, Oct. 20. Ar, hark Addie Morrell,
Andrews. Rosario; sch. Jessie Lena, Devereaux,
Tuspan coast; 21, cld, sell. Austin I). Knight,
Drinkwater, Porto Cabello; 22, ar, sch. Maud
Snare, Bangor; 23, ar. hark Yilora H. Hopkins,
Barbadoes; cld, sch. Eliza J. Pendleton, Port
Spain; 24, ar, schs. Levi Hart, Pendleton, Bangor; Myronus, Cliatto, Penobscot river; 26, ar,
sells. Emma S. Briggs, Osborne, Hallowed; Abbie
C. Stubbs, Haskell, Brunswick, Ga.; Henry it.
Tilton, Boston; passed Hell Gate, sell. Annie 1*.
Chase, Port Reading for Bangor; cld, sell. Lucia
Porter, Ponce, P. R.
Boston, ()ct. 20. Ar. schs. .lose Olaverie, A rev,
Washington, D. C.; Helen G. Moseley, Holt, Surinam;
S E. Symomls, Nicholson.* Bucksport;
Spartan, Coombs, and J. Holmes Birdsall, Baltimore; 21, ar, sch. Helen, Batehelder, South River,
N J•: 22. eld, sch. Yale. Baltimore ; 23, ar, schs.
Josie Hook and Alida, Bangor; 24. ar, sch. Flora
Rogers, Bunker. Fernamlina; 2d, ar, schs. George
Gurney, Carr. Weehawken, (at Revere); lames
Holmes, Ryan, Belfast; Fannie N Edith, Ryder,
Bangor; cld, sell. Humarock, Yeazie, Lewes* Del.
Philadelphia, Oet. 20. Ar, sch. Alma G. H.
Holmes, New Haven; 20, cld, ship A. J. Fuller,

at

READY MIXED

LANTERNS
OXE CAR LOAD Ol

EXTRA EINI
SHEARS

of any

kind, 38c.
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—

-»H. A. MOYER SLEIGHS
has arrived and
made

Sleighs
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I
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ready
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A lot of the
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your inspection.
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1 DO YOU KNOW ABOUT
I DALTON’S SARSAPAR^;.

Rocklaml, Oct. 15,

to

{

Mr. and Mrs.

a son.

♦

X
X

NERVE TON C?
IF NOT, HERE ARE POINTS: It is dill
1
any other preparation before ti e public an
medicine combining a NERVE TONIC with
_

j*

A Blood Purifie*

It is

♦

one

of the Few

By

♦

a

Compounded
Regular Physician.
Its Cures are Genuine

♦
♦

Sts Testimonials

♦
Dkkusha Harriman.
In Orrington, Oct. 22.
at the residence ol the bride’s lather, Mr. E. K.
Harriman, Charles J. Deruslia and Miss Beatrice
E. Harriman, both of Brewer.
Evans U.»i:ektsun. Iii Monroe, Oct. 14. by F.
L. Palmer, Esq., Walter F. Evans and Miss Lizzie
A. Robertson, both of Monroe.
Falks Andrews, in Rockport, Oct. 21, at the
home of the bride’s mother, Mrs. S. J.. Andrews,
Everett Eugene Fales and Eugenia Andrews, both
of Rockport.
Fernald Knowlton. In Sunset, Deer Isle, Oct.
14, Walter Merritt Fernald ol Pittslield. .Mass.,
ami Flora Small, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H. W.
Knowlton of Sunset.
Fernald Gott.
In Tremonr, Oct. 10, Fred
Fernald of Cranberry Isles and Miss Neva V. Gott
of Southwest Harbor.
Gray-Ai si in. In South Brooksville, Oct. IB.
Thomas Gray and Miss Eunice M. Austin, both of
Brooksville.
Gordon-Cra utree. In Sullivan, Oct. 11. Orville I). Gordon of Sullivan and Miss Eva M. Crabtree of Hancock.
Grindie-Gray. In Orland, Oct. 17, Bert A.
Grindle and Miss Lurenta A. Grav, both of Orland.
Giluhrest-Catland. In Thomaston. Oct. 21.
Levi B. Gilchrest of New York, formerly of Thornton and Ardelia Mae, daughter of William Cat land
of Thomaston.
Littlkkikld-Makr.
In Woburn, Mass., Oct.
2G. by Rev. A. M. Osgood, pastor M. E. Church,
Joshua F. Littlefield of Waldo, Me., and Flora D.
Marr of Swanville, Me.
Riuker-Harding. In Burnham, Oct. 18, by
N. E. Murray, Esq., Samuel F. Ricker of Bangor
and .Miss Myrtle M. Harding of Burnham.
Wood-Dean e.
In Hampden, Oct. 25, at the
home of the bride’s lather, Joel P. Wood of Northport and Miss Carrie L. Deane af Hampden.

DIED.
Daggett. In South Liberty, Oct.

Daggett.

14, Mrs. Nancy

X RHEUMATISM, SCROFULA, ERYS1PEI
DISEASES, CATARRH and NERVO
X
BILITY IN ALL FORMS
X

I
YIELD
| DALTON'S FAMILY PILLS

♦

TO

IT

_

i™ establish
are the best pills

♦

♦

DALTON’S INSTANT RELIEF PLASTERS
--—.LOR SAUK B\

♦

♦

Belfast.
CORRECTED

Price

WEEKLY

••

••

bam

Notice of Foi

FOR THE JOl’KXAL.

Pro e Paid Producer.
2o« 30 Hay, p ton,] o 0O« 12 1 •>1
4 u 5 Hides, p 11..
3 1-2//4
40a 1 (>o|Laiub, p lb,
5n8
30// 1 40:Lamb Skins,
20'/3<»
25u 1 35 Mutton, p lb.
4</.'»
H»«20 Oats, p bu, 32 lb. 25 a 3"
4//0 1-2 Potatoes,
35«4c
40.// 45 Bound Hog,
4//4 1 2
8 u in straw, p ton, 5 (><•',«(» oo
Kpt 12 Turkey. p lb.
lip/ 18
50// 75 Tallow,
1 1-2//3
14//10 Veal, p lb.
0 i/7
20 Wool, unwashed, 12,« 13
8/ilO Wood, hard, 3 5" /.'. on
14a 10 Wood. soft. 3 00<t3 5o

1

>

<•

«

Oct. 23.

Ar, schs. Isaiah 1\. Stetson, Trask, Bangor; Henry Whitney, Bullock, do.
Camden, Me., Oct. 23. *Ar, sch. Mark Pendleton, Collins, New York.
Port Reading, Oct. 23.
Sld, brig Katalidin,
Leathers, Bangor; 24, sld, sch. Annie P. Chase,

DRESSMAKING.

rn.,

IT’’’ H ER i: AS. <;!<>K<,F
v ilie. \\ al.ii•
«
>>
gage deed dated the
1“.'_’. and recorded
.1
in
id
Deeds, l>i>i»1\ •j.'tn, |>:i
<. tanite State l’rov ident \
ter, New Hampshire, .n
lot or parcel »t land, toe*'
thereon, situated in 1
W a!.*o and Mate ot
.Mi
scribed as follows: < '.m.,
road from Duck Trap
.•
corner oi land of the
Carver ; thence running im
and two v-> feet: tlmmi
112) rods and six
ly. five ■; rods and
road ; thence >n said
and six (tfi feet to tin
one other piece of
lam
bounded and described aon
county road from V
southwest corner ot U
Morse t lienee sent lie.,Morse’s land to t be M >m
westerly, along the slnn
of Dennis Carver; the
line of said Carver land
northeasterly, along line
of beginning, togetliei v<

Product Market.

Apples, p bu,
dried, p lb,
1
Beans, pea,
medium, l
yel’w eyesl
Butter, p lb,
Beef, p Hi.
Barley, p bu,
Cheese, p tt>,
Chicken, p It..
Calfskins,
Duck, p lb,
Eggs, p doz,
Fowl, p It.,
Geese, p lb,

■

ALL DEALERS.—

Current.

Devereai x, In Franklin, Oct. 11, Frank L.
Retail Price.
Devereaux, aged 40 years.
Retail Market.
Eldridge. In Sullivan, Aug. 28, Andrew ElDOa 1 oo
Beef,corned, p lb, 7//8 Lime, p 1>M,
dridge, aged 84 years.
18
Oat
Butter,
Meal,
salt, 141t.hag,
p It., 3«3 1-2
Gilley. Drowned at Cranberry Isles, Oct. 12,
42 Onions, p lb,
2«3
Corn, p lui,
John Gilley, aged 74 years, 7 months and 2o days.
(’racked Corn, p bu. 42 (>il,kerosene. u:al. 12// 14
Gray. In Penobscot. Oct. 18, Grace Gray, aged
3 1-2a4
42 Pollock, p lb.
Com Meal, p bu,
11 years, B months and 13 days.
12a 14 Pork, p lb,
7»8
Ellis, Bangor.
Cheese, p lb.
Grindle. In
Oct. 1G, Mrs. Sophronia Cotton
1 !2
Seed, p cwt, 1 20 Plaster, p bid.
Providence, Oct. 24. Ar, schs. Gov. Ames, I L. Grindle, agedSedgwick,
40 years, 5 months and 10 days.
03
5//.0 Bye Meal, p It.,
lb
Codfish,
p
Newport News; Melissa A. Willey, Brunswick,]
dry,
Hussey. In Jacksonville, Florida, Theodore F.
Ga.
Cranberries, p «it,08al0 Shorts, p cwt,
70//75
a native of Lincolnville, aged 42 years.
5 a 5 1-2
Clover Seed, p lb, 11 a 12 Sugar, p lb.
Fernandina, Oct. 24. Sld, sch. Herald, Lowell. Hussey,
Marden. In Yeazie, Oct. 23, Nathan L. Mar40
Port Spain, Trin.
Flour, p l'bl, 4 i>0 a 5 <>0 Salt, T. 1., p bu,
den, aged 70 years, 1 month ami 23 days.
2//3
H.G.Seed, bu, 2 15^/2 25 Sweet Potatoes,
Baltimore, Oct. 26. Cld, bark Glad Tidings,
Marshall. In Big Timber, Montana, Oct. 21,
Rio Janeiro.
8«!) 1-2 Wheat Meal,
21-2 a 3
lb
Lard,
p
Webster Marshall, formerly of Troy, aged about
Ar. sell. Thomas W. 30
Jacksonville, Oct. 11).
years.
Hyde, Carver, Portland.
Murcjei.
In Unity, Oct. 25, Edmund Murcli,
FOREIGN PORTS.
aged 77 years, 7 months and 10 clays.
Orcutt. Iii Nortliport, Oct. 26, Annie, wife of
Fayal, Oct. 19. Sld., sch. Senator Sullivan,
Charles Orcutt, aged 4B years.
Clark, New Bedford.
Pattershall. In Belfast, Oct. 22, Valentine
Rosario, Sept. 25 Sld.. bark Edward L. MayH. Pattershall, aged 45 years, 8 months, 8 days.
bury, Hinds, Europe (? Delaware Breakwater )
Pillsbury. In Belmont, Oct. 28, Hannah PillsRio Janeiro, Sept. 27. Sld. bark White Wings,
bury, aged 79 years, B months and 14 days.
Dawson, Baltimore.
We wish to inform tlie|ladies of Belfast that we
Robbins. In Belfast, Oct. 25, Margannar RobTampico, Oct, 26. Ar, sch. Edward H. Blake,
will do dressmaking at reasonable rates and give
bins, aged 64 years.
Smith, New York.
Smith. In Appleton, Oct. 17, Ethel, daughter good satisfaction. We use Livingstone’s Famous
Buenos Ayres, Oct. 1.
Ar, bark Tliumas A.
of Charles E. and Nellie Smith of Jefferson, aged
Goddard, Parrsboro, N. S.
French System and make children's work a
2
years.
19.
sch.
John
C.
Havana, Sept.
Sld,
Smith,
Im39*
Webster. In North Haven, Oct. 13, James C. specialty.
Apalachicola.
Webster, aged GB years.
MARINE MISCELLANY.
Wasson. In East Surry, Oct. 10, Samuel WasMISSES BEVERAGE & UPTON,
Sch. Senator Sullivan sailed from Fayal, Azores, son, aged 77 years and 2 months.
Oct. 19th for New Bedford, with oil, which repreWiiiting. In Castine, Oct. 7, Mrs. Frances A
sents part of the catch of the whalers Rosa Baker, Whiting, aged 72 years.
Johnson's Block, High St.
York.

Bridgeport,

The Famous

FUR ROBES and LAP ROBES.

MAKRIED.

Nagasaki.
Portland, Oct. 22, Sld, sch. S. M. Bird, Merrill.
Cheverie, N. S.; 23, eld, sch. I>. H. Rivers, Colcord, Buenos Ayres.
Bangor, Oct. 22. Ar, s< lis. Estelle, Tapley,
Turks Island; Sarah L. Davis, Pattershall, Wiiiterport; 23, ar, schs. Lester A. Lewis, Portland;
Norombega, Armstrong, and Mar\ Ann McCann,
(bites, New York; W. Wallace Ward, Philadelphia; 24, ar, sch. Mary Farrow, Morrissey, Portland: eld, sells. Celia F., Randell, New York;
Electa Bailey, Thurston, New Bedford and Philadelphia; Rabboni, Lord, New York; 20, ar, schs.
Kit Carson, Willard Saulsbury and Melissa Trask,
New York; 27, cld, sch. Sarah L. Davis, Pattershall, Boston.
New Bedford, Oct. 20.
Ar, sch. Penobscot,
Dodge, Philadelphia.
Portsmouth, N. H., Oct. 20. Ar, sch. Charles
E. Raymond, Islesboro.
Perth Amboy, Oct. 22. Ar, sch. Wm. H. Sumner, Pendleton, Brunswick, Ga.
Washington, D. C., Oct. 22. Ar, sch. J. Manchester Haynes, Matthews, Kennebec; 24, cld,
sch. Young Brothers, Snow, Boston.
Brunswick, Ga., Oct. 22. Sld, sch. Viola Reppard, Comings, Boston.
Salem, Oct. 22. Ar, sch. Willie L. Newton,
Perth Amboy; 23, ar, sch. Gen. A. Ames, New

on same.

Also certain ot her pm
said Lineolnville, bon:.
lows, to wit being sane
George \\ ( arver I > \
Decernher 5, ism, recoin-:
Deeds, book 233, cage
by t he
ing been
dent Associat ion on tin18i)5, to Elizabeth G. liewhich assignment is jvc.
of Deeds, book :45, page
dition of said moiteagc
therefore, by reason of
tion thereof, 1, the s.n
closure of said mortgage
Id i
October 23, 18%.
by W. T. C'KAWFOUli. lie!
.■

assigned

SUBSCRIBE l:OR

THE REPUBLICAN
_

LIST OF CANDIDATES TO BE VOTED FOR NOVEMBER 5. 1896,
NICHOLAS I "SSENDEN, Sc.

REPUBLICAN.

DEMOCRAT.

McKINLEY & HOBART.

BRYAN & SEW ALL.

FOR ELECTORS OK

FOR ELECTORS OF

PRESIDENT AND VICE-PRESIDENT:

PRESIDENT AND VICE-PRESIDENT

all

John F. Hill of Augusta

William G. Chadbourneof Alfred

Joel Wilbur of Avon

Edward K.

Edwin Parsons

times.

prominent cities and towns
throughout New England.
MADE BY WEIR STOVE COMPANY. TAUNTON, MASS.
Sold in all

POCKET KNIXES

AMMUNITION,
PUTTY,

PUMPS and PIPE,
Plain and (ialv., fitted to order
KNIVES and FORKS, Etc.

Carter. In Brooklin, Oct. 15, to Mr. and Mrs.
Erast us J. Carter, a son.
Davis, in Pleasant Point, Cushing, Oct. 1G, to
Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Davis, a son.
Flanders. In YValdoboro, Oct. 13, to Mr. and
Mrs. Fred R. Flanders, a daughter.
Huokins. In Gouldsboro, Oct. 13, to Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Huckins, a daughter.
Maxcy. In Camden, Oct. 15, to Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Maxcy, a daughter.
Rogers. In Rockland, Oct. 13, to Mr. and Mrs.
William Rogers, a son.
Sparrow. In Orland, Oct. 17, to Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur 1). Sparrow, a daughter.
Wasgatt. In Prospect Harbor, Oct. 17, to Mr.
and Mrs. Ambrose Wasgatt, a daughter.
Woo dr ridge. In Bucksport, Oct. 1G, t-> Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Woodbiidge, u daughter.

Oct. 22. Solis. James Holmes, Ryan, Bostcn;
N. Jones, Hall, Bangor; Yankee Maid', Hall, Rockland and New York; Fannie N: Edith, Ryder, Bos-

A

In

Loring Blake,

SAILED.

RAISIN SEEDERS

OLASS and

BOKfl.

Lillie, Nutter, Portland ;
Monticello, Nutter, do.; F. C. Pendleton,Burgess,

Important,

are

“ENTERPRISE” Ml

Presses, etc.,

QUNS and

„

Sepin

ARRIVED.

A. R.

door, that indicates
oven

For Dedrick

Oct. 23. Sells. Sadie *S

THERMOMETER

heat in the

ALL SIZE HAY WIRES,

PORT OF BELFAST.

RANGE

Springs
H.

j

GLENWOOD
attached

Towle, have

j

Articles of Hardware that

and B. W. Morse.
Everything now
looks favorable to saving her. All the talk about
her being cut in two is absolutely false. She is not
damaged above water at all, not even the pitch in
the deck seams is started. It is, of course, impossible to tell how much her bottom is damaged,
hut her owners are confident that it is not serious.
At Brunswick, Ga., Oct. 24, Sell. Henrv Crosby, (before reported as there Sept. 2b) lost 18
feet of keci, twisted bottom rudder post and
knocked holes in bottom. Diver stopped leak
and made temporary repairs. Vessel
alongside of
wharf discharging balance cargo of coal. When
finished will proceed to Savannah for repairs...
Bark Sonoma, Capt. Noyes, from Portland,
Oregon,
for Vladivostoek, got ashore at Hakodate
(Japan),
but afterwards floated and proceeded.
er,

i
t

team Blanket SttlxlOO inches, thick and liem
upwards, according to quantity. These are
BELOW regular wholesale prices.
These w,
Belfast and ought to be an inducement to pe< |
their horses warm.
a

134.20; net tonnage, 127.50; length, [KK2*
breadth, 25.3; depth, 8.1. She was built in Derby, C't., in 1866, and hails from Bangor_Sell.
Helen G. Moseley,at Boston Oct. 20th, from Surinam vFr. Guiana), with mdse, to h. Williams A
Co., and sugar to James H. Sliapleigh A- Co., vessel to John G. Moseley, reports encountered the
recent violent hurricane, in which the vessel lost
and split sails, and had decks swept of all movables, including 14 hbls. of limes_Contrary to
to the fears expressed the stranded sell.
Mary E.
H. (4. Dow, ashore at Dix Island, rode out the
gale
last week without any material injury. Thursday
there were four big Bath tugs at work on her taking the coal out of her preparatory to getting her
off the rock. They were the Delia, Knickerbock-

Maine is furnishing more tliau her share
of tragedies. There’ll be a revival of the demaud for capital punishment if things keep
on.
[Waterville Mail.

Any One Can Cook with a

Mrs. Irene Whitcomb, who has been in
town visiting her son, O. W. Whitcomb,
for several weeks, has gone to Stockton
to visit

from

Too

was

Mrs. Frank Herrick of East Belfast has
moved into town in the house with her sister, Mrs. H. P. Towle.

Jumper

-I

Sunday.
tie

Wiuterport this week_
on

&

|

Having purchased the entire line of extra
a firm going out of the Blanket business. I

of

of

built and ready for buckboaul parties next
summer, and will have a house on the summit for refreshments... .Last Sunday was
observed as Harvest Sunday at the Baptist
church, with an appropriate sermon in the
forenoon and a festival of song in the evening— Miss Marion Kelley, local reporter of
Additional Camden items

Staples’ Sleigh

j

northern Maine last week
with a tine deer.... Mr. Dow, who for some
years has made a specialty of heavy winter
shawls, has in a new line of those goods.
-As Mr. Horace Wescott was fastening a
load at Mr. Huxford’s storehouse last Saturday his horses started quickly and threw
him backward heavily from the wagon to
the ground. He was quite badly bruised, but
no bones were
broken and he drove his
double team home, as if nothing had happened-John M. Dow, one of our oldest citizens, started to go into the dining room
from his bedroom oue night recently and beingdizzy stumbledand fell, striking his head
against the corner of a chair, cutting quite a
wound and bruising his head quite badly.

last week-Mr. ami Mrs. Edwin Clements
Searsport were the guests of David
Moody Sunday-Mr. and Mrs. Fred MeKeen of Belfast were in town Sunday_G.
L. Morrill has gone to Parkman after his
household good and will move to Belfast,
where he has employment in the store of
Jackson & McIntosh... .The L. A. S. met
with Mrs. Mary F. Nickerson last Thursday.
Mrs. Otis B. Patterst n will entertain the society Nov. 12th-Mr. A. S. Nickerson has
purchased more land in front of his buildings which lie is rapidly improving.

way, for ten years, for a toll road to the top
of Mt. Battie.
He expects to nave the road

the

the

find

pleted. It will be

where they will spend a few weeks, and
then go South for the winter-Mrs. Kendall l as returned from her visit to Kansas.
....Miss Blanche Shaw closed her third
term of school at the Cove Oct. 23. The
scholars became attached to Miss Shaw and
are very sorry to know they can not have
her for the winter term.
She goes to attend
school at Kent's Hill this winter.

never

Staples, of
Co., returned

Launched.
The steel steamer John Englis,
which will ply between New York and Portland,
Me., was launched from Roach’s shipyards, at
Chester, Pa., Oct. 22d. The vessel is 313 feet in
length, 46 feet beam and 17 feet 6 inches depth of
hold. Her displacement will be 3,300 tons. She
will be driven by triple expansion
engines,developing over 4,000 horse power; speed, 10 miles an
hour. The passenger accommodations are complete, there being 126 staterooms. The total cost
of the vessel will approximate $400,000. She will
have a capacity for 2.000 tons of freight.
Charters, frch. Star of the Sea, New York to
Barbadoes, general cargo, $2,400, free wharf
age at New York and lighterage t Barbadoes;
and bark Trinidad. Asphalt $1.95. Sell. Aetna
Perth Amboy to Manzanilla, Coal. $2 5o, C. S.
Cold. sell. Levi Hart, Brunswick to New York,
Lumber, $4 37 1-2. Sclir. Lucia Porter, New
York to Ponce, P. R., $1,250. and port
charges.
Coal freights: Sell. Flora Condon, Pt. Johnson to
Portsmouth, 65 cents. Sell. Emma M. Fox,
Elizabethport to Bucksport, 70 cents. Sell, w!
L. Newton, Perth Amboy to Salem, 6o cents
Sell. Maggie Mulvey, Perth Ambov to New Bedford, 45 cents.
Disasters, Etc. Capt. Wood of the schooner
Modesty, from Bangor for Middleton, Ct .which
sank Tuesday night between Mino and Boston
lights, while putting into Boston harbor in a leaky
condition, is arranging with the wreckers to raise
the sunken vessel. She lavs about half a mile
west of Harding's ledge, with her
topmasts and
about a third of her lower masts
projecting out
of the water. The Modesty was loaded with slate
and lumber in Bangor by Henry Lord A
o., who
own much of her. She is a two masted vessel and
her dimensions are as follows: Gross t .linage,

<

—

BLANKETS

0

mons.

1

'"<

BOTTOM PRICES GUARANTEED

Josephine, Greyhound, Sunbeam, Morning Star,
Ada S. Babson, Sarah W. Hunt and Marv E. Sim-

Enna

..

account

E.

Prospect Village. Mr. and Mrs. Wm.
Killman were called to Belfast last Friday
to attend the funeral of their niece, little

completed on the site of those destroyed by
lire early last summer.... Arthur Hatch &
Mr. Marks completed the
burning of a kiln Co. are improving the looks of their store
tLite hundred.and fifty thousand bricks
by a thorough repairing inside and out.
last Friday.
They are sheathing the interior with hard
Curtis left for Brunswick, Ga..
pine and will heat the building with a furMom icy, after a six weeks' vacation spent at
nace.
Rev. H. W. Abbott will preach here
his old home.
again next Sunday forenoon.... Mrs. I. E.
Capt. B. F. Col coni has sold the ship Cen- Hatch has been visiting her brothers in
n San Francisco and will return
Washington, Me., the past fortnight.Miss
"L

Brooks. Mrs. Lena West has returned
from the Katahdin Iron Works, where she
has had employment as a cook in a hotel....
Miss Ina M. Forbes, with her friend Miss
Mitchell of Appleton, both students at the
Castine Normal school, came to Brooks to
spend Sunday one week ago and Miss Grace
E. Dow came over last Sunday. The girls
are much pleased with the school, but like
to get home for a day or two-Mrs. Margaret Huxford has been very ill recently.
She is now oue of the oldest ladies in town
and is, perhaps, the best informed in regard
to early local history-Among the relics
left by the late Elizabeth W. Dow to her
family was a lace cap worn by her when an
infant, eighty years ago. .Isaiah Gould, who
now lives on a farm in Pittsfield, was in
town last week on business-E. G. Roberts
and wife are away on a short visit.... Harry

Denslow Hall election night, Nov, 3d.
Floor managers, L. M. Partridge aud Rufus
L. Mudgett of Stockton; Joshua W. Black
of Searsport; John F. Libby of Prospect,
and Dr. Eugene L. Steveus of Belfast. Returns from the election will be given duriug
the evening.

Friday.

home overland.

_Absolutely pure_

at

house occupied by Asa Stewart.
-Mr. Stillman White went to Massachusetts last week, where he expects employment-Mrs. Robie Gray and Miss Georgia
Gray visited in Unity several days last
week... .Mrs. Deborah Thompson is at home
for a few days, but returns soon to Montville for a couple of months... .Roscoe
Smith has a set of farm buildings nearly
rent in the

t

--—-

by boat Monday for a visit to friends in Boston and vicinity-Mr. Edward Lafolley,
who has been employed in Bangor, arrived
home last week_Capt. and Mrs. Charles
Reudell are spending a few days with
friends in Bangor_Sell. Fawn, Capt. El
den Shute, sailed Sunday with paving for
New York_Sell. Celia F., Capt. John Handed, sailed Monday for New York, with
lumber... .There will be a concert aud ball

Oct. 24th.

Jda Kendall of Dorchester.
Mass.,
ha.> been visiting friends iu town this week.
Mrs. W L. Buck and daughter Albertina
Irlt lor their home in Marion, S. C.. SaturMi>.

AND SELL AS LOW AS THE LOW

was

Stockton Springs. Mrs. William Ryder
returned to her home in Bangor Oct. 21st,
accompanied by Mrs. Willard Berry and
daughter Blanche_Mrs. Roxanna Simmons returned home from Castine Monday,
after spending a few days with her daughter
Mabel_Mrs. Mary Crosby of Boston is
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Blanchard... .Mrs. Shepard Blanchard left

last

visit to friends in Dixtield and elsewhere.

Report

WILL HEET ANYBODY’S PRig

jury.

Thursday.Farmers are hauling
potatoes to Thorndike station and selling
Frank Rose and Will Hamilton returned
them for 30 cts. per bushel.... Elijah Simpliom;- from a trip to New \ork \\
ednesday. son and Fred Cates are buying pulp wood in
Mrs. Mary H. Colcord and Mrs. A. S. Mer- this
vicinity, paying 81 50 per cord stumprill are making a short
stay in Dixtield, Me. age-New Bethel Lodge, I. O. G. T., gave
Amos Carr returned home last week from a public entertainment Saturday evening,
a

U. S. Gov’t

BAILEY—HARDWARE

several ladies in this place-Capt. A. A.
Ginn was in Belfast last week as one of the

S. Higgins has gone
Belfast to visit her sister, Mrs. Wales L.
Miller_Quite a number from this town
attended the musical convention at Unity

consult

to

Highest of all in Leavening Power.—Latest

Prospect Ferry. School began in this
district Oct. 19th, W. W. Wilkins of Castine, teacher. Mr. Wilkins is an experienced
teacher and all expect a good schoolMrs. N. J. Heagan visited friends in Camden last week_Miss Lizzie Wilson came
down from Bangor and spent Sunday with
her aunt, Miss Hannah Heagan-Miss Addie Partridge of Stockton is dressmaking for

the house_Mrs. R.

Whittum, who has been visiting friends in Camden, is at home again.

Searsmont

workiug this summer.Fred Wyman
in town last Monday.

to

Mrs. M. M.

The East

Proceeds were $10.00-Lizzie E. Hunt left
last week for Worcester, Mass.Mrs.
Joseph Parkard and son Raymond spent
Saturday aud Sunday with relatives in
Searsmont... .Henry Mahoney has returned
from East Nortliport, where he has been

Thorndike. Rev. Simeon Whitcomb will
hold meetings at the Centre church every
evening this week, and Sunday afternoon,
Nov. 1st. .Mr. and Mrs. Amos Hatch of Jackson called on friends in town last Tuesday..
Mr. and Mrs. Willard J. Bonney of Winterport, were the guests of Mr. H. M. Higgins
and Mr. V. N. Higgins last week-Mr. S.
C. Files and wife passed several days in
Bangor last week.. Mrs. Sarah Gross, who
has been sick for several weeks is dow about

residence
Tuttle

East Searsmont.

Cemetery Association held a sociable at
Mystic Grange Hall, Belmont, Oct. 20th.

Belmont.

Boston.

from

CORRESPONDENCE.

COUNTY

j
!

|

of Kennebunk

Nickerson of Boothbay Harbor

Fred Atwood

Albert H.

of Winterport

Sawyer of Calais

NATIONAL

DEMOCRATIC.

!

PROHIBITION.

PALMER & BUCKNER.

i

LEVERING & JOHNSON
FOR

FOR ELECTORS OF

PRESIDENT AND VICE-PRESIDENT

pe on.
BRYAN &»

KI.EI TOKS i'F

FOR hi

I’KhSlDFNT AND V1CF-PRFS1DFNT

PRFSIDFN
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I AM'

I

’1

Volney B. Cushing of Bangor

W. li.

Erastus Lermond of Thomaston

Fdward T. Burrowes of Portland

David G. Richat i

Kimball Eastman of Westbrook

Lorenzo D. M. Sweat of Portland

William T. Hussey of North Berwick

Frederic \V. Xu

ii

Enoch O. Greenleaf of

Melville P. Milliken of Richmond

Nathan F.

A. A. Beaton

K

Luere B.

John

Fred

O’Brien of Thomaston

Farmington

Emery Beane of Ilallowell

W. F. Mansfield of

Jonesport

Weston

Thompson of Brunswick

Deasy of Eden

Charles L. Snow of

Bangor

Ira G.

Woodbury of Auburn

W.Church of

Hallowell

<

t

I'. A. Howard ME

Ilersey of Moulton

Oliver

j
_

Sargent

D. Chap:

]
>

